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A b s t r a c t

The work described herein concerns the characterisation 
and development of optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) tunable 
in the ultraviolet, visible and near infrared regions. These devices 
were pum ped by the 308nm output from line-narrow ed Xenon
Chloride excimer lasers of pulse energy up to 150mJ.

The behaviour of Type 2 phase-matched Urea, and Type 1 
phase-m atched Barium  Borate OPOs in term s of oscillation  
threshold  and conversion efficiency, has been explored. The 
detrimental effects of pump beam walkoff on the threshold of the 
critically phase-matched Barium Borate OPO have been quantified. 
It was found that minimum 17ns pulse energies of 5mJ were
required to reach threshold in a device based on a crystal of 
20mm length. By contrast, noncritically phase-matched Urea OPOs 
using crystal lengths of 25mm were operated with as little  as 
0.6mJ pump energy. A deterioration in performance was observed 
in both cases with decreasing pump beam waist. Maximum pump
depletions of 72% and 64% were observed in Urea and BBO
respectively. The useful output from the urea device reached 65%, 
while higher absorption/scattering losses meant that the useful 
fraction in BBO was very much lower.

Two different types of noncollinear phase-m atching were 
studied in the BBO-OPO. The first recorded observation of 
operation of a Type 1 OPO at crystal angles beyond the degenerate 
wavelength point was made. The output took the form of two 
concentric rings and was attributed to simultaneous singly and 
doubly resonant operation.

Finally, single longitudinal mode operation of the BBO-OPO 
was dem onstrated using a dispersive cavity arrangem ent. The 
widely varying inherent linewidth of the device required that 
different strategies be adopted over different wavelength ranges. 
Encouraging perform ance in terms of threshold was observed 
using the dispersive cavity, and the feasibility of using this device 
as a low-power first stage for an oscillator/am plifier set-up was 
s tu d ied .
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Chapter 1 
Introduction

1.0 In tr o d u c t io n

1

ft
The advent of the laser in 1960 brought about revolutionary 41

progress in the field of optics and spectroscopy. The high power 
and spectral resolution of the device gave rise to the study of 
no n lin ear phenom ena w hich had been in access ib le  using  
conventional optical sources. However, early lasers operated at 
fixed frequency, with tunability over only a few wavenum bers, 
and thus it was possible to probe transitions only in the laser 
medium itself. Hence considerable research has since gone into the 
developm ent of "broadly tunable" sources which can be tuned %
through resonances of interest, at any point in the spectrum.

There now exists a wide variety of tunable sources which 4
w hen a llied  w ith various frequency conversion  techn iques, 
provide coherent radiation across most of the spectrum  from  4
lOOnm to 100pm (see fig. 1.1). Until recently the only practical 
source widely tunable in the ultraviolet (UV) and visible regions, 
capable of fulfilling the requirements for high average power and 
narrow  linew idth, in applications such as photochem istry, lidar 
and isotope separation, has been the dye laser. The optical 4

p aram etric  o sc illa to r (O PO ), although having  becom e an
established method of producing exceptionally wide tunability in
the infra-red, since its first dem onstration in 1965, has had 
limited application to the UV and visible regions through the lack 
of nonlinear materials possessing suitable properties in terms of
dam age suscep tib ility , nonlinear coefficient and transparency.
R ecently developm ent of such m aterials and of im proved UV
pump sources has stimulated a great deal of interest in exploiting 
a device which is inherently simple to operate, efficient, and can 
tune co n tin u o u sly  th rough  the equ iva len t of m any dye 
bandwidths. In particular, the potential of OPOs pum ped by 
excimer lasers, in terms of exceptionally wide tunability, has been 
clearly dem onstrated. This thesis presents a detailed assessm ent
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of the perform ance of these devices and their developm ent as 
high power, narrow linewidth sources for the u ltrav io let and 
visible spectral ranges. This chapter aims to put this work in 
context with alternative methods of generating tunable output in 
this part of the spectrum, and with contemporary research on 
param etric  osc illa to rs and the problem  of producing  line- 
narrow ed output.

A le x a n d rite

O ptical param etric  oscillators |
Exo im ers | qy *11.... Color centras ■  ■  Spin-flip

Som loonductor lasers
InGaP PbCdSe PbSnTe

InGaAs PbSSe

Ti:S apph ire Co:MgF

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

0.1 0 .2  0.4 0.6 1 .0  2 .0  4 .0  6 .0  10  2 0

W avelength (Microns)

4 0  6 0  1 0 0

Fig. 1.1 Tuning ranges of currently available sources o f tunable 
coherent radiation.

1.1 Tunable sources for the UV-visible range

The following sections describe the main characteristics of 
currently  available m ethods for generation of w idely tunable 
coherent radiation in the range 300 to 700nm.

1.1.1 The Titanium  Sapphire laser

Lasing was first observed in Ti: Sapphire in 1982^ and the 
laser has since become an established commercial product. Its 
tuning range extends from  around 670nm to 1060nm (the 
equivalent of the tuning ranges of four dyes) and has been
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d em o n stra ted ^  to produce as much as 17W CW and 40W average 
power pulsed, at around 800nm. Continuous wave (CW) single 4
longitudinal mode operation is easily attainable. Pump sources 
used are Argon ion, dye, frequency doubled Nd:YAG and Nd:YLF 
lasers, and flashlamps. The future development of suitable diode 
lasers offers a further attractive possibility as a pump source. As a 
source of tunable UV-visible output , frequency doubling of Ti:
Sapphire offers a potential tuning range from 340nm to 530nm.
Polzik and Kimble^ have demonstrated generation of 0.65W  CW 
single frequency blue light at around 430nm by conversion of 
1.35W from a Ti: Sapphire laser. Similar conversion efficiencies 
have been demonstrated in the pulsed regime^. It must be noted, 
however that these two ranges leave a 'hole in the middle' of |
inaccessible wavelengths from 530 to 670nm.

1.1 .2  Sem iconductor  lasers

Sem iconductor diode lasers are comm ercially available at 
alm ost any wavelength between 650nm and 1.5jim. D iffraction  
lim ited output is attainable in a single spatial mode with power 
levels up to around lOOmW and with typical electrical-to-optical 
e ffic ien cy  of 3 5 %2. Em ission is typically on three to six 
longitudinal modes although single mode operation is attainable 
through the inclusion of a grating structure in the waveguide.
Tuning is accom plished by changing the bandgap through I
alteration of temperature or magnetic field, and tuning ranges of |
several tens of nanometres are possible. Furthermore the centre 
wavelength of emission can be initially chosen by altering the 
dopant composition. Production of visible laser diodes has been 
lim ited by the difficulty of producing high quality wide-bandgap 
m a te ria l se lec tiv e ly  n -type  and p -type. A lthough  som e 
demonstrations of operation of blue diodes have been made, it is 
likely to be a considerable time before they are com m ercially 
available. Extension into the visible region looks more likely to |
come from direct frequency doubling of laser diodes. Recently^ 
electrical to optical conversion efficiencies of 1 0 % have been 
dem onstrated, producing 39mW of 423nm light from lO lm W  of 
single axial mode input at 858nm. The compact, solid state nature
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of laser diodes, coupled with the ability to scale power levels 
using arrays of such devices, make diode lasers extrem ely 
practical tunable sources.

1.1.3 Dye lasers

The dye laser^ currently holds a position of pre-eminence as 
a com m ercially available spectroscopic source for the UV and 
v isib le regions. Using several different dye types (coum arins, 
rhodamines, oxazines etc.) and various solvents the spectral region 
from  350 to lOOOnm can be covered. A single dye/so lvent 
c o m b in a tio n  ty p ic a lly  can be tuned  se v e ra l h u n d red
wavenumbers away from the spectral peak of the gain curve. Dye 
lasers fall into three broad technology categories as follow s. 
Continuous wave jet-stream ed dye lasers can provide narrow CW 
bandw idths (subM Hz) and can be synchronously pum ped or 
passively m ode-locked to generate short (below 250fs) pulses. 
Flashlam p-pum ped dye lasers have a larger bandwidth and less 
wavelength stability than CW laser-pumped dye lasers, but have
the advantage that large volumes of active dye medium can be 
pum ped yielding large output pulse energies (up to 50J) and
average powers (50W). Dye lasers pumped by the u ltrav io let 
output from  pulsed nitrogen or excim er lasers or by the
frequency-doubled or tripled output from pulsed Nd:YAG lasers 
provide high brightness, narrow linewidths (0 .0 0 2 nm) and high
peak powers.

1.1.4 Other tunable sources

M olecular excim er lasers^ should be mentioned since their 
output is in the difficult ultraviolet range, and because they can
produce high pulse energies (IJ) at high efficiency (4%) and with
narrow  linew idth (0.2cm -i). W avelengths of 193, 249, 308 and
351nm and tuning ranges of around 2nm are accessible.

Other tunable sources which should be m entioned in the 
context either of their potential for frequency doubling or direct 
generation in the U V -visible range, are A lexandrite^, colour 
centre^ and Raman lasers.
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The Alexandrite laser is one of the family of 'vibronic’ |
lasers, to which the Ti: Sapphire and Co:Mgp2 lasers also belong, |
and has likewise been commercially developed. Its tuning range is 
a subset of that of the Ti: Sapphire laser, from around 700nm to 
800nm, and it possesses one notable advantage over that device 
in its ability  to be effectively flashlam p pum ped, producing 
considerably higher average powers (up to lOOW). CW operation 
is however difficult to obtain.

The main drawback to the colour centre laser is the need 
for cryogenic cooling of the alkali halide crystal. Although tuning 
ranges in different crystals span 0.8qm  to 4jxm, many of these 
m aterials are chem ically unstable and com m ercial devices are
available only for tuning ranges around 1.5qm and between 2.3
and 3.5qm .

Raman la se rs^  operate through the process of stimulated 
Raman scattering, such that photon energy at an available laser 
wavelength is partitioned between scattered 'Stokes photons' and
excitation energy of molecules. The possibility of scattering by 
molecules in excited vibrational levels, gives rise to Anti-Stokes 
generation by which the pump photons may in fact be shifted 
upwards in frequency, rather than downwards as is the case for
Stokes generation. Raman shifting has m ost com m only been 
demonstrated in Hydrogen gas, with efficiencies of conversion to 
the first Stokes line in tens of percent. However, although Raman 
shifting allows access to wavelengths from the infrared to the 
vacuum ultraviolet, continuous tunability is dependent on the use 
of a tunable pump source. Furthermore the necessity for a high 
pressure gas cell makes the Raman laser unattractive in some 
applications.

1.1.5 O ptical param etric oscillators

Figure 1.2 illustrates schematically the configuration of the 
optical param etric oscillator and reveals a basic resem blance to 
the conventional laser. Both convert energy from  a prim ary 
source, to coherent radiation through light am plification in a 
resonan t cavity . How ever in an OPO, tunable rad ia tion  is 
generated through an entirely different process. By contrast to the

--  .......  s . ,..! .. . . . . . t o , , . , . . - - . , :  '
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OPO

P ump
L a s e r

S i g n a l

t
I d l e r

Nonlinear crystal

Laser

»8«r sain

t
L aser out put

Primary Energy 
Source

Fig. 1.2 Schematic diagram of the configurations of the optical 
parametric oscillator and the laser oscillator.

laser, param etric generation is an instantaneous process, without 
any means of energy storage. Output is produced simultaneously 
at two distinct wavelengths, rather than one, and while the initial 
energy source for a laser can take various forms, the pump source 
for an OPO is constrained to be a high intensity source of coherent 
radiation in its own right.

The OPO is inherently an extremely compact, all-solid-state 
device-the cavity need initially be no longer than the nonlinear 
crystal contained therein (typically several cm). A single nonlinear 
material and pump wavelength can provide close to a decade of 
con tinuous tun ing , and d iffe ren t m ateria ls ex tend  tun ing
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throughout the range 250nm to 16|am. Devices can be operated in 
pulsed mode or continuously, such that the temporal nature of the I
output reflects that of the pump source. Conversion efficiency can 
in theory reach unity and so power levels are again limited only 
by those of the pump source and by the damage capabilities of the 
OPO com ponents-average powers in W atts are quite possible.
Several different coarse and fine tuning methods can be used, and 
single longitudinal mode operation can be achieved (see chapter 
7). Drawbacks to the OPO include: the difficulty of obtaining 
frequency-stable CW output, the fact that one 'unwanted' output 
is always generated, and its critical dependence on the coherence 
properties of a tightly constrained pump source.

1.1.6 C onclusion

The long availab ility  and resulting advanced state  of 
development of the dye laser makes it clearly the most accessible 
spectroscopic source for the visible region and for some way into 
the ultraviolet. However the use of dyes of short useful lifetime 
and unknown toxicity make these rather 'user unfriendly' devices.
The compactness and solid state nature of diode and Ti: Sapphire 
lasers allied to the potential extension of tuning ranges through 
frequency conversion techniques, make them feasible alternatives 
over restricted tuning ranges. The optical parametric oscillator has 
long been recognised as potentially offering a combination of most 
of the attractive features of these sources, and providing much 
w ider continuous tuning. Recent advances in u ltraviolet pump 
sources and particularly  in UV -transm itting nonlinear m aterials 
have meant that the UV-visible OPO is already a practical source 
in this spectral region. It thus seems likely that in the near future, 
the OPO will become a commercial instrument of great importance 
in the field of tunable lasers.

1.2 Recent developm ent of the param etric oscillator

R esearch on optical param etric oscillators has been in 
progress since 1961 when Franken et al.^^ dem onstrated second
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harm onic generation, stim ulating work throughout the field of 
nonlinear optics. The first experimental demonstration of an OPO 
was in 1965 when a pulsed device was operated by Giordmaine #
and Miller^. CW operation was shown shortly a f te r w a r d s a n d  in |
the following decade a very considerable amount of research was |
devoted to the operation of the OPO. Comprehensive surveys of 
the work done in this period can be found in the review papers by 
Sm ith i4 , B y e r  15 and Harrisi6 .

The body of w ork on param etric generation can be <|
separated into three main categories:

(1) Continuous wave OPOs pumped by CW laser sources.
(2) Pulsed OPOs pumped by Q-switched solid state lasers or I

nanosecond pulse gas lasers.
(3) U ltrashort pulsed optical param etric generation using 

mode-locked lasers as pump sources.
In each case the possible schemes for generation of tunable 

coheren t rad iation  are determ ined by the properties o f the 
available pump sources and nonlinear media. The nature of the 
parametric process dictates that an OPO pump source should:

(a) be of wavelength lower than those of the desired tuning 
range; |

(b) possess narrow linewidth and low beam divergence with
respect to the requirements of the particular nonlinear material. |

In addition, the nonlinear material is required to possess:
(a) a sufficiently high effective nonlinear coefficient to allow 

achievement of threshold for OPO operation , in crystal lengths 
and for pump powers available;

(b) a wide transparency range with corresponding low 
absorption at pump and output wavelengths;

(c) dispersion and birefringence allowing phase-m atching |  
conditions to be satisfied;

(d) an optical damage threshold allowing operation well |  
above OPO threshold pumping levels.

C learly , re la tiv e ly  few m ateria ls fu lly  sa tisfy  these  
requirem ents, and it has largely been through the inadequacy of ij
nonlinear materials that the OPO has never become an established 
com m ercial device. However, as stated in the review paper by 
F ischer and K ulevskii^^, between 1965 and 1977 continuous
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tuning from 0.4jj,m to 16|im had been shown to be accessible using 
param etric  o sc illa to rs  based on the m ateria ls A m m onium  
D ihydrogen  P hosphate  (A D P), L ith ium  N iobate  (L iN b O g ), 
P roustite(A gA s$ 3), and Cadmium Selenide (CdSe).

In general, by far the most satisfactory material up to 1977 
had been LiN bO ] , due to its high nonlinear coefficient and 
availability in large high quality samples. CW OPOs had been 
d em o n stra ted  in L iN bO gi^ and Barium  Sodium  N ioba te i 8 

(B a 2N aN 5b O i5) pumped either by Argon-ion or frequency-doubled 
N d:YA G lasers, over restric ted  tuning ranges from  600nm  
upw ards. How ever, the requirem ent to operate as a doubly 
resonant oscillator (DRO) produced undesirable frequency tuning 
and stab ility  problem s. Pulsed oscillators m eanw hile, being 
generally operated as singly resonant oscillators (SRO), avoided 
these problems, and were mainly restricted by crystal damage at 
high peak pump powers. This was particularly true in the UV-
visible end of the spectrum, where ADP, and KDP (Ammonium and 
P o tassium  diH ydrogen Phosphate) were the m ost p reva len t 
m a te ria ls . |

The m ost significant developments since 1977 have come 
alm ost entirely through the arrival of new nonlinear m aterials. |
From 1983 onwards an enormous amount of interest in OPOs for 
the U V -visible region has been stim ulated by the reported  
properties of firstly urea, followed by p-Barium Borate (BBO) and %
L ithium  Borate(LBO ). M eanwhile, im provem ent in the growth
techniques of Potassium  Niobate19 (KNbOg) and the development J
of Potassium  Titanyl Phosphate^o have made these crystals viable 
alternatives to LiNbOg for generation of wavelengths from 0.7qm  
to 3|xm. In the range 2qm  to 8 qm , pulsed param etric oscillation 
has been demonstrated in Silver Gallium Selenide^i (AgGaSes) , - ;
w ith operation com fortably below damage lim its. M agnesium  
Oxide-doped Lithium Niobate (MgO:LiNbOs) has the advantages of 
slightly improved damage properties , accessibility of 90° phase- 
m atching and hence effic ien t tem perature tuning , over the
undoped material. This material has been put to several different 
applications, including dem onstration of a low threshold, CW 
m onolith ic  0 P 0 2 2 . The monolithic design, with cavity reflectors 
coated directly onto the crystal surfaces, ensures a low loss at the
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resonant waves, essential for CW operation. Use of a stable, single I
mode, diode-pumped laser as pump source also ensured that this I
com pletely  so lid -state  device had much im proved frequency 
stability and tuning properties.

There has, m eantim e, been a proliferation of work on 
ultrashort pulse OPOs. Tunable radiation of around lOOfsec pulse 
duration has been generated using dispersion compensation, in a 
CW -mode-locked intracavity KTP 0 P 0 2 3  , and separately in a BBO 
O P 024 synchronously pumped by pulse trains from a mode-locked 
laser. Externally pumped CW fem tosecond OPOs in KTP have 
recently  been reported by two separate g r o u p s 5 5 ,5 6 ,  with pulse 
lengths as short as 75fs.

In the picosecond pulse regim e, synchronous pumping by Q- 
sw itched m ode-locked lasers has variously been dem onstrated in 
B B 0 2 5 , KTP26, B a2N aN b 50 i527 , L iNb0328 and KDP29, w hile CW 
m od e-lock ed  lasers have been used as the pump sources for 
devices in B a 2 N a N b 5 0 1557 and L B058. The technique o f parametric 
a m p lifica tion  in one nonlinear crysta l o f a narrow band o f  
parametric super lum inescence generated in a second crystal, has 
been em ployed in BBO30, LB031, AgGaS232,Proustite35, ADP33, and 
L iN b 0 3 3 6 , when pumped by picosecond pulses.

1.3 OPOs for the UV and visible ranges

1.3.1  V isib le -U V  nonlinear m aterials

1
I

V isible and ultraviolet param etric oscillation prior to the |
1980s was limited to a few demonstrations involving ADP36 and 
K D P 37 pumped by the third and fourth harmonics of Nd lasers. #
These m aterials proved to be quite seriously flaw ed by the
proxim ity of their UV damage threshold to the OPO threshold 4
pum p power level. The first material to offer the prom ise of j
reliable operation throughout the visible range was the organic |
compound Urea. The first OPO based on Urea was developed by 
D onaldson and T a n g 3 8  in 1984. It was pumped by a frequency- 
tripled Nd:YAG laser at 355nm and had tuning ranges of 498- 
640nm  and 1.23-0.79qm  at a maximum of 24% efficiency. The

;|

- '_____ ■» .____ :_____ ^ . ■ t o .  ' . . ' I .
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first dem onstration of excimer pumping of OPOs39, in our own 
laboratories, involved Urea. This work was to lead to remarkable 
external efficiencies of 66%40 at noncritical phase matching, and a 
tuning range from  537-720nm . D espite its undoubted m erits, 
questions over the long-term damage resistance of Urea, and the 
development in China of the new UV-damage-proof materials, BBO 
and LBO, m eant that in terest in U rea has been perhaps 
p rem aturely  superseded.

Type 141 and Type 1142 phase-matched OPOs have been 
operated in BBO, with high efficiency, high average power4i, 
narrow linewidth43 and extremely wide tuning range4i. Multishot 
damage resistance appears to be much greater than in Urea, and 
UV wavelengths can be accessed more easily.

The biaxial nature of the LBO crystal provides several 
tuning options in the different principal planes. Critical phase- 
matching is possible over a range similar to that of Type I phase- 
matching in BBO , and room temperature non-critical phase- 
matching (NCPM) at UV output wavelengths can be achieved when 
pumped by 308nm excimer radiatiou44,45. LBO shows improved 
damage resistance, higher crystal quality than BBO but its lower 
nonlinear coefficient means that both materials probably have a 
role to play as UV-visible nonlinear materials.
A com prehensive assessment of the available nonlinear m aterials 
for the generation of UV-visible wavelengths can be found in 
chapter 3.

1.3.2 Pump sources for UV-visible OPOs

Until 1988, the requirem ent of an OPO for high power, 
narrow linewidth and low beam divergence in its pump source,
m eant that only frequency-converted Neodym ium  lasers were 
suited to the task. However the developm ent and com m ercial 
introduction of line-narrowed excimer lasers was of considerable 
in terest in extending OPO tuning ranges further into the UV
region. Excim er lasers currently hold the follow ing advantages 
over the conventional frequency converted Nd: YAG laser:

(1) Considerably higher electrical to optical efficiency
(2) Higher pulse and average power

'.T, Ü r.'.c................................. .
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(3) Wide range of pump wavelengths
Our work on excimer-pumping of OPOs has dem onstrated 

beyond doubt that equivalent if not superior performance can be 
obtained in comparison to Nd:YAG pumping, and that the excimer 
is likely to remain for some time to come, the better option as a 
pump source for a high average power UV OPO.

However the rapid advances being made in terms of output 
power and cost, in diode-pumping of solid-state lasers, allied to 
the use of BBO and LBO in efficient frequency conversion to the 
UV, give the promise of all solid state UV-visible OPOs genuine 
appeal. The first holosteric visible OPO has, in fact, recently been 
d em o n stra ted ^^ , using a diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser, frequency 
tripled in LBO and BBO, to pump an NCPM LBO device. Such 
success gives rise to the expectation that the high crystal quality 
of LBO may allow the development of a holosteric CW UV-Visible 
source in the near future.

1.4 Line-narrowing of OPOs

Bandwidth narrowing techniques for lasers are by now well 
established. Single longitudinal mode operation allows linewidths 
of around IM Hz to be accessed. The relatively wide tunability of 
dye lasers allied to frequency stable output of such linewidths has 
produced new opportunities in high resolution spectroscopy. Thus 
the frequency control of OPOs, with their potential for extremely 
wide tunability and high average power, is an important issue.

A library of laser line-narrowing techniques, summarised in 
references 47-49 , is available for transfer to frequency control of 
OPOs. Relatively little work has been done on OPO cavity line- 
narrowing , with the majority of experiments involving LiNbO] 
infrared d e v ic e s 5 0 - 5 4 .  However single longitudinal mode operation 
using grating and étalon methods has been observed on several 
occasions in LiNbOa^o-ôS, and more recently in KTP59 W ork on 
visible OPOs has been restricted to one demonstration of grating 
cav ity  narrow ing which was lim ited  by resu lting  threshold
increase43.

$
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A more considerable body of work exists involving line- 
narrowing of OPOs by injection-seeding. This is a very fam iliar 
technique for producing narrowband laser radiation, and although 
m any in jec tio n -seed ed  param etric  dev ices have accu ra te ly  
reproduced the bandwidth of the seed source, there exists little 
thorough quantitative  work on required signal energies and 
dependence on other parameters.

Our work on line-narrowing of a BBO-OPO is aimed at filling 
a clear need to produce a reliable, efficient, narrow-line OPO for 
the v isib le  and u ltrav io let regions. We have harnessed both 
cavity-line-narrow ing and injection-seeding techniques to achieve 
single longitudinal mode operation.

1.5 Thesis outline

This thesis is organised as follows. A brief summary of the 
essential theory of parametric interaction is presented in chapter 
2. The relative merits of the different nonlinear materials for the 
generation of tunable radiation in the U V -visible region are 
described in chapter 3, with reference to the properties discussed 
in the previous chapter. Chapter 4 describes the experim ental 
arrangement of the pump laser and OPO. Chapters 5 and 6  provide 
a characterisation of urea and BBO OPOs in terms of oscillation 
th reshold  and conversion efficiency respectively . C hapter 7 
considers the progress made in producing a line-narrowed UV- 
visible OPO. N oncollinear phase-m atching in a BBO OPO is 
described in chapter 8 and the final chapter discusses future work 
and provides some conclusions on the project as a whole.

1

T4

I
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Chapter 2 
Theory

2 .0  In tr o d u c t io n

This chapter shows how second order nonlinear optical 
interactions lead to the possibility of parametric amplification, and 
sets out the essential equations describing this process. Since 
com prehensive review s L2,6 on this topic are available, this section 
is kept fairly brief. The remainder of the material presented here 
is restricted in scope to those aspects of the theory which allow an 
understanding of the selection process for nonlinear materials and 
pum p sources for optical param etric oscillators, and of those 
characteristics of OPO operation examined in chapters 5 to 8 . The 
analysis is performed using the MKS system of units, as in ref. 1.

2.1 P aram etr ic  a m p lif ica tion

2 .1 .1  T h ree-w ave  p aram etr ic  in teraction

Propagation of electrom agnetic radiation in a d ielectric  
medium induces a polarisation wave which is normally described 
by the relation

P=eo%( i ) E,  (2 . 1 )

w here eo is the free space perm ettiv ity , is the linear
susceptibility and E the applied field. However, for intense fields 
this linear approximation may no longer be appropriate, and the 
polarisation may also involve higher powers of the field strength 
E. These higher order terms in the polarisation can couple together 
harm onic fie lds o f d ifferen t frequencies; for exam ple the 
polarisation component proportional to E^ can couple together two 
w aves to generate a third (three wave m ixing). Param etric 
am plification  is one exam ple of this three-w ave non linear 
in teraction involving the transfer of energy between fields of
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distinct frequencies , via the second order nonlinear polarisation 
which may be induced in certain noncentrosym m etric crystals. 
This nonlinear polarisation may be expressed as

Ei = eo Ej E i  , (2 .2 )
jk

where the subscripts refer to the cartesian com ponents of the 
various fields. %(%) are the com ponents o f the non linearijk
polarisab ility  tensor which characterises the second order
nonlinearity  of the m aterial. The components %(%) of %(̂ ) c a n

uk
alternatively be listed using the d notation, such that %(?.) = 2 d%k.ijk
The d coefficients are generally given in a sim plified form  
involving only two subscripts, such that

di(jk) = dim >

where the subscripts are related as follows:

(jk) = (11) (2 2 ) (3 3 ) (23 ) (13 ) (12) 
m = 1 2 3 4 5 6

In general for a specific interaction geometry, the generation of a 
nonlinear wave depends on a single effective nonlinear coefficient 
def f  w hich involves the p ro jection  of all the th ree  field  
eigenvectors onto the d tensor. Expressions for the effective 
nonlinear coefficients deff in terms of the d coefficients and the 
wave propagation directions have been tabulated for the different 
crystal classes in ref. 3.

In a three field interaction we assume fields at frequencies 
coj (j = 1,2,3) propagating along the z-direction, given by

Ej = ~  { £ j ( z )  exp[ i (kjz - cojt + q>j) ] + c.c. }, (2 .3)

where £. j (z) are the complex amplitudes of the fields, (pj are the 

initial phases, kj are the propagation constants given by
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kj = ^  , (2 .4 )

a n d

0)3 = CÙ1 + ce>2 . (2 .5 )

d £  i ( z )
— + tti £  i (z) = iKi £  p (z) £*s (z) exp[i(Akz + <p)] (2 .6)

where the subscripts (j = 1,2,3) have been replaced by those 
referring to pump, signal, and idler fields (j = p,s,i). a j are the field 
absorption coefficients, Ak = kp - kg- ki is the phase mismatch, kj 
are the interaction coefficients defined by

The re frac tiv e  ind ices are nj and c is the speed of light.
Substitution into M axwell's equations, subject to the assum ption
that the field am plitudes change slowly over the in teraction  |

length (i.e. k 9 £  /9 z  »  d ^ £  /9z%), gives us a set of coupled

differential equations, which we may write in a form specific to ^
the case of parametric amplification, namely

d £  s(z)
— + as £  s (z) = iKs £  p (z) £*i (z) exp[i(Akz + <p)]

d £ p ( z )
— + ap £  p (z) = iKp £  i (z) £  s (z) exp[-i(Akz + cp)]

and (p = (pp -  (ps -  (pi is the initial phase difference between the three 
fields. In general, of course, these coupled equations describe all 
types of three wave, second order nonlinear interaction, i.e. sum f
and difference frequency mixing, and second harmonic generation.
The direction of energy transfer between the three fields is in 
each case determined by their initial relative phases.
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2 .1 .2  So lutions of the coupled equations for param etric  
a m p l i f i c a t i o n

Solutions of the coupled equations for the case of parametric 
am plification , through which energy is transferred  from  an 
intense high frequency pump field to lower frequency signal and 
idler fields, are usually developed assuming negligible depletion 
of the pump field by those of the signal and idler. The solutions in 
terms of the plane wave power densities at signal and idler Sgand  
Si.are

§
S s(z) = p i  {[rcosh(rz)+ Torsincpsinh (rz)]2 

Ak
+ ( y -  - rorcos(p)2 s in h ^ (rz )} (2 .8 )

a n d

w h e re

S i(z ) = {([rrcosh(Tz) + To sincpsinh (T z)]2  

Ak ^
+ (Torcosq)-■yr)2 sinh2(rz)} , (2 .9)

To2 = 7iKSp, (2 . 1 0 )

(AkY
(2 . 12)

nslÊs(0 ) |2
S o =  S s(z= 0 ) =  ^  , ( 2 . 1 3 )

a n d  Zo = ' \ / — . (2 .15)
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To is the maximum gain constant, F is the reduced gain constant. So
is the incident signal power density at z = 0 , and r is the ratio of
incident signal to idler photon density. These solutions can be 
used to develop an expression for the single pass signal power 
gain for an interaction length t, i.e.

^ S s ( 6 )  • ( 2 . 1 6 )

The signal gain is usually calculated on the assumption that only

the signal frequency is incident on the crystal i.e. £ j(0) = 0. The

gain in the case where input fields at both frequencies are
incident, is dependent on their relative phases. For the form er sj
case,

r 2 ;
G s(r =  0 )  =  1 + p ^ s in h 2 (rf)  (2 .17 )

Î
Thus the gain is dependent on the pump power level and on i

the phase mismatch Ak. In the low gain limit where F q̂  < (Ak/2)^,
(2.17) becomes

Gs(r = 0) = 1 + Fo2 P  sinc2(lF2|i/21) (2 .18)

and for Fo2 f2 «  i this can be written

G s(r = 0) = 1 + F«2 f2 sinc2(Akt/2) . (2 .19 )

2.1 .3  P hase-m atch in g  in param etric  am p lif ica tion

Param etric amplification is constrained by the requirem ents 
of energy conservation, expressed by the relation

cOp — cOg 4" cOj ( 2 . 2 0 )

and by conservation of momentum, such that

■ ' _ _ _ ; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ I_ _ _ : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -  - _ _ _ _ ■ '  -  '  ■ '  ■ J -
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k p - k s  + ki . (2 .2 1 )

Expression (2.12) shows the strong dependence of param etric 
gain on the phase mismatch Ak, or equivalently on deviation from 
the phase-m atching condition (2.21). Maximum gain is obtained 
for zero phase mismatch

Ak = 0 .  (2 .22 )

In this state, the elec trom agne tic fields and their nonlinear 
polarisation source terms are perfectly in phase throughout their 
propagation through the crystal. In a dispersive m edium , the 
phase matching condition will not in general be satisfied and Ak 
may be large. In a param etric am plifier, com pensa tion for 
dispersion is most commonly achieved through the birefringence 
of the nonlinear m aterial. In biréfringen t crystals the index of
refrac tion  of a wave is dependen t on frequency, sense of 
polarisation , and direc tion of propagation with respec t to the 
crystal axes. Figure 2.1(a) shows the typical pattern of variation of 
the refrac tive index experienced by waves linearly  polarised 
along each of the three principal optical axes x, y and z (known as 
the principal refractive indices) of a crystal. In uniaxial crystals, 
two of the principal refractive indices are equal, or degenerate, 
and the degenera te and nondegenera te refrac tive indices are 
known as the principal ordinary and extraordinary indices no and 
ne , respec tively . If  we assum e, for the m om en t, co llinear
in terac tion the phase matching condition can be rew ritten in the 
scalar form

npCOp = ngCOs + niCOi _ (2 .23)

From this it can be seen, for example, that phase-matching is 
not possible when both np > n̂  and np > ng. For three given 
frequencies and for a given direc tion of propagation phase- 
matching is possible only for certain combinations of polarisations.
In uniaxial nonlinear crystals, with which this text is principally 
concerned , the two eigen-po larisa tions associated  w ith any 
g en era l p ro p ag a tio n  d irec tio n  are denoted  o rd inary  and
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extraordinary polarisations. The ordinary wave is that polarised 
such that the refractive index is independent of the direction of 
p ro p ag a tio n , w hile  the ex trao rd in a ry  w ave, by co n tra s t, 
experiences a refrac tive index dependent on the wave norm al 
direction. The extraordinary refractive index is a function of the 
direction of propagation and of the two principal refractive indices 
associated with the plane of rotation of the pump beam. The 
refractive index ne(0 ) for an extraordinary wave propagating at an 
angle 9 to the optic axis (the direction of propagation for which 
both polarisations experience equal refractive indices) is given by

n (®) (a ) n(®) ( b)

COCO CO

Fig. 2.1 (a) Variation of principal refractive indices with frequency 
in a biaxial crystal with n% < ny < n%. As depicted the refractive index 
for an extraordinary wave, frequency coe» polarised in the xy plane 
lies on a line between the values nx(coe) and ny(o>e), while for an 
ordinary wave, frequency coq polarised along the z axis, the 
refractive index is fixed at n% ( coq)- (b) Variation o f principal 
refractive indices with frequency in a uniaxial crystal with n© > n^. 
Again the extraordinary refractive index lies between the values 
Ue(® e) aud no(we)» while the ordinary refractive index is fixed at 
Uo(®o)«

'■'t:
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  cos^6 sin29
ne^(9) (2 .24 )

This produces a value for Ue(9) lying between those of no and n^ as 
depic ted in fig. 2.1(b). Uniaxial crystals are classified in the 
categories positive and negative, dependent on whether no < % o r 
n© < no respec tively .

The possible com binations of polarisations are shown in 
Table 2.1. Type 1 phase-m atching refers to the condition of 
parallel-polarised signal and idler waves, while Type 2 phase- 
m atching involves orthogonally polarised signal and idler. The 
index diagrams for both of these cases are shown for positive and 
nega tive un iax ial crys ta ls in figures 2 .2(a)-(d). T hree-w ave 
collinear interaction such that the direction of propagation is along 
a p rincipal axis of the nonlinear crystal is referred  to as 
noncritical or 90° phase-matched. This condition, under which the 
rate of change of extraordinary refractive index with propagation 
angle is zero, will be shown in the following sections to engender 
various properties im portant in facilitating efficien t in terac tion. 
Collinear in terac tion in other directions is known as critically  
p h a se -m a tc h ed .

Table 2.1 Phase-matching in uniaxial crystals

-ve uniaxial +ve uniaxial

Type 1 e 0 + 0 0 —► e + e

Type 2 e —̂  0 + e o 0 + e

2 .1 ,4  P aram etr ic  osc illa t ion

Parametric amplification is a process of m agnification of a 
finite existing signal and/or idler field, and as such, it is not 
obvious that it should be viable in the case where only a pump
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field is incident on the nonlinear crystal. However a finite input 
field  is in fac t created through the process of spontaneous 
param e tric  fluorescence^, by which a very small amount of pump 
power is converted to energy in the signal and idler fields such 
that these satisfy the conditions (2.20) and (2.21). As shown in

n(m) (a) n(co) ( b)

( 0CO, CO CO, COCO

n((o)
( c )

n((o)
( d )

COCOiCOs COp COCOj CDs C0|

Fig. 2.2 Index diagrams as in figure 2.1, for (a) Type 1 phase- 
matching, negative uniaxial crystal, (b) Type 2 phase-matching, 
negative uniaxial crystal, (c) Type 1 phase-matching, positive 
uniaxial crystal, (d) Type 2 phase-matching, positive uniaxial 
cry sta l.
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section 5.2.1 the total power so converted can be as little as 
1 0 - lo w , and typical values of signal gain for available crystal 
lengths are insufficient to allow single pass amplification of the 
spontaneously emitted power to levels comparable with the pump 
field. Hence a resonator cavity allowing multiple passes for one or |
both of the signal and idler in the nonlinear crystal may be I
utilised. The optical parametric oscillator provides amplification of |
p h ase -m a tch ed  spon taneous flu o rescen ce  w ith in  a sm all 
d irec tiona l bandw idth of the resonator axis. The need for I
m ultipass spatial interac tion between the fields means tha t in 
general the further restriction of collinearity is imposed on the 
phase-m atching condition in an oscillator configuration, and hence 
(2.21) can be treated as the scalar condition (2.23) in this case.

2.2 Theoretica l aspects of optical param etric oscillation

2 .2 .1  W avelength  tuning

The generated signal and idler wavelengths in a collinearly 
phase-m a tched OPO are determ ined by conditions (2.20) and 
(2.23) i.e.

COp = cOs + coi and npCOp = ngCOg + nicoi

For a fixed frequency pump wave, any process which changes the 
refrac tive indices at the signal, idler or pump wavelengths will 
tune the oscillator. Rapid tuning is generally accomplished through 
variation of tem perature or direction of pump beam propagation 
with respect to the crystal optic axis. Fine tuning may be obtained 
via the electro-optic effect. A lternatively, the use of a tunable 
pump source may allow rapid tuning of the output wavelength 
without any adjustment of the OPO. Tuning can also be achieved 
in a noncollinearly phase-matched device, through adjustm en t of 
the pum p beam  d irec tion  with respec t to the cavity  axis.
Operation in such a configuration is subject, as shown in chapter 8 , I
to the use of a pump beam of sufficien t dim ension to allow 
multipass spatial coupling of the three fields.

' '  '__L_-- :      -  .. ..i .......
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2 .2 .2  Poynting vector w alk-off

Although the interaction of the three fields in an OPO is
g en e ra lly  assum ed to be co llin ea rly  p h ase-m a tched , the 
collinearity  refers only to the wave normal d irec tions in the
crystal. In an anisotropic medium the wave normal direction is 
not in general the same as the ray direction, which is the direction |
of energy propagation. The ray direction for an ex traordinary a
wave can be found as in the index diagram, figure 2.3 The curve is
the locus of points (ne(0), 6 ) given by the relation (2.24) where 0
is as defined above. The angle p be tw een the wave norm al
direction and the ray direction, known as the w alk-off angle is
given implicitly by

tan ( 0 + p ) = tanO . (2 .25)

Î
Hence over a finite interaction length in the nonlinear crystal the S
d ifferen t ray direc tions of ordinary and ex traordinary  waves |
result in a spatial separation of the beams and loss of parametric |
interac tion. It is thus advantageous for OPO operation to occur
under conditions of minimal walk-off. This can be achieved using 
a noncritically phase-matched configuration, such that 0 = 0  or 
0 = 71/2, in which case the wave normal and ray directions are %
fully coincident.

2.2.3 Effective nonlinear coefficient and Figure of merit

As was stated in section 2.1.1, the effec tive nonlinear 
coefficient for a particular three wave interaction is a function of 
the the nonzero d coefficien ts and the interacting wave normal 4

direc tions. The wave normal direction in a uniaxial nonlinear
crystal is generally defined by the angles 0 and ({>. 0  has been 
previously defined as the angle between the wave vector and the 
optic axis (or NLO reporting frame 3 -axis as defined in Appendix 
A), while (() is the azimuthal angle between the projection of the 
wave-vector on the plane orthogonal to the optic axis, and the NLO
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Ray direction

Fig. 2.3 The locus o f points ne(0) defined by the extraordinary 
refractive index as a function o f the phase-matching angle. The ray 
direction is parallel to the normal to the ellipse at its intersection A 
with the momentum vector.

reporting frame 1-axis. The expressions for deff in various crystal 
classes for each phase-matching type can be found in ref 3.

It can be seen from expressions (2.10) and (2.11) that the 
param etric gain constant To is proportional to deff^ and inversely 
proportional to the product of the three refractive indices np, %, 
and ni. Hence a useful quantity in assessing nonlinear materials 
for the purpose of OPO gain media, is the figure of merit

F.o.M. = deff^
npUsUi (2 .26 )

The figure of merit is a quantity which has no standard definition, 
and other authors^ have defined it so as to take into account 
effects such as walkoff, pump beam focussing, and wavelength of 
opera tion. In chap ter 3 where the charac teristics of various 
nonlinear materials are compared in detail, we have preferred to 
trea t each property separately, and so this simple definition has 
been used.

I
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2 .2 .4  P h a se -m a tch in g  c o n stra in ts  on the OPO pum p  
s o u r c e

It can be seen from expression (2.12) that a finite phase 
m ism a tch

Ak = kp - kg - kj 0 
results in a reduction in parametric gain at the resonant signal 
wavelength. In the small gain approximation (T q̂  «  1 ), a value 
of Ak for which

lAklC = 7c (2 .27 )

results in a gain of approximately half the value for which Ak = 0. 
The phase m ism atch resulting from  devia tion of the signal 
wavelength from that at which perfect phase-matching (Ak = 0) is
achieved allows us to define a gain bandwidth according to (2.27)
at each point of the tuning curve.

However, phase mismatch may also be caused by the non
ideal na ture of the pump beam. In the case of perfec t phase- 
m a tching as in figure 2.4(a) the pump wave has a fixed 
waveleng th and its wavevector direction is aligned parallel with 
the cavity  axis in order to achieve collinear phase-m a tching. 
However in reality the pump laser output is characterised by a
finite linewid th and angular divergence. Both of these properties 
lead to some deviation from phase-matching for a fixed signal
frequency , and the resu ltan t reduc tion  in param e tric  gain 
produces an increase in oscillation threshold. In the follow ing 
sections, we develop expressions for working lim its on pump 
beam linewid th and divergence.

(a) Pump laser linewidth

U nder the constrain t of co llinear phase-m a tching , any 
departure of the pump wavelength from its mean value causes an 
amount of phase mismatch as in figure 2.4(b). In this case we 
assum e a constant signal momentum vector kg and the phase 
mismatch due to a pump bandwidth Acop is given by
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Ak = kp - kg - ki 
= A(kp - ki) 

8kp d  k i 
.3œn 9(0i_

for constant k.

ACOr

(2 .28 )
(2 .29 )

(2 .30 )

Thus the half gain pump bandwidth (halfwid th) given by 
(2.27) and (2.30) is

Acot 9C0r
9 k i
9coi_ (2 .31 )

The fu ll w id th ha lf pow er gain pump bandw id th in 
wavenumbers is given by

C Avp(cm-l) = n
9 n i  9np  

Hi + Xi ~  - X pdXi

-1
(2 .32 )

where the dimensions are in centimetres. This can be used to 
determ ine the maximum allowable bandwidth for a pump source 
for a singly resonant OPO.

(b) Pump laser divergence

In the case where the pump is fixed in wavelength but has a 
finite spread of directions, there are two distinct ways in which 
momentum mismatch of the type depicted in figure 2.4(c) may 
re su lt. F irs tly  the ex trao rd in ary  m om en tum  vec to rs  may 
experience a change in magnitude due to the angular variation of 
the refractive index. We have

Ak — kj 
9(Ak)

# 3
=  2tc

kg - ki
1 9n

A,p 9<j)3 Xi 9(j)3J (2 .33 )

where angles (j>2 and (j)3 are as shown in figure 2.4(c), and we can 
use the transform ation

J

I
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(a)

(b)

(c)

A k

Fig. 2.4 Phase-matching vector diagrams under conditions o f  (a) Ak 
0, collinear phase-matching, (b) finite Ak, collinear phase- 
matching, (c) finite Ak, resulting from a pump wave-vector 
noncollinear with the cavity axis.

(2 .34 )

to rearrange this as

Ak = 2k
1 9n, n,

Ap 90
9 n j
90 (2 .35 )

!

%

■ Si i
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since kg is constant and for small departures from collinear phase- 
m atching, kp and ki are at approximately the same angle 0 to the 
optic axis. Hence using (2.27) the full angle half maximum gain 
pump divergence angle A0 fa is given by

This is the dominant mechanism for phase mismatch in critically 
phase-m atched param etric processes such that the resonant wave 
is an ordinary wave. However, if  the resonant wave is of the 
ex traordinary polarisation and the pump and nonresonant wave 
are ordinary waves having no angular refractive index variation,
then the phase-mismatch does not result from this mechanism. In 
this case, and also under conditions of near-noncritical phase- 
m atching, where the angular refractive index varia tion is very 
slow, phase mismatch occurs through the inability of the constant 
magnitude momentum vectors to complete the vector triangle as i
in figure 2.4(c), such that

• (2 .37 )

Near degeneracy, as for noncritical phase-matching in urea we can
approxim ate this by

(00)2
Ak = k p ^ - ^  . (2 .38)

The general half gain condition (2.27) gives us the full angle half 
m axim um  gain pum p divergence requirem en t A0 fa for ’near- 
noncritical' phase-matching as follows:
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Chapter 3
Nonlinear materials for the UV-visible range

3.0  In tr o d u c t io n

It is intended in this chapter to outline a general procedure
for the assessm en t of nonlinear m aterials to support param etric
oscillation over a desired waveleng th tuning range. Using this 
se lec tion  procedure we shall consider the problem  of the 
development of an OPO for the UV-visible range, comparing the 
available nonlinear m a terials appropriate to this purpose with
respect to the criteria developed in chapter 2. We shall highlight 
in particular the merits of OPOs based on urea and BBO.

3.1 A ssessm ent of nonlinear m aterials

For a given pump laser source, it is possible to define a
sequence of c riteria  w hich m ust be sa tisfied  in order to
dem onstrate the u tility of a nonlinear m aterial as an OPO gain 
medium. For a fixed set of pump laser parameters, in terms of 
wavelength, pulse energy, linewidth and divergence, the flowchart 
of figure 3.1 indicates the conditions by which a material may be 
assessed for the generation of a particular wavelength range. The 
in itia l assessm en ts are made on the basis of the crys ta l's
transparency . F irs tly , and forem ostly , it m ust show high 
transm ission  at the w aveleng th of the chosen pum p source. 
Secondly, the requirem en t for transm ission of both signal and 
id le r  w av e len g th s , and the m a te ria l's  h igh  w av e len g th  
transmission cut-off, place both an upper and lower bound on the 
possible OPO output waveleng ths, via the energy conserva tion 
condition. However, it is the birefringence of the material which 
actually defines the range of wavelengths within this 'w indow ' 
which may be generated. Phase-matching calculations may readily 
be made on the basis of known Seilmeier relations on refractive 
index varia tion , and hence poten tal tuning ranges m ay be 
com puted. Throughout these tuning ranges, the com patibility of
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Pump laser with known 
divergence, linewidth, power.

< Is material transparent at 
pump wavelength?

< Is material transparent 
over desired tuning range?

< Is IR transmission 
sufficient?

> f
Calculate possible phase- 
matching ranges.

/

<:Are pump divergence and 
linewidth requirements satisfied?

N f
Estimate oscillation threshold 
on the basis of figure-of-merit 
walkoff, available crystal length, 
pump power.

V /
Is the threshold sufficiently 
less than the damage intensity?

Material is suitable for use as 
an OPO gain medium.

Try another 
m ateria l.

V->
y  ND

NO

Fig. 3.1 Flowchart illustrating the criteria involved in assessing a 
nonlinear material for an OPO.
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the material and the pump source may be assessed in terms of the 
linewid th and angular acceptances developed in section 2.2.4. If 
the linewidth and divergence of the pump laser are found to be 
within these limits, then the final condition to be satisfied is that 
the OPO oscillation threshold intensity must be a sufficient factor 
less than the crystal (or OPO optics) damage threshold value. 
Hence some kind of estimate of the oscillation threshold must be 
made on the basis of the available crystal leng ths and pump 
pow ers. The theory of OPO threshold behaviour has been 
developed for the cases of CW^ oscillators, and pulsed SROs (see 
chapter 5), taking into account the variation of the figure of merit 
and the extraordinary wave walkoff angle across the tuning range. 
H ow ever the threshold is not necessarily determ ined by these 
fac tors alone. The lim itations on focussing imposed by e-wave 
w alkoff in critically phase-matched configurations may mean that 
the threshold  is made prohib itively  high by the focussing  
necessary for the available pump power level.

Assum ing the threshold and damage criteria are fulfilled, 
the suitable nonlinear materials may be chosen according to the 
needs of the application-e.g. requirements for a particular tuning 
method, inherent linewidth, frequency stability etc. However, if no 
m aterial is found to be suitable for the desired tuning range, it 
may be necessary to seek a pump laser of differen t wavelength, 
or possessing more strictly controlled divergence and linewidth.

3.2 Nonlinear m aterials for the ultraviolet and visible

W e shall now use this general procedure to com pare 
nonlinear m aterials appropriate to the generation of waveleng ths 
in the u ltrav io le t and visible spectral ranges. We w ill make 
quan titative assessm ents of available nonlinear crystals on the 
assumption of a 308nm pump wavelength as provided by a XeCl 
excimer laser. Although this is by no means the only viable UV 
pump wavelength, it will serve to illustrate the relative qualities 
of the differen t materials.

For our current purpose, the majority of commonly utilised 
nonlinear m a terials may be disregarded on account of their
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inadequate UV transmission. We can immediately discard LiNbOg f
as a possib ility , since transm ission does not ex tend below  I
4 0 0 n m 2 4 .  Materials such as K T P is , KNbOg 19,20 and L ilO s^ i .zz  

possess large nonlinear coefficients (between 3 and 5pm/V) and 
are reported as transparent at wavelengths as low as 350nm. As a 
result, these m aterials are very close to being useful for OPOs 
pumped by tripled Nd:YAG lasers. As yet, no reports have been 
made of UV-pumped OPOs in KTP and KNbOg. However, an OPO for 
the visible region has been demonstrated in LilOg pumped at
347nm by a doubled ruby laser^s. This device had a low threshold 
and no damage problems. The main drawback to this material was 
considered to be its high birefringence and associated resistance 
to tigh t focussing.

M aterials with deeper UV transm ission include KB52 3 
(Potassium PentaBorate) and LFM23 (Lithium Formate), whose UV 
transm ission cut-off wavelengths are as low as 165 and 230nm "4
respec tively . How ever, these m a terials are hindered by low
n o n lin ear co effic ien ts  and dam age thresholds. The recen t M
developm ent of the organic crystal d-LAP (deuterated L-Arginine 
Phospha te) which has transparency from 0.2 to 1.9q,m, and #
m odera te non linear coefficien t, has in troduced another new 
possibility, but it has yet to be fully assessed as an OPO gain 
m edium . H ence, for the purposes of pum ping at excim er 
wavelength such as 249 and 308nm, the main options are KDP and 
its various isomorphs, and more recently, Urea, BBO and LBO,

KDP, ADP and isomorphic crystals 10 such as CD A, RDA and |
RDP (C and R denote Caesium and Rubidium, while A denotes
Arsenate) were until the mid-eighties the only practical options as 
U V -transm itting nonlinear crystals. KDP is a negative uniaxial

crystal belonging to the class 42m , and having a transparency 
range from 0.2-1.5|xm. Somewhat higher nonlinear coefficients are 
seen in ADP, while the deuterated versions of these m aterials 
have transm ission ranges shifted upwards slightly in wavelength.
The infra-red cu t-off lim its the lower wavelength output of an 
OPO pumped at 308nm, to 390nm. KDP will henceforth be used as 
a representative example of this type of material.
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U rea^  is an organic compound of crystal class 42m . It is 
positive uniaxial and is transmissive from 0.2 to 1.4p.m. Hence as 
for KDP the OPO is restricted to signal wavelengths greater than 
390nm. In prac tice it is a d ifficult m aterial to polish and is 
hygroscopic and so requires careful handling.

Low tem perature flux-grown p-phase Barium  Borate13 is a 
nega tive uniaxial m a terial of the class R3c. It has a UV 
transm ission cut-off at around 2 0 0 nm, while the infra-red cu t-off 
is at between 2.6 and 3pm . Thus the OPO signal w aveleng th |
poten tially extends to 345nm. Although BBO is a robust material, 
it is slightly hygroscopic and therefore benefits from  protec tive 4

surface coatings.
Lithium  Borate^ is a biaxial belonging to the mm2 class, with 

transm ission  from  160nm to 2 .6pm . Clearly this deeper UV 
transm ission makes LBO an important material for generation of 
wavelengths in this range. It is also more robust than BBO and is 
non-hygroscopic. The OPO signal cu t-off corresponding to this 
transm ission is around 350nm.

'-a

3,3 Tuning ranges |

In each of KDP, urea and BBO, both the Type 1 and 2 phase- 
m atched angle-tuned wavelength ranges have been calculated for 
the case of 308nm pumping and are shown in figures 3.2 to 3.4. In 
LBO three tuning options are shown (fig. 3.5) corresponding to 
propagation in each of the principal planes. It is a characteristic 
fea ture of the Type 1 tuning ranges that they term inate at the 
degenerate wavelength, such that d0/dX = 0, whereas the Type 2 
tuning curves show phase-matching on either side of the angle at 
which the degenerate wavelength is generated. This feature has 
im portant im plications in terms of OPO linewid th, as w ill be 
discussed in chap ter 7. The Seilm eier rela tions used in the
calcula tion  of these phase-m atching waveleng ths are given in 
Appendix B.

Type 1 phase-matching in KDP produces continuous tuning
with nonzero nonlinear coefficien t from 390nm to degeneracy.
Although Type 2 phase-matching is possible, it can be seen in

<1
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Table 3.1 that the nonlinear coefficient decreases towards zero at |
the noncritical point. Both phase-matching options in Urea offer i
broad tuning ranges with a maximum value of deff at NCPM for 
Type 2 phase-matching. Again in BBO both phase-matching types 
offer broad tuning ranges lim ited only by the crystal infra-red |
transm ission cut-off. Degeneracy for Type 2 phase-m atching in 
BBO occurs at a value of 0 = 60® and although phase-m a tching 
continues to be possible at greater angles, as in KDP the nonlinear |
coefficient decreases towards zero at NCPM. I

In LBO, Type 1 phase-matching is utilised for propagation in i
the xy plane, with nonzero deff from 350nm up to degeneracy. I
More restricted tuning is possible at UV-blue wavelengths using ;|
Type 2 phase-matching in the xz and yz planes. Propagation along |
the z-axis where the la tter tuning ranges become degenera te, 
results in NCPM at 385nm with a nonzero deff.

F u rther coarse tuning possib ilities ex is t through the i
varia tion  of crystal tem perature. Tem perature tuning is m ost |
advantageous when it is desired to maintain noncritical phase- I
m atching, or when spatial stability of the beam is im portant. 
U nfortunately , inform ation on tem perature tuning is generally |
ra th e r ske tchy  and general tem p era tu re -re la ted  S e llm e ie r I
equa tions are rarely  available. Table 3.2 shows de ta ils  of |
tem perature tuning in varying configurations which at least give W
an impression of the relative usefulness of this tuning method in I
each case. In general it can be said that the magnitudes of the 
dn/dT coefficients are such that temperature tuning is only of real |
significance in KDP and LBO. KDP is, however, limited by crystal I
decom position at 100®C. LBO, however has been used in second .1
harmonic generation experiments at as much as 200°C  ̂ and NCPM |
optical parametric oscillators in our own laboratories^ have shown 
a tuning rate of O.lnm/oC at the signal wavelength over a range of 
15Q0C.
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Fig. 3.2 (a) Type 1 and (b) Type 2 phase-matched tuning ranges for
308nm pumped parametric oscillation, as a function of the phase-
matching angle in KDP.
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Fig. 3.3 (a) Type 1 and (b) Type 2 phase-matched tuning ranges for
308nm pumped parametric oscillation» as a function of the phase-
matching angle in Urea.
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Fig. 3.4 (a) Type 1 and (b) Type 2 phase-matched tuning ranges for
308nm pumped parametric oscillation, as a function of the phase-
matching angle in BBO.
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Table 3.2 Temperature tuning of UV-vislble materials

M a te r i a l R efe rence Commen ts

KDP 3 Type 1 NCPM SHG of dye 
laser @ 597nm. Tuning 
rate 0.05nm/C at room temp.

4
(dAn / dT) / An  = 2.6e-4 

@ 1064nm 
( An — n0 « no)

Urea 3
Type 1 NCPM SHG of dye
laser @ 597nm. Tuning
rate 0.013nm/C at room temp.

BBO 5
( dAn/ dT) / An  = 5.9e-5 

@ 1064nm

LBO 1
NCPM SHG of 1.1pm { X i  )  

d l f  /  d T  = -0.125nm/C

2
Type 2 NCPM OPO pumped 
@355nm, signal 470nm
d X s / d T  = -O.llnm/C 
dA,i /  d T  = -0.87nm/C

■A V-* ■' 3
!
4

:

3,4 Pump laser requirem ents

Having established which m aterials offer tuning over the 
wavelength range of interest, it must be determined whether the 
chosen pump source possesses linewid th and divergence which 
are within the limits imposed by gain reduction through phase- 
m ism a tch .

- A . A  ‘ :Ï1
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Fig. 3.6 Pump linewidth requirements calculated from expression 
(2.32) across the tuning range in OPOs based on (a) a 25mm 
Type 2 phase-matched Urea crystal, and (b) a 20mm Type 1 phase- 
matched BBO crystal.
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Fig. 3.7 (a) Pump divergence requirements calculated from 
expression (2.39) across the tuning range in an OPO based on a 25mm 
Type 2 phase-matched urea crystal.
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Fig. 3.7 (b) Pump divergence requirements calculated from 
expression (2.36) across the tuning range in an OPO based on 
20mm Type 1 phase-matched BBO crystal.
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3 .4 .1  L in e w id th

In general it can be seen from table 3.1 that in all the 
m a teria ls considered the requirem en t defined by (2 .27) and 
calculated using (2.32), for OPOs pumped by the XeCl excim er 
wavelength is that the pump linewidth should be less than a few 
wavenumbers, for a 1cm crystal. The strictest lim it as calculated 
using expression (2.32) is imposed by Type 1 phase-matching in 
urea, where the full-w id th half-gain limit is 6 .9cm-1.cm. In the 
contex t that a free-running excim er laser has a linew id th in 
hundreds of wavenumbers, it is clear that some linewidth control i
is necessary. Figures 3.6(a) and (b) show the linewidth limits for |
signal and id ler resonance in OPOs using 25mm 90® phase- 
m atched urea and 20mm Type 1 phase-m atched BBO crystals 
respec tively. The urea device is able to accommodate a 5cm-1 
l in e w id th  for short waveleng th resonance and 2cm-i for long 
w aveleng th  resonance. The bandw id th accep tance in BBO 
converges to around 5cm-1 at degeneracy. These values indicate 
that the 0.25cm-i linewidth of our injection-seeded excim er lasers 
is en tirely consisten t with their use as pump sources for UV- 4
visible OPOs.

3 .4 .2  D iv e rg en ce

The divergence lim its shown in table 3.1 have been 
calculated assuming resonance of the short wavelength in an OPO 
based on a 1cm long nonlinear crystal. Acceptance angles are 
calculated using expression (2.36) for critically phase-matched o- 
wave resonance, and using (2.39) for the cases of noncritical 
phase-m a tching and critically  phase-m atched e-wave resonance.
In general it can be said that in the context of excimer-pumping, |
the accep tance angle is more of an issue than is the pump 
linew id th. Our pump lasers had full-angle divergences up to 
0.2mR and although none of the acceptance angles calulated are |
below this value, it must be remembered firstly that compression 
of the pum p beam has the effec t of m agnifying the beam 
divergence, and secondly that the use of longer crystal path
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leng ths tigh tens the requirem en ts further. Hence, in critically  
phase-matched configurations such as Type 1 KDP, BBO and Urea, 
it may be anticipated that some reduction in parametric gain may 
result from beam compressions which are necessary to achieve 
threshold. Full discussion of results relating to this question is 
given in chapters 5 and 6. Meanwhile it may be seen that the low 
b irefringence of LBO produces com paratively relaxed angular 
requirem ents of several milliRadians in each of the three planes, 
and so it should be more suitable for situations involving low 
pulse energies and beam focussing.

F igures 3 .7(a) and (b) illu s tra te  the specific  figures 
calculated appropriate to the Type 1 BBO, and Type 2 Urea OPOs 
operated in this work. In an OPO based on a 25mm Type 2 Urea 
crystal, such that the resonant signal wavelength is an e-wave and 
the pump and nonresonant waves are o-waves, expression (2.39) 
affords relatively generous limits ranging from 3.0mR at 6 = 40^ to 
5.8mR at NCPM. The constraints are considerably more relaxed 
than in the case of idler wavelength resonance as shown in ref. 17.
In a Type 1 OPO based on a 20mm BBO crystal, the divergence 
limits range from 0.14mR to O.lOmR at degeneracy. Allowing for 
beam  com pressions of be tw een 2.5 and 20 and resu lting  
divergences up to 4mR as in our experim ents, this could be 
expected to be a severe restriction on OPO operation. In practice 
this was not the case, and again detailed consideration of this 
specific case is given in chapters 5 and 6.

3.5 Estim ation of optimum threshold intensity

Once it has been shown that the chosen pump source is a 
suitable one in terms of linewidth and divergence, it must be 
determ ined whether the power output will be adequate to reach 
oscillation threshold in nonlinear crystal samples of the length and 
quality available. Furthermore, the usefulness of the m aterial will 
be judged on the probability of optical damage at realistic supra- 
thresho ld  pum ping levels. A lthough it may seem  tha t the 
nonlinear coefficien t or figure of m erit provides an effec tive 
com parative m easure of the necessary pum p in tensity , the 
threshold is in fact dependent on a number of interconnected
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factors and direct comparison of these values may not be useful 
given a particu lar crystal orien tation and pump source. The 
available pump power and the crystal acceptance angle place an 
in itial upper lim it on the amount of focussing which may be 
tolerated, and hence also on the usable pump in tensity. Further 
lim its on focussing and intensity derive from the loss of spatial 
coupling produced by the extraordinary wave walk-off. Thus an 
optim al value of threshold must be a compromise taking all of 
these factors into account.

3 .5 .1  W a lk o ff

By inspection of figure 2.3 it can be seen that for values of 0
other than 0° and 90® , i.e. for critical phase-matching, there is a
fin ite angle between ray and momentum vector direc tions. In 
highly biréfringent materials such as BBO, the walkoff angle can 
lim it the maximum useful length of the nonlinear crystal through 
loss of coupling between the waves due to spatial separation. 
Table 3.1 shows values of around 4® for 308nm pumping. (Note: 
where two extraordinary waves are present, the range is defined 
by the ex trem es of both values) In KDP and Urea the two 
po larisa tions separa te by around 2«, while the w alkoff in the 
differen t phase-matching configurations in LBO is of a degree or 
less. As a result this m aterial would be expected to be most 
favourable to critically phase-matched in teractions involving low 
power. This is also true under conditions of noncritical phase- 
m atching which may be achieved with maximal deff and zero 
walkoff in Type 2 urea and xz-plane LBO.

3.5 .2  deff and  figu re  of m erit

The most curren t values of the relevant d coefficien ts for 
KDP, Urea, BBO and LBO are given in table 3.3, alongside 
expressions for the maximum values of deff as a function of the 
phase-m atching angle. Table 3.1 shows the variation of deff for 
each m aterial over each of their UV-visible OPO tuning ranges
when pumped at 308nm. Similarly, the appropriate figure of
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T a b le  3 .3  E ffec tive  n o n lin ear coe ffic ien t of U V -v is ib le  m a teria ls

K D P d3 6 = 0 .4 35 p m /V  

[ 8 ]

Type 1: d , , , =  d ^ ^ s in e

Type 2: d , , ,  = .d s in 2 6  
3 6

U re a d i 4 = 1 .4 p m /V  

[ 7 ]

Type 1 : d ,H  = d  ̂ i n 20 

Type 2: d^^^= d ^ ^ s In O

BBO da 2 = 2 .2 p m /V  

da 1 < 0 .05  da a 

[ 6 ]

Type 1 : d  ̂  ̂  ̂= d^ ^s i n e + d^ gCos 6 

Type 2: d ^ , =  ô ^ ^ co i  6

LBO da 3 = 0 .07p m /V  

d a a  = i.2 9 p m /V  

da 1 = - I . l9 p m /V

[ 9 ]

xy-p lane: d eff = d^ j30S<|)

a a 
x z-p la n e ; d  d_ cos e + d ^  s i n  e e t t  3 1  a 2

y z -p la n e : d^  ^cosO

merit is shown as a function of signal wavelength in figures 3.8(a) 
to (d).

The figures of merit across the Type 1 and Type 2 tuning 
ranges of KDP are an order of magnitude below the maximum 
values in urea, BBO and LBO. The phase-matching ranges in BBO 
and urea are complementary in that their maximum f.o.m. occur 
at opposite extremes of the signal wavelength. The Type 1 phase- 
matched BBO devices used in this work have a maximum f.o.m. of 
0.5 X 10-24 m 2 /V 2  at 350nm in the UV, while Type 2 phase- 
matching in urea displays a similar figure at a noncritically phase- 
m atched wavelength pair 570 and 670nm. Figure 3.8(d) shows 
that the figure of merit in LBO, although not quite as high as in 
urea and BBO, retains sizeable values well into the UV in all three 
tuning ranges with a peak value of around 0.3 x 10-24 m 2/V 2 for 
noncritical phase-m atching at 385nm.
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T ab le  3 .4 : O ptica l dam age th resho ld  in non linear m ateria ls

M a t e r i a l D am age th resho ld  e s tim ates

K D P
0 .4 G W c m " ^

@ 694 .3n m  [ 1 0 ]
1 0 . 9 J c m "  ^
@ 1 . 0 6 4  |xm ( 1 . 3 n s )  [ 1 4 ]

U r e a

1 , 4 G W c m ~   ̂(s in g le  s h o t)  
@ 355nm  (10n s) [ 1 1 ]

4 0 M W c m ~  2 ( m u l t i - s h o t )  

@ 355nm  (8 ns) [ 1 2 ]

BBO

2 5 G W c m "   ̂ (s in g le  sh o t)  

@ 355nm  (8 ns) [ 1 3 ]  

1 8 G W c m " ^  ( m u l t i - s h o t )  

@ 355n m  (8 ns) [ 1 3 ]

1 2 . 9 J e m  ^
@ 1 . 0 6 4  u m ( l  . 3 n s )  [ 1 4 ]

LBO 2 4 . 6 J c m "  ^
@ 1 . 0 6 4  urn (1 . 3 n s )  [ i  4 ]

3.5 .3  U ltrav io let  damage threshold

A selec tion of reported values of damage threshold at 
various wavelengths are shown in table 3.4. It should be realised 
that damage problems are more severe at lower wavelengths and 
that constraints for 308nm or below may be stricter than those 
quoted. The inform ation available indica tes tha t the dam age 
threshold of KDP is comparable with, but slightly less than those 
of urea, BBO and LBO. Our own experience with these materials in 
use with the 308nm excimer is that a level o f 2Jcm-2 should not 
be exceeded. Urea, as discussed in ref. 17 shows no single shot 
damage even up to this level, but over a period of irradiation of 
several thousand shots at 0.4Jcm-2 (10ns pulse) cloudy damage 
tracks appear. We have also observed occasional evidence of 
single shot surface and internal damage in BBO at 1.5Jcm-2 (17ns

-  - I 'i ■
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pulse). LBO, however has proven damage resistant at this level, 
and the constrain t on pump in tensity  in devices using this 
m aterial has been damage to the cavity mirrors.

3 .6  C o n c lu s io n

The aim of this chap ter has been to show that for the
"-i

Jobjective of obtaining tunable radiation over a range such as that 
chosen here, it is not possible to specify one particular material as 
the most suitable. The choice is dependent on the specific details 
of the pump source, the particular wavelength desired, the tuning 
method to be used and on the properties required of the output.

The two m aterials and phase-matching types used in this 
work offer highly efficient tuning for particular applications. Type 
2 phase-m atching in urea shows a high nonlinear coefficien t for 
visible wavelengths, relatively high angular accep tance and low f
walkoff angle and has a noncritical phase-matching point with two 1
visible output wavelengths. The main drawbacks of urea are its |
hygroscopic nature and its low multishot damage threshold. BBO is 
considerab ly  m ore dam age resis tan t and its Type 1 phase- 
m a tching  range offers very broad spec tra l coverage w ith i
uniformly high dgff. The low angular acceptance and high walkoff 
angle in BBO largely restrict use of this material to use with high 
power pump sources. By comparison the properties of LBO allow 
its use in conjunction with pump sources of lower power and less S
strictly controlled divergence. By comparison with these materials, I
the low figures of merit of KDP and similar materials make them 
rela tively  una ttractive options. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Chapter 4 
The excim er-pum ped OPO system

4.0 E x p er im en ta l  arran gem en t

The excim er-pum ped OPO system  was configured  as I
depic ted in figure 4.1. The XeCl excim er beam pow er and 
polarisation were controlled using a gas cell a ttenua tor and a |
dielectric coated polarising plate. The beam was compressed using 
a reverse-telescope lens combination of variable compression. The 
OPO in its sim plest form  consisted of a nonlinear crys tal 
surrounded by two plane mirrors of appropriate reflectivity at the ^
signa l w aveleng th , and highly  transm itting  at the pum p 
w aveleng th, while the unconverted fraction of the pump beam 
was separated from the signal and idler using several dichroic 
plates. It was found to be necessary to allow the pump beam to 
propagate a distance of around 3m between the polariser and the 
beam com pressor, in order that any on-axis pum p reflec tions 
should be returned to the excimer outwith the duration of the 
pum p pulse, thus avoiding am plification w ithin the pow er 
oscillator, and resulting damage to the laser optics.

4.1 The pump laser

Two lasers were in fact used in the course of this work. Both 
w ere in jec tion-seeded excim er lasers operating on the Xenon 
Chloride wavelength (308nm). The laser initially used was built 
by Majid Ebrahimzadeh, who began the St. Andrews experimental 
program m e on OPO research, and it is extensively described in
Ref. 1 The m aster oscillator/ power oscillator com bination is 
ex trem ely sim ilar in design to tha t of the m ore pow erful
com m ercial device (Lambda Physik EMG150ET) which was used
latterly. The hom ebuilt system used a pair of coated étalons to 
produce a narrow bandwidth m aster oscillator output, and its
polarisation was determ ined by Brewster-angled windows. This 
low power line-narrowed beam was then injected into the power
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output.
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oscillator through a hole at the centre of the rear m irror. The
linewidth of the power oscillator output thus matched that of the
m aster oscillator seed signal, while the beam divergence was 
m inim ised by the design of the power oscillator as an unstable
resonator. Pulses of up to 25mJ were produced by this device at a
IH z repetition rate. |

Line-narrowing in the Lambda Physik EMG 150 excim er 
laser was achieved through the use of beam expansion prisms and 
a diffraction grating to provide dispersive feedback in the m aster 
oscillator. Otherwise this laser operated along similar lines to the 
hom ebuilt system. However, it was also equipped with optics to 
allow operation on XeF (351nm) and KrF (249nm) wavelengths. |
The lOHz operation of the EMG150 provided the system with a
poten tial maximum average power in excess of one watt, while
ease of alignment of the OPO was considerably improved by this 
higher repetition rate. The pulse energy of this device was, on a 
day-to -day  basis, no more than lOOmJ, despite the 150mJ 
sp e c if ic a t io n  (seem in g ly  based  on "ab so lu te  m axim um " 
performance). The excimer beam spatial profile was as depicted in 
fig. 4.2. Excluding the 'hole' in the output resulting from the high- |
reflecting spot on the slave oscillator output coupler, the intensity If
profile in each dimension is more accurately approxim ated by a 
uniform top-hat intensity, than by a Gaussian. It can be seen that 
the spatial profile, even in the minor dimension of the excim er 
beam ^, is such that 70% of the energy is located within a region in 
which the spatial distribution is constant within +/-10%. The main 
properties of both lasers are sum m arised in Table 4.1. The
magnitude of the linewidth and divergence of these devices with
respec t to the phase-m ism atch constraints of various nonlinear 
materials, have been considered in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.

4.2 E n e rg y  a t te n u a t io n  an d  beam  focussing

The excimer attenuator provided a relatively compact, easily 
adjustable means of controlling the laser power to an accuracy of 
b e tter than + /-0.1m J. A ttenua tion  was provided by a cell
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Table 4.1 : Pump laser characteristics

Property Homebuilt laser Lambda Physik EMG 150

Output wavelength 308nm
3 0 8 n m 

(also 249,351 nm)

Divergence (FWHM) 0.06mA 0.2mR

Linewidth (FWHM) 0.2cm -1 0.2cm -1

Pulse Energy 25mJ 150mJ

Rep. rate 1Hz 10Hz

Pulse duration 10ns 17ns

Polarisation >90% >95%

Cross section 10x25mm 10x25m m

containing a variable pressure sample of UV-absorbing gas as 
depicted in fig. 4.3. The cell was made up of two 3" aperture fused 
silica windows, sealed in to an aluminium cell using corrosion- 
resistant ’Eriks' Viton 0-rings. The internal distance between the 
windows was 2cm and thus the total internal volume was around 
75cm 3. The cell was connected by several metres of PTFE tubing 
to the gas system which was housed in a fume cupboard. The gas 
system consisted of a lecture bottle of Nitrogen Dioxide and a 
sm all vacuum  pump (Leybold Heraeus S1.5). connec ted to a 
cen tral m anifold where the pressure was monitored by a gauge. 
The attenuation observed for the XeCl wavelength (308nm) can be 
seen in figure 4.4(a). alongside figures for the absorbtivity of NO2 

over a range of ultraviole t wavelengths (fig. 4.4(b)). The laser 
pulse  energy was in general m easured p rior to the beam

i
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Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram of the Nitrogen Dioxide excimer laser 
attenuator.
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Figure 4.4 (a) Transmission of 308nm radiation observed as a 
function of the NO2 pressure in the gas cell attenuator and (b) 
absorption coefficient o f NO2 as a function of wavelength in 
A n gstrom s.
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compressor using a pyroelectric detector (Scientech Model 362).
S u itab le  beam  com pression  was p ro v id ed  using  a 

combination of a long focal length (1.5 to 2m) convex fused silica 
lens and a short focal length (-10cm to -60cm) plano-concave 
lens placed at a distance equal to the concave lens focal length 
away from the focal point of the convex lens. Computer analysis of 
the telescope lens configuration indicated that aberrations could 
be usefu lly  reduced by using doublets rather than single ts. 
However, in practice the improvement in beam quality was only 
m arg inal, w hile the double t arrangem en t incurred  a m uch 
increased Fresnel loss (the lenses were not anti-reflection coated).
In the end, best-form  singlet lenses were found to be more 
prac ticable. Compression ratios of between 2.5 and 20 could be 
achieved, allowing pump energy fluences of several Joules/cm^ in 
collimated beams of up to 6x2mm in cross-section.

4.3 The optical param etric oscillator

The normal configuration of the parametric oscillator was as 
shown in figure 4.5(a). The nonlinear crystal was located with its 
optic axis in the vertical plane, in a perspex mount attached to a 
ro tation  stage, capable of rotation accuracy be tter than 0.01^ 
around a horizontal axis. The design of the crystal mount for Urea 
has been described in ref. 1. W hile this was a sealed cell 
accom m odating the crystal im m ersed in index-m a tching flu id  
(Hexane) between two quartz windows, the mount for BBO held 
the crystal open to the atmosphere. The crystal mount assembly 
itself was supported on a stage which allowed rotation around a 
vertical axis, and other translation stages allowed the crystal 
aperture to be translated both horizontally and vertically  with 
respec t to the pump beam. The cavity m irrors were m ounted 
separately in differen tially adjustable gimbal mounts which could 
be positioned at the desired spacing from the nonlinear crystal, 
and the OPO as a unit was initially aligned such that the cavity 
mirrors and crystal faces were perpendicular to the pump beam.
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HR

(a)

NLX DC

P u m p
O u t p u t

(b) P u m p

PS1HR NLX OC

Output
PS2

P u m p

E1

(C)

PS1 NLX

P u m p
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Output

Figure 4.5 Possible OPO cavity configurations, allowing coupling o f 
the pump beam either through the cavity mirrors or via dichroic 
steering plates. HR is a highly reflecting plane mirror, OC is an 
output coupler, NLX is the nonlinear crystal, P S l, PS2 are dichroic 
pump steering plates and E l is a signal line-narrowing element, G is 
a further dispersive element, such as a diffraction grating.
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The pum p beam  direc tion  could be defined for a lignm en t 
purposes using a He-Ne laser and two pinholes. The device is 
shown in the photograph of Figure 4.6.

In this configuration, quite severe constraints were placed 
on the cavity m irror coatings, in that high transm ission at the 
308nm  pump wavelength was required as well as the desired |
reflec tiv ity  over as wide a waveleng th range as possible. In 
practice, this meant that a compromise had to be reached between 
the reflec tivity  bandwidth and the ultraviolet damage resistance, 
since typically a signal bandwidth of only lOOnm was possible for 
any one mirror set. However, assuming an e-o+o interaction as in 
Type 1 phase-matching in BBO, this could be overcome using the 
cav ity  design of figure 4 .5(b). In order to sides tep  the 
requ irem en t fo r u ltrav io le t dam age-proof cavity m irrors, the 
pump light could be coupled in and out of the cavity using a pair 
of dam age resis tan t B rew ster-angled dichroic steering  p la tes 
which reflect the vertically polarised pump wave and transmit the 
ho rizon ta lly  po larised  signal and id ler w aves. These were 
produced by Laseroptik GmbH and had a transm ission grea ter 
than 98% for the p-polarisation between 450nm and 1900nm, and 
over 99% reflectivity at 308nm for the s-polarisation. No damage 
was observed using these plates for pump fluences up to 2Jcm-2.
In con junction  w ith these p la tes, cavity m irrors of w ider 
reflectivity range (e.g. 95%R @ 400-700nm) could be used for the 
same pump intensity, at the cost of some increase in cavity length.
The plates used had dimensions 10 x 10 x 1.5mm and were 
mounted on perspex posts which allowed independent rotation of 
the plates around a vertical axis. Alternatively, a single steering 
plate could be used as in figure 4.5(c), to allow the use of further 
elem en ts, such as Fabry-Perot étalons and diffraction gratings, 
lacking the capability  to transm it the pump w aveleng th, at a 
minimum cost in terms of cavity length increase. Throughout the 
experim en ts plane m irror substrates were used, such that there 
was a 30’ wedge between the front and rear surfaces. The rear 
surfaces were anti-reflection coated at the pump wavelength.

.... J  '-..'i'’ ' 3-’'i-' JL',:-' ■■ - .4- , Vim. . • V,. V "
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Figure 4.6 Multiple exposure photograph of the OPO assembly. The 
cavity shown is formed by a 20mm Type 1 phase-matched BBO crystal 
surrounded by two plane mirrors o f reflectivity 95% over the range 
500-600nm. The output using this mirror set is shown dispersed by a 
diffraction grating (o ff photograph).

4.4 Nonlinear crystals; crystals and OPO tuning ranges

Two m aterials and phase-m a tching configurations were 
employed in the work on visible OPOs described here: Type 2 
phase-matching in urea and Type 1 phase-matching in BBO. Our 
first experiments on urea were performed using crystals grown in 
our own laboratories, while samples of 20mm or more in length 
were later purchased from the Fujian Institute on the Structure of 
Matter, in China. This was also the source of both the BBO crystals 
used. All nonlinear crystals used in this work were cut as regular 
cuboids, with polished entrance and exit faces, and dimensions A, 
B and C (These are laboratory dimensions only. The rela tive 
orien tation of the piezoelectric, crystallographic, and principal 
optic axis systems has been listed in Appendix A). Here C 
corresponds to the normal incidence propagation direction, while 
A and B are the two dimensions of the entrance and exit faces.
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The crystal dimensions with respect to the principal optical axes, 
are shown in figures 4.7(a)-(c).

Urea crystals were cut to maximise the nonlinear coefficien t 
experienced for propagation of the pump beam norm al to the 
crystal entrance and exit faces. The effective nonlinear coefficien t |
for Type 2 phase-matching in Urea is given by

deff = d i4sin0 sin2(j) (4 .1)

It can thus be seen that this direction of propagation implies that 
the crystal axes should be oriented such that 6 = 90° and (|) = 45® 
for propagation at normal incidence. The phase-m atched signal 
and id ler w aveleng ths under these conditions are 570nm  and 
670nm  re sp e c tiv e ly . The c ry s ta l su rface  n o rm als  w ere 
perpendicular to the optic axis (z-axis) and the B-dimension was %
orien ted at 45° to the x-axis. The dimensions (A x B x C) of the 
samples used were as follows:

20 X 10 X 8mm 
16 X 7 X 14mm 
12 X 10 X 15mm 
4 X 8 X 25mm

Here the A direction is that parallel to the z-axis, and C is defined %
by the normals to the entrance and exit faces.

In BBO the crystals were cu t so that propagation of the #
pum p beam  norm al to the en trance and exit faces produced
phase-m a tching at a signal w aveleng th fairly  cen tral in the 
308nm  pumped OPO tuning range. Phase-m atching in BBO is 
achieved for a range of angles 0 between the pump beam direction 
and the optic axis (x-axis) of between 25» and 39®. The effective 
nonlinear coefficient for Type 1 phase-matching in BBO is given 
approxim ately by

deff = d22 COS0 cos3(|) (4 .2 )

Therefore in order to maximise deff the crystals were cut so
that (|) = 0® for propagation parallel to the surface normals. The
d im ensions (A x B x C) o f the sam ples used w ere:

I
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(a) Urea

Tuning axis 
of rotation

Normal incidence 
propagation direction

45 90

z (optic axis)

B

(b) BBO

Normal incidence 
propagation direction

Tuning axis 
of rotation

X (optic axis)

C

B

(0) LBO

Normal Incidence 
propagation direction

B

Fig. 4.7 Crystal dimensions and orientation with respect to principal 
axes (x,y,z) for (a) Urea, (b) BBO and (c) LBO.
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Fig. 4.8(a) : The observed OPO tuning range in the 15mm long Urea 
crystal pumped at 308nm.
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Fig. 4.8(b): Observed tuning range in the 12mm BBO crystal shown 
against the tuning curve calculated from Sellmeier equations given  
in Appendix B. The different sets of points correspond to the use o f  
different mirror sets.
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6 X 8 X 12mm 
4 X 8 X 20mm

and the optic axis in these crystals was oriented at 6 = 32^ 
and 0 = 35° to the A-B plane surface normals, respectively.

The experim en tally  determ ined tuning ranges (show n in 
figs. 4.8(a) and (b)) for 308nm pumping have been previously 
s h o w n i  to match closely the theoretical values of figures 3.3(b) 
and 3.4(a). In urea, tuning was achieved in the 15mm interaction 
leng th sample over the range 537 to 720nm at internal angles 
between 63® and 90®, while output has been observed in BBO over 
a continuous range from 354nm to 2370nm. In both these cases 
the tuning was limited by reduction in the crystal aperture as the 
crystal was tilted to tune the signal wave towards the ultraviolet.

A number of experiments were also carried out in OPOs 
based  on L ithium  T riborate  (LBO), genera ting  u ltrav io le t 
wavelengths, and comparison was drawn with Barium Borate for 
the same spectral range. The LBO crystal was cut to allow Type 2 
noncritical phase-matching for propagation normal to the entrance 
and ex it faces. This configuration corresponds to propagation 
parallel to the z-axis with a pump beam polarised along the x-axis, 
and results in maximal effective nonlinear coefficien t. Resultant 
signal and idler wavelengths at room temperature are 385nm and 
1.5pm  respectively. The dimensions (A x B x C) of the LBO crystal 
used were

3.5 X 3.5 X 16mm 
Here (A x B x C) correpond to the optical (x x y x z) axes. These 
dim ensions restricted the possible angle tuning to only a small 
range, w hile tem pera ture tuning allowed noncritically  phase- 
matched tuning to be maintained over several tens of nanometres.
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Chapter 5 
OPO threshold

5.1 Steady state threshold for interaction of plane waves

In order to achieve useful levels of output from an OPO , the 
sm all amounts of power at the signal and idler waveleng ths 
presen t in the cavity in the form of spontaneous param e tric 
em ission must be am plified to the order of m agnitude of the 
pum p field. Param etric am plification can occur only when the 
total gain at the resonant wavelengths over the period of a round 
trip in the cavity exceeds the sum of the losses over the same 
period. For the steady state case, this threshold condition can be 
expressed for both an SRO and a DRO, as followsL

( r . i )
2 sin^(Ak[./2) A;A, 

(Akt/2)2 ~  4 (DRO) (5 .1 )

, -,2 s in 2 (AkD/2 )Po t j ■■(Akt/2)2 "  (SRO) (5 .2)

5.0 Introduction

The follow ing two chap ters are in tended to provide a 
com prehensive charac terisa tion of the param eters involved in 
obtaining optim al power conversion in param etric oscillators of 
the type here utilising Urea and BBO. As in a laser, a specific 
threshold level of pump energy must be exceeded in order to 
obtain a useful level of output from an OPO. Thus the parametric 
generator can be a useful device only if the oscillation threshold is 
sufficien tly  far below the damage threshold of the com ponen ts
involved (i.e. the nonlinear crystal and cavity optics). In this rf
chapter we will consider the oscillation threshold of pulsed singly
resonant OPOs, and draw conclusions from comparison of results 
in urea and BBO with predictions of theory.

I
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assum ing sm all round trip  power losses A at the resonant 
w aveleng th(s). In terms of the threshold pump power densities 
Spth required, we can combine equations (2.10), (5.1) and (5.2) to 
obtain the following expressions:

T hese are the steady state oscilla tion  thresho lds for 
interaction of uniform plane waves. Equivalent expressions for the 
threshold power for the case of focussed Gaussian intensity profile 
beams in a DRO, were developed by Boyd and Kleinman^. Their 
work assumed equal confocal parameters (a measure of the beam 
focussing) for pum p, signal and id ler waves, and gave an 
expression for the optimum focussing in the presence of double 
refrac tion. Further studies have extended this work to consider 
the threshold for ellip tical focussing in the presence of double 
refrac tion in doubly^ and singly^ resonant OPOs. Again both of 
th ese  au th o rs  assum ed  equal co n fo ca l p a ram e ters . T his 
assumption is not however made in the treatment of Guha et al.s, 
who developed threshold equations for SRO and DRO allowing for 
double refraction, and for generalised values of Gaussian beam 
waist for signal, idler and pump.

It can be seen from the plane wave expressions (5.3) and 
(5.4), that the threshold pump power density for an SRO is greater 
than that for a DRO with equivalent losses at the resonant waves, 
by a factor 4 /A i. If the damage thresholds of the elements of the 
OPO are sufficiently high to allow pumping at this higher level, it 
is desirable to operate as an SRO in order to avoid the undesirable 
frequency-tuning properties of the DRO. In general SRO threshold 
pump intensities are attainable only through the use of pulsed 
pump sources, and in our own case we have used a XeCl excimer 
as the pum p laser. Thus the follow ing section rela tes the 
oscillation  threshold of a pump source of this na ture to the 
expressions already given for the steady state situation.

‘'vl .ct  ̂ *?.- il-. -i ..



5,2.1 T he B ro sn an  and  B yer th resh o ld  m odel

The trea tm en t is founded on the fo llow ing  in itia l 
a ssum ptions:

[1] Type 1 phase matching in a negative uniaxial nonlinear 
material ( e - o  + o)

[2] Gaussian spatial intensity profiles.
[3] Time dependent gain coefficient F
[4] A value of in itial signal noise pow er as given by 

expression (5.7)
[5] Threshold defined by a signal power of lOOpJ

An itera tive solution could be produced on the basis of these 
assum p tions but the model sets out to produce a sim plified 
expression for threshold through the following steps:

[1] A time independent gain profile of width x and constant

m agnitude F is developed such that x is the period of the pulse 
(x is the pulse half width, l/e^ in tensity) with ne t instantaneous

gain greater than unity, and the average gain F is determined by
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5 .2  P u lsed  O PO  th re sh o ld : O sc illa to r  rise - tim e

In a pulsed OPO, once the pump intensity has reached a 
level to provide net gain greater than unity, the resonant wave 
requires to propagate a finite number of cavity round trips in 
order to be amplified to a ’threshold' level. This propagation time 
or 'risetime' can be a considerable fraction of the total pump pulse 
length, and amounts to a part of the pump pulse during which 
significan t frequency conversion does not take place (Specific 
expressions for SRO and DRO risetim e have been developed by 
Pearson e t al. in ref. 6 ). The idea of the OPO risetim e as an |
e ffec tive cavity  loss additional to absorption, scattering  and 3
output coupling losses, is cen tral to a theoretical trea tm en t of 
pulsed OPO threshold. A detailed theoretical model of pulsed OPO 
threshold has been developed by Brosnan and Byer^ based on |
Type 1 phase-matching in the negatively uniaxial material LiNbOg, 
but relatively simply adaptable to other situations.

i



2.25 p  1
In 2 aD + ln“7̂  + l n 2 (5 .6 )

2 xc Po "  "  '"V R

where k  is defined by
2 C0sC0ideff^

K — _£oc3npnsni
and gsis a spatial mode coupling coefficient defined in ref. 7.
The rise tim e loss term is evaluated using a value of 33 for 
ln(Pn/Po) which assumes a minimum detectable threshold signal 
level of lOOjxJ as stated, and a value of the spontaneous 
parametric signal noise power radiated into a cone of semiangle 0  

about the pum p wave norm al direc tion, calcu lated  from  the 
following expression^:
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requiring that T x be equivalent to the total integrated gain over 
the duration of the temporally Gaussian pulse.

[2] An effective parametric gain length L is used to take into
account biréfringen t walk-off of the pump wave from the signal |
and idler waves.

[3] It is assumed that the threshold signal power level is

reached at the end of the period T, equivalent to p cavity round 
tr ip s .

[4] An iterative expression is derived for the signal power 
Pm after m round trips, in terms of that after m -1 round trips.

[5] T is assumed to be approximately equal to 2x for most 
practical OPO configurations.

The resulting threshold condition

P L  = — In ^  + 2 o t + ln4=: + ln2  (5 .5 )

(where L is the cavity optical length, a  is the field absorption 
coefficient, assumed equal at signal and idler, and R is the product 
of the m irror signal reflectivities), is similar in character to the 
steady  s ta te  thresho ld  condition  in tha t it expresses an 
equivalence of gain and effective losses. It can be rearranged to 
produce a threshold pump energy fluence:
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P« = b 7102 (5 .7 )

where C is the nonlinear crystal length, Pp is the pump power, and 
the factors b and P are defined as follows:

fv _  2 Vs^Videff2hns
(27c)3£o3c5ninp

•

and where Vg and Vi are the signal and idler frequencies, and h is 
P lanck's constant.

Expression (5.7) is obtained on the assumption that a plane 
collim ated pump wave mixes with an effective idler flux of one 
photon in each black-body mode of a quantizing volum e, to 
produce signal at all frequencies and in all directions, in amounts 
of power dependent on the phase-matching. In order to illustrate 
the level of amplification required we have evaluated this figure 1
for the case of a 20mm BBO crystal, by equating 0  to half the
accep tance angle as defined by (2.36), and under the following |
typical conditions:

A ngular accep tance A0 = 0.2mR, pump energy Ep = 20mJ,
pulse width 17ns (FWHM), Ig = 580nm, Xp = 308nm, C =  20mm,
Û22 =  2.2pm/V

These values produce an initial signal noise pow er Pg, |
corresponding to an energy

Eg = 2 .8  xlO-isj
For this value ln(Pn/Po) has a value of 31, corresponding

quite closely to the figure used in ref. 7. The relative importance
of risetim e loss in determining OPO threshold is further illustrated 
in Table 5.1. Values for the three loss components involved in 
expression (5.6) are given for a range of typical opera ting 
cond itions. The calcu la tions of threshold show n are m ade 
assum ing that [In (Pn/Po)] = 33, and for the appropriate pulse 
duration. The value used for 2aC was inclusive of absorption,
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sca ttering  and Fresnel losses, and was based on m easured 
transmission values for the crystals used.

It is clear that an ultimate lower limit in threshold is set by 
the sum of the risetim e, field absorption/scattering and output 
coupling losses. Risetime loss becomes more significant for large 
cavity lengths as the number of round trips within the duration of 
the pump pulse decreases. The crystal surface and bulk losses for 
the two samples are high in both cases and this highlights the lack

5.2.2 Application to excimer pumping of Urea and BBO

It should be noted that the Brosnan and Byer expression is 
derived on the basis of interaction between three Gaussian beams 
of differing waist dimensions. However, figure 4.2 shows that the 
spa tial profile of the excim er beam^o is such that 70% of the

of anti-reflection 
BBO.

coatings and the relatively poor bulk quality of 1

Table 5.1: Cavity losses under typical conditions in BBO

;

".A

Cavity Risetime
loss

Absorption 
Scattering  
and surface 
loss

Output
coupling
loss

20mm xtal -j
23mm cavity 0.14 0.24 0 .05 >
2x95%  mirrors

20mm xtal Â
50mm cavity 0.24 0.24 0.05
2x95%  mirrors

20mm xtal &
À

23mm cavity 0.14 0.24 0.48 A
95% X 40% A

12mm xtal
23mm cavity 0.11 0.14 0.05
2x95% mirrors

I-
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energy is located within a region in which the spatial distribution j
is constant within +/- 10% . Hence it is more appropriate to I
assume a simple "top-hat" spatial profile such that at all points 
distant r from the beam centre

Ej = Ejo ( - W j < r < W j , j = p , s , i )  (5 .10 )

I n  2 a l  + l n 4 =  +  l n 2
2xc “ ■ Po "  “ ‘V r

2
(5 .12 )

However, in the case of a critically phase-matched 
negatively uniaxial material, in which the extraordinary pump 
wave walks off from the ordinary signal and idler, we must define 
an effective interaction length L as in Ref. 7. For a "top-hat" 
spatial profile we can define signal and idler coupling coefficients 
Cs,i as the fractional beam interaction as a function of the 
propagation distance z through the nonlinear crystal as in figure 
5.1, i.e.

where W is the beam half-waist. |
Further, we also assum e tha t the in terac tion  be tw een 3

constant intensity fields results in polarisation wave dim ensions f:
1

Wj equal to the electric field dimensions (i.e. Wj = Wj, j = p, s, i).
This matching of field extents gives us an effective signal spatial 
mode coupling coefficient gs, as defined in ref. 13 as

2 W ^
= , (5 .11 )

+ Wg2

of unity. In the case of a noncritically phase-matched geometry 
such as that utilised in Urea, where there is no biréfringen t 
walkoff between the pump, signal and idler beams, the effective 
interaction length is equivalent to the crystal length. We can thus 
use the following expression for threshold:
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Nonlinear crystal

page 80

OPTIC
AXIS

Fig. 5.1 Schematic diagram of beam interaction in a negatively 
uniaxial nonlinear crystal. Shaded area shows region of maximum 
interaction between the ordinary signal and idler waves, and the 
extraordinary pump wave which undergoes biréfringent walk-off 
from the other two waves.

Cg,i —
1 +

pz
(5 .13 )

2W y y

where p is the internal walk-off angle and Wy is the beam half
w aist in the w alk-off dimension. Substitution of the coupling 
coefficien t into (2.6) as in ref. 7 results in m odified coupled 
equa tions:

d £  s ( z )
— + as £  s (z) = iKs Cs,i £  p (z) £*i (z) exp[i(Akz + 9 )] 

d £  i ( z )
— + tti £  i (z) = iKi Cs,i £  p (z) £% (z) exp[i(Akz + 9 )] (5 .14)

These can be solved to give a threshold expression appropriate to 
negatively uniaxial materials such as BBO as in (5.6), where the 
effective parametric gain length is L,

L =
2W,

In 1 + _ pL
2W y j

(5 .15 )



(a) T h re sh o ld  vs c ry s ta l leng th

The oscillation threshold in 90° phase-matching samples of 
length 8,14,15 and 25mm was measured for pumping at 308nm 
using the 10ns pulse laser. The pump beam was compressed using 
a 2m X -25cm lens combination and the threshold was measured 
using neutral density filters to attenuate the pump beam. The OPO 
cavity was formed by two plane mirrors of reflectivity 95% and 
40% at the 570nm resonant wave, separated by 54mm. Figure 5.2 
shows that the threshold energy fluence drops from a value of 
0 .3Jcm -2  in the 8mm sample to 0.023Jcm-2 in the 25mm sample. 
The threshold value in the 25mm sample represents an energy of 
0.9mJ and thus we were able to pump the OPO at a level many 
times above threshold. Theoretical calculations of threshold using 
expression (5.12) and assuming a value of 1.4pm/V for d i 4 

were found to be up to four times in excess of the experimentally 
m easured  thresholds. Such a large d iscrepancy canno t be 
explained in terms of reasonable adjustment of the various loss 
parameters involved and we would assert that it can be attributed 
to inaccuracy in the value of the nonlinear coefficient. Throughout 
our experim en tal work on urea, calculations of threshold show
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5 .3  E x p e r im e n ta l  re s u l ts

Threshold measurements were made by adjustm en t of the 
a ttenua to r gas pressure to a point where OPO output was 
observed on 50% of shots on average.

5 .3 .1  U r e a

In itia l experim en ts on urea were perform ed using the |
hom ebuilt excim er laser and results have been reported  in 
references 9. An 8 mm 90® phase-matching sample was used in an 
OPO which was the first such device to be pumped by an excimer 
laser. Urea was found to be a very useful material for use in 
conjunction with relatively low energy pump pulses, due to its low 
oscillation  threshold. The varia tion of threshold with various 
parameters is described in the following sections.
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Fig. 5.2 Threshold Energy Fluence in an NCPM urea OPO vs crystal 
length under the following conditions: Mirror separation Ic = 54mm, 

Mirror reflectivities R i = 0.95, R2 = 0.40. Solid curve shows 

calculations o f threshold made using (5.12) and d i4  = 2.3pm/V.
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Fig. 5.3 Threshold Energy Fluence in an NCPM Urea OPO vs cavity 
length under the following conditions: t  ~  25mm, R i = 0.95, R2 = 0.95
Solid curve shows calculations of threshold made using (5.12) and a 
value for d i4 o f 2.3pm/V.
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closer agreem en t using a value of 2.3pm/V for d i 4 . These 
calculations were made for Urea OPOs assuming a single pass 
power loss of 10%, i.e. that corresponding to Fresnel losses from 
two crystal faces.

(b) Threshold vs cavity length

Expression (5.6) indicates that the OPO rise-time loss varies 
in proportion with the cavity optical length as a result of the 
reduc tion in the number of double passes through the crystal 
which may be made by the resonant wave within the duration of 
the pum p pulse. The frac tional change in the overall OPO 
threshold is dependent on the relative magnitudes of the risetime 
loss and the other loss components expressed in (5.6). Figure 5.3 
shows the thresholds experimentally observed in an OPO using 
90® phase-matching in a crystal of Urea of length 25mm, with 95% 
reflecting cavity mirrors, and pumped by the 17ns pulse laser. It 
can be seen that the threshold scales in

J
#
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s
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>•O)
o
c
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Fig. 5.4 (a) Threshold Energy Fluence in an NCPM Urea OPO vs cavity 
reflectivity under conditions: t  = 14mm, Ic = 54mm.
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Fig. 5.4(b) Threshold Energy Fluence in an NCPM urea OPO vs cavity 
reflectivity under conditions: t  = 25mm, Ic = 44mm. Solid curve in 
each case show calculations of threshold made using (5.12) and a 
value for d i4  o f 2.3pm/V.

proportion to the cavity length. However, the theoretical curve 
calculated on the basis that d i4 = 2.3pm/V, shows a considerably 
slower increase in threshold. This could be attributed to the use of 
an excessively large estimated value of the parasitic loss term in 
expression (5.6), coupled with the fact that the output coupling 
losses are in this case relatively low. Under such circumstances, 
the threshold predicted by (5.6) is a much more sensitive function 
of the cavity length, and associated risetime losses. The value used 
here for parasitic loss allowed for Fresnel reflection from two 
crystal surfaces. However, with the crystal surfaces aligned, as 
here, parallel to the cavity m irrors, the Fresnel reflec tions are 
recircula ted in the cavity, this reducing the effec tive parasitic 
losses. The rate of increase in threshold with cavity length (i.e. 
slope of fig. 5,3) could thus be expected to be closer to that shown 
by the device.
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(c) Threshold vs cavity reflectiv ity

In expression (5.6) the reflec tivity  R considered is the 
product of the reflectivities at the signal wavelength of the two 
cavity mirrors. The output coupling forms one of the three loss 
terms in the threshold expression. We have studied the threshold 
variation in two noncritically phase-matched OPOs; one based on a 
14mm sam ple in a 54mm cavity pumped by 10ns pulses, the 
other a 25mm crystal in a 44mm cavity pumped by 17ns pulses.
The results are displayed in figures 5.4(a) and (b). The fractional 
increase in threshold was somewhat greater in the 14mm device.
In both cases the calculated theoretical curves are in reasonable 
agreem en t with the data. It is worthwhile to note tha t the ^
parametric gain in NCPM urea is sufficient that even with a very 
small amount of feedback at the resonant wave, the OPO is able to 
reach threshold at quite low pump energy fluences. In fact the 
25mm urea OPO was able to operate in a cavity formed by a 95% 
reflective rear mirror and the rear surface of the crystal (i.e. no 
output coupler) with a threshold of only 0.13Jcm-2.

(d) Threshold vs pump beam dimension

As discussed in section 5.2.2 the threshold is ideally  
expected to be constant in a noncritically phase^matched OPO for 
any dim ension of collim ated pump beam, since there is no 
b iréfringen t w alk-off between the three in terac ting waves. We 
have investigated the variation of threshold with beam dimension 
in an OPO cavity consisting of a 25mm noncritically  phase- 
m atched urea crystal surrounded by two 95% reflec tors at the 
resonant wave, separated by 44mm. The OPO was pumped by the 
17ns laser and the beam dimension was altered by varying the 
beam com pression from 2.5 to 20. Figure 5.5 shows tha t the 
threshold as expected remains constant for beam compressions up 
to ten. However when the beam vertical dimension is less than 
1.4mm there is a sharp increase in threshold up to a factor of four ^
at 1.0mm. As shown in the following chapter this is accompanied 
by a decrease in the saturated conversion efficiency for sm aller 
spot sizes.
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Fig. 5.5 Threshold Energy Fluence in an NCPM Urea OPO vs pump 
beam major dimension under conditions: (a) C -  25mm, Ic = 44mm, 
R l = R2 = 0.95.
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In the absence of extraordinary wave walkoff, the threshold 
increase must be attributed to the increase in pump beam 
divergence. The angular acceptance lim it for a 25mm 90® p h a se -  
matched urea OPO, defined by (2.39) is relatively high at around 
5.8mR. The pump beam divergence for a diffraction limited, single 
spa tia l m ode beam  could be expec ted to be given by the 
uncom pressed divergence value times the beam com pression. On 
this basis, the maximum divergence of the compressed excim er 
beam would be 4mR for a 20x compression. However, it has been 
observed that when the excimer beam is compressed to this level, I
it shows a tendency to ’break up’ on propagation over distances 
greater than a metre. This indicates that the the divergence of the 
compressed multimode beam is likely to be considerably in excess 
of the predic ted value. Thus we believe tha t the threshold 
increase occurring for beam compressions of 12  and above are a 
result of beam divergences in excess of the angular acceptance.

5.3.2 BBO

In the case of BBO all work was carried out using the 17ns 
pulse laser. As will be shown in the following section the higher 
pulse energies provided by this laser were more im portant than 
in the case of urea in order to reach OPO threshold.

(a) T h re sh o ld  vs tu n in g  ran g e

As can be seen in figure 3.8(c) the figure of merit of Type 1 
phase-matched BBO is high and relatively constant across the 
whole tuning range from degeneracy down to the ultraviolet 
region. This compares favourably with Type 2 phase-matching in 
urea, where the figure of merit declines steadily from the 90® 
phase-matching point to zero at a signal wavelength of 400nm.
Although the figure of merit in BBO increases towards the 
ultraviolet, it is predicted that the oscillation threshold should 
increase through the increase in the degeneracy factor l-S^
(w hereS is defined by the relation cOsCOi= 0)o2(l-6^), cOq = (Op/2). This 
trend is observed in the 20mm BBO OPO and the results are shown

■> -J.. g ■ ...J ... ■___2:   :_____J- • Wn/fe’l . i/St
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in figure 5.6 alongside modelled calculations based on a value of 
3.6pm/V for d22 in BBO, and measured values of parasitic loss, as 
shown in Table 5.1. These values have been used in all theoretical 
calculations of threshold in BBO producing a reasonable level of 
agreement with experiment. Thresholds of two to three times the 
predicted value in BBO-OPOs were also observed by Fan et al., in 
ref. 12. The relatively high scatter shown in figure 5.6 is a result 
of the use of three differen t mirror sets, over the ranges 370- 
420nm, 420-480nm and 500-600nm. Each of the m irror coatings 
were nominally of 95% reflectivity, but in general a decrease in 
reflec tiv ity  and associated increase in threshold was observed 
towards the edges of the mirror band widths. Features of fig. 5.6 to 
be noted include the low value of threshold at a signal wavelength 
of 445nm. This occurred when the crystal faces were normal to 
the pum p beam direc tion, allowing the signal wave surface 
reflec tions to recirculate in the cavity and hence increasing the 
effective cavity reflectivity. This is an indication of the level of 
threshold decrease which could be obtained through antireflection 
coating of the crystal. The threshold increase tow ards 600nm 
signal is a function of the reflectivity profile of the particular 
mirrors used and is a feature which is instrumental in producing 
the noncollinear phase-matching effects observed in chapter 8 . It 
should be pointed out that over the entire tuning range the 
threshold is less than a fifth of the estimated crystal damage limit 
w hich was around IJcm '^ . Thus the OPO could be operated 
efficien tly  across the full wavelength range. Threshold at signal 
w aveleng ths below 370nm was further increased through beam 
clipping by the limited crystal aperture.

(b) T h re sh o ld  vs cav ity  len g th

The OPO threshold as a function of cavity leng th was 
m easured in both crystals in cavities form ed by two 95% 
reflectors for the signal wavelength (see figures 5.7(a) and (b)). As 
in Urea, the increase in threshold with cavity length was steeper 
than that predicted from theory. In the context of our aim to 
produce a line-narrowed OPO based on BBO it is important to note
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Fig. 5.8 (a) Threshold Energy Fluence in a critically phase-matched 
Type 1 BBO OPO vs cavity reflectivity under conditions C = 12mm,
Ic = 23mm, A,s = 460nm.
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that despite the resultant threshold increase it was possible to 4

operate the OPO at a point such that the threshold was less than 
2 0 % of the crystal damage lim it with the cavity at a sufficien t 
leng th  (up to 1 0 0 mm) to accom m odate approp ria te  line- 
narrow ing elem en ts.

(c) Threshold  vs cavity reflectiv ity  f

Again the variation of threshold with cavity reflectivity in 
OPOs based on both BBO samples was measured and the data is 
displayed in figures 5.8(a) and (b). Clearly the threshold was seen 
to increase with decreasing reflectivity product, and the data is in 
reasonable agreement with calculated values.

(d) Threshold vs pump beam dimension

As in Urea, a pattern of threshold increase towards small |
pum p beam w aist and high pump beam divergence, has been 
observed in OPOs based on BBO. In the case of urea the OPO was 
noncritically phase-matched, and was thus expected to be highly 
toleran t of angular deviation of the pump beam. U nder NCPM I
conditions there is no biréfringen t walk-off of the pum p wave
from  the signal and idler, and hence m axim al three field
in terac tion  results. However in critically  phase-m a tched BBO, 
w alkoff of around 4® across the tuning range results in lateral 
beam deviation of around 1.5mm, over an in teraction length of 
20mm. The threshold values shown in figure 5.9 indicate that 
dramatic increase in threshold is observed for beam dimensions in 
the walk-off plane of less than 2mm. The threshold for a 1.3mm 
dimension beam is more than six times that for a 6.4mm beam.
The modelled calculations shown, based on a value of 3.6pm/V for I
d 22 in BBO, predict a rather smaller critical dimension. It should 
be noted tha t during the course of these experim en ts, beam
com pressions of between 2.5 and 20 resulted in pum p beam
divergences of between 6 and 40 times the calculated angular 
acceptance lim it of 0.1 mR. However, as Brosnan and Byer point 
out in ref. 7, the requirement for pump beam collimation in an 
SRO is somewhat relaxed, since the idler is free to propagate 
noncollinearly with phase-m atching being preserved. W e believe
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ï
tha t fo r the large beam  w aists involved in th is w ork, 
nonco llinearly  phase-m a tched in terac tion  allow s the OPO to 
opera te despite pump beam divergence far in excess of the 
angular acceptance. The rise in threshold seen for small beam 
waists in BBO, can be straightforwardly attributed to the loss of 
coupling betw een the three fields which results from  double 
refraction. However, it may be that the decrease in beam quality 
upon tight focussing of the pump beam also makes a contribution 
to this effect in BBO. Comparison between the threshold increase 
observed in NCPM Urea OPOs and critically phase-matched BBO- 
OPOs (fig. 5.11) shows that threshold increase occurs for smaller 
beam  d im ensions in U rea, and is less pronounced . This 
observation is consisten t with less efficient interaction resulting 
from both decreased pump wavefront uniformity due to focussing, 
and reduced beam overlap through pump beam walkoff.

The threshold fluences shown in Fig. 5.9 have also been 
plotted as a function of the corresponding pulse energies in Fig.
5.10. This indicates firstly that the minimum attainable threshold 
for an OPO based on a 20mm BBO crystal is around 0.1  Jcm-^, and 
secondly tha t the m inimum required pulse energy to reach 
threshold is around 5mJ. Also shown are threshold values for an 
OPO based on a 12mm BBO crystal. As expected the minimum 
threshold values in terms of both energy and fluence for this 
device, are shifted upwards compared to the 20mm device. These 
figures are important in that they define minimum pulse energies S
required to obtain efficien t conversion from a critically  phase- 4
matched BBO-OPO. One would typically wish to operate at a pump 
energy at least three times threshold and thus at least 15mJ 
would be required for this pump laser. This figure can be 
contrasted with recen t w o rk ^  in LBO in which the walkoff angle 
of only 1° allowed thresholds of around 0.3mJ to be achieved.
C ritically  phase-m a tched BBO is thus an OPO gain m edium  
requiring rela tively  energetic pump pulses in order to achieve 
efficien t operation.

I■y
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we have

d£p(z)
= iK p8so£i(z)exp[-i(A kz + (p)] ( 6 .2 )

d £ i (z )
= iK i£so*£p(z)exp[i(Akz + cp)]
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Chapter 6 
Conversion Efficiency

6.0  In tr o d u c t io n

In this chap ter we will charac terise the effic iency  of 
conversion of energy from pump to signal and idler fields in |
param etric oscillators of the type described in this work. W e will 
consider the varia tion  of the conversion efficiency at pum p 4

intensities in excess of the oscillation threshold level defined in 
chap ter 5. The energy conversion in pulsed singly resonant I
oscilla to rs w ill be contrasted with the predic ted steady state f
b eh av io u r.

6.1 P aram etr ic  o sc illa tor  operation  at pum p in te n s it ie s  
above steady state threshold level

The standard analysis of optical parametric oscillator power 
conversion is performed assuming, as in section 5.1, interaction of 
plane waves and further assuming that the resonant fields vary 
slow ly in propagating through the nonlinear m edium . These 
assum ptions allow expressions for conversion efficiency in terms 
of pump intensity to be developed without the need to produce an ?
exact solution of the coupled nonlinear equations (2 .6 ). Hence for a I
singly resonant oscillator in which the signal wave is resonant and €
in which it is assumed that in the steady state and for small losses 
such tha t the signal am plitude is constant throughout the 
nonlinear medium i.e.

£s(z) = £so ( 6 .1 )
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where £so» £po are field amplitudes at z = 0. The boundary

conditions £ i ( 0 )  = 0  and £ p (0 )  = £po allow us to solve the coupled 

equations and produce expressions for the pump and idler fields 
as a function of the propagation distance through the nonlinear 
medium, as follows

coim
l£ i(z)|2 = £ p o 2z ^

(OpUi

sin^pz
1 + (Ak /2a )2

a n d

ICp(z)|2=£po2 COS^Pz +
rA k 'Ÿ

2P sin^pz
y

(6 .3 )

(6 .4 )

where P is defined by the relation

sinZpC P .th  rsin2(AkC/2)
(PP)2 Ppincl (AkC/2)2 (6 .5)

where Ppth is the steady state threshold pump power and Ppinc is 
the pump power inciden t on the nonlinear crystal. Hence the 
internal efficiency, or pump depletion of the OPO is defined by

flint — 1 -

/AkV
2 p

sin2pt (6 .6)

For A kt = 0 or perfect phase-matching it can be seen in figure 6.1 
that the internal efficiency has a maximum value of 1 0 0 % at a 
pumping ratio Ppinc/Ppth = (%/2)2. As the pumping level increases 
beyond this value, the pump wave once again begins to grow at 
the expense of the signal. For nonzero values of A kt the maximum 
conversion efficiency occurs for the same value of Ppinc/Ppth  ̂ but 
is decreased. The varia tion of the maximum a ttainable pump
depletion is shown in figure 6 .2

The ex ternal conversion efficiency at the resonant wave,
flext^®s>in this plane wave analysis is given by

&hes
(On / + t flint (6 .7)
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where t is the round trip signal power output coupling loss and I 

is the round trip power loss at the signal and idler waves (these 
are assum ed to be equal) a ttributable to absorption, scattering 
and surface reflections.

6.2 C onversion  E ffic iency  for G aussian sp atia l in tensity  
profile  pump beam

It is instructive to consider the case where the pump beam 
is a m ultim ode plane wave with a Gaussian spa tial intensity  |
p ro file

I(r) = I o e x p 4 ^  (6 .8 )

w here Wo is the radius of the beam incident on the param etric I
oscillator and r is the distance of the point considered from the |
beam centre. It can be assumed that parts of the inciden t pump 
beam of intensity I greater than the steady state threshold Ith
sus tain  param e tric conversion and suffer deple tion while the 
rem ainder of the beam is unaffected.

The tran sm itted  pum p pow er can be ca lcu la ted  by 
in tegration of the transmitted pump intensity F across the pump 
spa tial profile using the expression (6 .6 ) with Ak = 0, for the 
transmitted pump power in regions above threshold and assuming 
1 0 0 % transmission for the remainder, i.e.

r  = Icos^pt for I > Ith (6 .9 )
r  = I for I < Ith (6 .10 )

This analysis has been perform ed by Bjorkholm^ for an SRO.
Figure 6.3 shows that the internal efficiency reaches a maximum 
of 71% at 6.5 times threshold. The spatial intensity profile of the 
excim er laser used in this work (figure 4.2) m ore closely
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Fig. 6.1 Transmitted pump power and internal efficiency for a singly 
resonant oscillator assuming plane wave fields, as functions o f the 
pumping ratio for phase mismatch levels AkC = 0 and AkC = %!2 (after 
ref. 6).
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A k i / 2

Fig. 6.2 Maximum internal efficiency of a singly resonant oscillator 
as a function of the phase mismatch AkD/2 (after ref. 6.)
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Fig. 6.3 Transmitted pump power P ’/P as a function of the pumping 
ratio for a singly resonant oscillator for the cases o f plane-wave 
pumping and pumping with a Gaussian intensity wave (after ref. 1).
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Fig. 6.4 Transmitted pump power P ’/P, as a function of the pumping 
ratio in a singly resonant oscillator for spherical pump waves with 
0.5 , 1, and 2mRad maximum k-vector misorientation (corresponding 
to 1, 2, and 4mRad full angle divergence). Plane-wave data is shown 
for comparison (after ref. 2).
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resem bles a 'top-hat' distribution than a Gaussian. Thus, in the 
steady state, the conversion efficiency could be expected to show 
a pattern of behaviour somewhere between those displayed in 
figures 6.1 and 6.3.

6.3 E ffec t  of  pump beam divergence  on c o n v ers io n  
e f f i c i e n c y

Further devia tion from the behaviour predic ted by the 
uniform intensity plane wave theory may be caused by the finite 
spread of wavevector directions of the pump beam. If we restrict 
Ikpl to a fixed value, it has been shown in section 2.2.4 that pump 
beam  divergence in troduces phase m ism atch Ak and reduces 
param e tric  gain according to expression (2.12). The threshold 
intensity for a given level of phase mismatch, Ith(Ak), in terms of 
the plane wave threshold intensity for zero phase m ismatch Itho» 
is given by

Ith(Ak) = g^„c2(Ak[/2) (6 .11 )

In a singly  resonant osc illa to r the transm itted  pum p 
intensity I’ is given by (6.9) and (6.10). 
subject to

sin^Pt Itho
(Pt)2 I (6 .12 )

A model for the overall pump depletion of a param etric 
oscillator pum ped by a laser having a finite full-angle beam 
divergence A0 can be developed as follows^. The pump wave is 
assum ed to be a c ircu larly  truncated portion of a uniform  
intensity spherical wave, radius R such that R is related to the 
beam radius Wq b y

R = ^  (6 .13 )

The phasefront normal is assumed to be properly orien ted for 
perfec t phase-m atching at some angle 0 to the crystal optic axis.
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Hence each point on the beam cross-section corresponds to a 
d istinc t value of A k, and by in tegra tion of the transm itted  
intensity with respec t to area across the beam cross section, it is 
possible to evaluate the pump energy depletion for a particu lar 
pumping ratio and beam divergence. The SRO pump depletion as 
a function of pumping ratio P/Pth as calculated in ref. 2  for a Type 
1 OPO based on LiNbOg is shown for various values of beam  
divergence in figure 6.4. A pattern sim ilar to figure 6.3 is 
displayed in that the maximum values are reduced, and shifted to 
progressively higher values of P/Pth*

s

I
r:

65 70 75 80 85 90 95

"3

-  2

" 1

Internal Angle ( Degrees )

Fig. 6.5 Measured Urea NCPM OPO external energy conversion 
efficiency as a function o f the internal phase-match angle 6, for a 
fixed pump pulse energy o f 19mJ. The solid curve represents the 
variation in the crystal double refraction angle p across the tuning 
range o f the oscillator. Ic = 55mm, R i = 95%, R2 = 40%, t  -  15mm.
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6.4 Pulsed OPO conversion efficiency

The expressions for conversion efficiency which have been 
developed up to this point apply to operation in the low-gain, 
essen tia lly  steady state condition. In practice the steady state 
condition is achieved only after a finite build-up time. Thus the
energy conversion efficiency is less than the conversion efficiency 
by approxim ately the frac tion of the pumping tim e tha t the 
oscillator is above threshold. For a pulsed oscillator, Pearson^
describes a m ethod of estim ating the risetim e for a Gaussian
tem poral intensity  profile. Alternatively the itera tive expression 
used in section 5.2.1 for the generated signal power as a function 
of the number of cavity round trips propagated can be used to 
calculate the time for the oscillator to generate a defined level 
( lO O p J) of signal output. This expression assum es a top-ha t
temporal intensity profile pulse of total gain equivalent to that of 
a Gaussian profile pulse of defined intensity.

Hence the risetime resulting from the pulsed nature of the 
excim er pump source is a further cause of deviation from the 
steady state plane wave behaviour. The behaviour observed can 
be in terpre ted as resulting from a com bination of the effects 
discussed in sections 6.2 to 6.4.

6.5 E xper im enta l  results

This section presen ts results and analysis o f conversion 
efficiency in urea and BBO with reference to the effects just 
d iscussed. In addition, com parison is made be tw een Barium  
Borate and Lithium  Borate (LBO) for the purpose of efficien t 
conversion to ultraviole t wavelengths.

6 ,5 ,1  M e a s u r e m e n t  
e f f i c i e n c y

and c a l c u l a t io n  o f  c o n v e r s i o n

The to ta l useful ex ternal output was calcu lated  using 
m ea su re m e n ts  o f the to ta l fo rw a rd -p ro p a g a tin g  o u tp u t
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transmitted through the dichroic filters external to the OPO cavity, 
and the proportion of this quantity contributed by each of the two 
output w aveleng ths. The transm ission of each of the optical 
com ponen ts at both w aveleng ths was taken in to  account in 
calculating the forward propagating pulse energy. The backward 
propagating fraction of the useful output was calculated assuming 
all of the energy in the nonresonant wave to be coupled out in the 
forw ard direc tion and the backward propagating resonant wave 
energy deduced from the forward travelling value and the ratio of 
the output coupling losses of front and rear mirrors. In producing 
an external efficiency value the pump energy incident on the rear 
m irror M l (as in figure 4.5(a)) was used. Measurements of the 
pump energy were thus adjusted to take account of losses at the 
beam compressor lens surfaces.

The pump depletion (or internal conversion efficiency) was 
calculated from measurements of the pump power reflected from 
one of the dichroic filters. The pump power reflec ted  was 
measured when the cavity was misaligned and oscillation did not |
take place (Pmisai) and when the cavity was perfectly aligned and 
m axim um  useful output was obtained (Pai). The depletion was 
then calculated as follows:

(6 .14 )
^  m isa i

The proportion of energy in each wavelength was measured 
using an RG610 cu t-off filter which was highly transm itting at 
waveleng ths above 610nm (approximate wavelength degeneracy).

6,5 .2  Urea

(a) Conversion efficiency vs tuning range

OPO external energy conversion efficiciency was measured 
in a 15mm long sample of urea noncritically phase-m atched for 
propagation of the pump wave at normal incidence to crystal 
surfaces. The pump energy was held constant while the crystal 
orien tation was altered with respect to the pump beam. Here the 
10ns pulse laser provided a fixed pulse energy of 19mJ while the
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Fig. 6.6 (a) Measured pump depletion and external energy 
conversion efficiency of a Urea NCPM OPO as a function of incident 
pump energy fluence, for cavity reflectivities Rj = R2 = 95% and 
R l = 95%, R% = 40%. Ic = 44mm, t  = 25mm.
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Fig. 6.6 (b) Measured pump depletion of a Urea NCPM OPO as a 
function o f pumping ratio, for cavity reflectivities R i = R2 = 95% and 
R l = 95%, R2 == 40%. Ic = 44mm, t  = 25mm.
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OPO cavity was formed by a 95% and a 40% reflector for the 
resonant wavelength, separated by 55mm. The results shown in 
figure 6.5 show that the efficiency falls quite rapidly from 32% at 
90° phase-matching to 1% at 0 = 67°. Also shown is the calculated 
variation over the same range of the angle of walkoff p b e tw e e n
the nonresonant wave and the pump beam, given by

tan(p+ 0 ) = tan0 (6 .15 )

This figure increases from zero at NCPM to around 4° at 0 = 67°.
Hence the decline in efficiency over the tuning range is consistent |
with the decrease in beam overlap and interaction resulting from 
increased walk-off. The advantages inherent in noncritical p h a s e - 
m a tch ing  are c lea rly  dem onstra ted . C onsiderab ly  g rea te r 
efficiency of conversion has been achieved, as reported in ref. 4 , 
using the 25mm 90® phase-m atched urea crystal. For a cavity 
form ed by a 95% rear reflec tor for 570nm and a 40% front 
reflec to r, separa ted by 54mm, the oscillation threshold  was 
0 .0 2 3 J c m ‘2 (an order of magnitude less than that for the 15mm
NCPM sample, under similar conditions). A pump pulse of 19mJ
produced 5mJ of forward output in the green waveleng th, and 4
adjustm en t for losses gave a figure of 65% overall ex ternal 
conversion efficiency. The corresponding pump deple tion was
72% . The pum p pow er density  required in order to reach 
threshold  was 2.3MW cm-2 while that required to achieve 65% 
e x te rn a l co n v ers io n  was 44M W cm-2 i.e. around 20 tim es 
th resh o ld .

(b )  E ffic ien cy  vs o u tp u t coup ling

The variation of both internal and external efficiency as a 
function of pump intensity for differen t output coupling levels 
was investigated in an OPO based on a 25mm 90^ p h a se -m a tc h e d  
urea crystal. The OPO was pumped by the 17ns pulse laser and 
the cavity was formed by a 95% rear reflector at the resonant 
wave and either a 95% or 40% reflector as the front mirror. The 
m irrors were separated by a distance of 44mm. The pump beam 
was compressed by a factor of 5 to a spot size of 4 x 1.5mm
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Fig, 6.7 External energy conversion efficiency as a function of 
internal efficiency for a Urea OPO. Conditions as in figure 6.6.

(where the major dimension was in the walk-off plane). The pump 
energy fluence was varied up to IJcm"^ which is the expected 
dam age lim it of the cavity m irrors. Figure 6 .6 (a) shows the 
ex ternal and internal efficiencies for both output coupling levels 
as a function of the pump energy fluence. The threshold energy 
fluences are 0 .05Jcm “2 and O.OSJcm’  ̂ for the 95% and 40% 
reflectors respectively. It can be seen that for any given energy 
fluence the resultant pump depletion is higher for the higher 
finesse cavity. This is also true when the pump deple tion is 
displayed as a function of the pumping ratio (pump energy/ pump 
threshold energy) as in figure 6 .6 (b). A distinct feature of figure 
6 .6 (a) is the crossover shown by the external efficiencies for the 
two cavity arrangements at a pump fluence 0.3Jcm-2. Below this 
pump in tensity the conversion efficiency is greater in the high 
finesse cavity. However beyond this level the low finesse cavity 
gives considerably greater external efficiency, up to around 16% 
or about twice the maximum value of the high finesse cavity. In 
figure 6.7 it can be seen that the external efficiency is a constant 
fraction of the pump depletion. The gradients (t|ext/Tl int) are 0.33
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for the 95% reflector and 0.66 for the 40% reflector. The increased 
proportion of useful output to total output results from the higher 
fraction of the total loss contributed by the useful output coupling 
loss in the latter case. Table 6.1 shows the values of iiext/'Hint» 

and r i f o r  each case (Tiext̂ ®̂  and i[\Q^^nonres 

are defined as the useful external energy divided by the total 
input pump energy, at the resonant and nonresonant wavelengths 
respectively). These figures are consistent with a single pass loss 
of around 15%, calculated using expression (6.7). This is in 
reasonable agreem en t w ith the value of transm ission m easured 
for the urea cell at 633nm, which was 87+/-2%.

Both the internal and external efficiencies display saturation 
effec ts as predic ted  by the steady state theory. The pump 
depletion saturates at levels of around 30% and 40% for the low 
and high finesse cavities respec tively. Saturation occurs at a 
pum ping ratio  of approx. 8.5, compared with the m axim um  
deple tion of 1 0 0 % at a pumping ratio of ( ti/2 ) 2  predic ted by 
steady state theory. As discussed in sections 6.2 to 6.4 the 
reduced m axim um  conversion efficiency and its occurrence at 
much higher pumping ratios can be attributed to a combination of 
the pulsed nature of the device, the phase mismatch contributed 
by laser linewidth and divergence and the non-uniform  intensity 
of the pump beam. The efficiencies displayed through the use of

Table 6.1: External efficiency in urea

Cavity
re f le c t iv ity 96.5% * 96.5% 96.5% * 40%

0.33 0.66

res

^ e x t ^  ^ e x t 0.30 0.56

nonres 

^ e x t  ^ ^ e x t 0.70 0.44

/  (calculated) 0.30 0.30

i
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the 25mm urea crystal with the 17ns laser are lower than those
previously  obtained with the 10ns laser. We a ttribute this to
crystal surface degradation, after repolishing to a poorer level of
flatness and parallelism  than previously attained. |

(c) E ffic iency  vs beam  d im ension

Further m easurem en ts of internal and ex ternal conversion 
were made on the same 90° phase-matched urea OPO for a cavity 
formed by two 95% reflectors for 570nm spaced by 44mm (figs.
6 .8 (a) and (b)). Beam compressions of 5 and 12, produced pump 
beam  dim ensions in the w alk-off plane of 4mm and 1,4mm 
respectively. Maximum pump depletions of around 23% and 37% 
are observed for the 1.4mm and 4mm beam waists respectively.
Saturation can also be seen (fig. 6 .8 (b)) to have set in at a lesser 
value of pumping ratio for the 1.4mm beam. It is believed that 
the reduced  pum p dep le tion  and the increased  osc illa tion  
threshold are, as discussed in section 5.4.1(d), results of the
reduced ability  of the OPO to convert the highly d ivergen t 
fraction of the pump beam for a narrower beam waist. It may be 
noted here that the saturated external efficiencies measured using 
the 1.4mm beam are higher than would be predicted from the s|
corresponding internal efficiencies, and from the ratio  of output 
coupling to parasitic losses. This feature has not been explained 
and may simply result from systematic error in the measurement 
of the low output energies involved.

6.5.3 BBO : (a) E fficiency vs tun ing  range

The figure of m erit for Type 1 phase-m atched param etric 
oscillation in BBO has been shown in section 3.5.2 to be high and
rela tively uniform  throughout the tuning range. The decrease in
nonlinear coefficien t with increasing angle 0 between the pump 
and the optic axis, is balanced in some measure by the increase in 
the degeneracy fac tor (1-0^). The range of efficien t tuning is 
lim ited both by the infra-red transmission cut-off at around 3 jim , 
and in our particular crystals, by the reduced crystal aperture at
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Fig. 6.8 (a) Measured pump depletion and external energy 
conversion efficiency o f a Urea NCPM OPO as a functions of incident 
pump energy fluence for pump beam compressions o f 5 and 12.
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Fig. 6.8 (b) Measured pump depletion in a Urea NCPM OPO as a 
function of pumping ratio, for pump beam compressions o f 5 and 12. 
Ic = 44mm, C = 25mm, R l = R2 = 95%.
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Fig. 6.9 Measured pump depletion and external energy conversion 
efficiency of a Type 1 BBO OPO as a function of incident pump 
energy fluence, for cavity reflectivities Rj = R2 = 96% and R l = 96%, 
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Fig. 6.10 External energy conversion efficiency as a function of 
internal efficiency for a Type 1 BBO OPO where cavity reflectivities 
are R i = R2 = 96%, Rl = 96%, R2 == 74% and Ri = 96%, R2 = 53%. Other 
conditions as in figure 6.9.
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low values of 0 . It was found, as shown in the following two 
sections, that pump depletions in excess of 50% could be achieved 
throughout the range 385nm  to degeneracy at 616nm , for 
pumping ratios of around six.

(b) Eff iciency vs output coupling

The effect of varying the output coupling was investigated 
in OPOs based on the 20mm BBO crystal, and operated at a signal 
w aveleng th of 540nm  and com plem en tary id ler w aveleng th 
TOOnm. The pump beam was compressed by a factor of 7.5 to a 
spot size of 2.5mm (in the walkoff dimension) x 1.1mm and the 
cavity was formed by a 96% reflector at the resonant wavelength, 
separated by 23mm from an output coupler of reflectivity 96%,
74% or 53%. Figure 6.9 shows the internal arid external efficiencies 4

as a function of pump energy fluence for the 96% and 53% 
re fle c tiv ity  output couplers. The oscilla tion  thresholds are 
0 .2 6 Jcm -2 and 0.30Jcm-2 respec tively. The pa ttern observed is 
similar to that seen in urea. The pump depletion is higher for any 
given pump energy fluence in the high finesse cavity, while the 
ex ternal efficiencies display signs of the crossover seen in fig.
6 .6 (a).The external efficiency as a function of pump depletion for 
all three cavity arrangements is shown in fig. 6.10. The gradients 

ext/Tl int, ^re shown in Table 6.2 alongside the proportion of the 
ex terna l e ffic ienc ies at each w aveleng th, t| ext» and
'Hext^^^^^^/'Hext- Also shown are the round trip values calculated 
from  these  figu res, according  to expression (6 .7 ). T hese 
correspond fairly closely to the measured single pass parasitic loss 
value of 24%.

(c) Efficiency vs beam dimension

The pump depletion as a function of pump energy fluence 
was investigated in BBO for differen t pump beam dim ensions.
Beam compressions of 3.75 and 7.5 were employed, resulting in 
pum p beam cross-sec tions of 5.1 x 2.1mm and 2.5 x 1.1mm 
respec tively  where the major dimension is in the biréfringen t 
w alk -o ff plane. M easurem en ts were perform ed at w aveleng th
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pairs 540 and 700nm, and 385nm and 1.5pm. In each case the 
cavity lengths were 23mm and the cavities were formed by two 
95% reflectors at the resonant wavelengths, which were 540nm 
and 1.5pm. Figures 6.11(a) and (b) show the pump depletion

Table 6.2: External efficiency in BBO

Cavity
re f le c t iv i ty 96% * 96% 96% * 74% 96% * 53%

0.32 0.41 0.47

res

^  e x t  ̂ ^ e x t
0.25 0.48 0.55

nonres 

^ e x t   ̂ ^ e x t 0.75 0.52 0.45

I (calculated) 0.49 0.57 0.61

versus pump energy fluence, while figs 6 .12(a) and (b) show the 
same results as a function of pumping ratio. The first feature to 
note is the increase in conversion efficiency for a given pump 
in tensity afforded by the use of a lower beam compression and 
correspondingly higher collimated beam dimension. Secondly the 
large beam  w aist shows no sign of saturation in conversion 
effic iency , w hile the h igher com pression produces d is tin c t 
saturation beyond a pumping ratio of around 6 . The maximum 
pum p deple tions observed were 64% and 50% for 540nm and 
385nm respec tively and in each case this was lim ited by the 
available pump energy rather than by damage constraints. The 
figure of 64% depletion corresponds to a pulse energy of 105mJ 
inciden t on the first beam compression lens and 82mJ incident on 
the OPO. Thus 53mJ of visible ligh t is parametrically generated, 
although only around 25% of that amount is given out as useful 
output due to extraneous cavity losses.
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Fig. 6.11 (a) Pump depletion in a Type 1 BBO OPO as a function of 
incident pump energy fluence for pump beam compressions 3.75 and
7.5 for Xg = 540nm, Xi = 700nm, Iq = 23mm, I  = 20mm, R l = R2 = 95% at 
resonant wavelength 540nm.
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Fig. 6.11 (b) Pump depletion in a Type 1 BBO OPO as a function of 
incident pump energy fluence for pump beam compressions 3.75 and
7.5 for X,g = 385nm, = 1.5pm. Ic = 23mm, t  = 20mm, R i = R% = 95% at
resonant wavelength 1.5pm .
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Fig. 6.12 (a) Pump depletion in a Type 1 BBO OPO as a function of 
pumping ratio for X,s = 540nm, X.i = 700nm. Conditions as in figure 
6 . 11.
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Fig. 6.12 (b) Pump depletion in a Type 1 BBO OPO as a function of 
pumping ratio for X-s = 385nm, Xi = 1.5|xm. Conditions as in figure 6.11.
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As discussed in 5.4.2(d), it is thought that as with the 
increase in oscillation threshold at higher beam compressions the 
reduc tion  in conversion efficiency can be a ttributed to the 
re s tric tio n s  on beam  overlap im posed by the sm all beam  
dim ension. Collinear phase-m atching is lim ited by b iréfringen t 
w alkoff of the pump beam from the signal and idler, while 
noncollinear phase-m atching is restricted by the w alkoff of the 
idler and pump from the resonant signal

(d) Comparison of BBO with NCPM LBO for UV generation

The effect of switching the resonant wave, i.e. resonating the 
high waveleng th ra ther than the low wavelength in the singly 
resonant OPO was studied in both BBO and Lithium Borate (LBO). 
This was carried out for the wavelength pair 385nm and 1.5jam, 
and the same measurements were performed in the 20mm BBO 
crys ta l and a noncritically  phase-m atched LBO OPO, for the 
purposes of comparison of BBO and LBO as m aterials for the 
generation of tunable ultraviolet radiation. The LBO crystal was

A IR mirrors 
A UV mirrors

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Pump Energy Fluence (Jcm-2)

Fig. 6.13 Pump depletion in a Type 1 BBO OPO as a function of incident 
pump energy fluence for cavity reflectivities R i = R2 = 95% at 
resonant wavelengths (a) 385nm and (b) 1.5p.m. l  ̂ = 23mm, t  = 20mm.
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cut for propagation along the z axis and had dimensions x x y x z =
3 x3 x l 6 mm [x, y, and z are the principal axes of the optical %

indicatrix with the convention n% > ny > n% and are related to the 
crystallographic axes (a,b,c) and the nonlinear (piezoelectric) axes 
through (x,y,z) = (a,c,b) = (X,Z,Y)] . In each case the cavities were 
formed by a pair of mirrors of 95% reflectivity at the resonant 
wavelength, placed as close as possible to the crystal faces. Cavity 
lengths were 18mm for LBO and 23mm for BBO. The pump beam 
was compressed by a factor of 7.5 to a dimension 2.5mm (in the 
BBO walkoff plane, and in the y-dimension in LBO) x 1.1mm. In 
BBO it is clear from figure 6.13 that resonance of the ultraviolet #
wavelength is unfavourable to the total conversion efficiency. The 
threshold is around 50% greater than in the case of infra-red 
resonance. Furtherm ore, much stronger evidence of saturation is |
shown by the data for resonance of 385nm. A maximum pump 
depletion of 21% is observed at about 3 times threshold, compared 
to 39% for infra-red resonance. LBO shows a similar effect (fig.
6.14) in terms of saturation at a lower value of pump depletion 
fo r U V -resonance than IR -resonance. In LBO this can be i|
in terp re ted  as resu lting  from  the tigh ter pum p d ivergence  ^
requirem en t imposed by resonance of the ultraviolet wavelength- 
A0 for half gain for a 1cm crystal is around 4mR as compared to 
18mR for IR-resonance. However one cannot use this explanation 
in BBO since both the signal and idler are ordinary waves. The 
observation of increased threshold and reduced pump depletion in 
this case may possibly result from lower UV than IR transmission.

Figure 6.15 shows that at this level of beam compression, 
there is little to choose between BBO and LBO in term s of 
efficiency at a given pump intensity. Thresholds are sim ilar and f
maximum depletion is around 40% in both cases. However, it has 
been shown (ref. 5) that the increase in threshold at small pump 
beam dimensions discussed in section 5.4.2(d). is a much greater 
restriction in BBO than in LBO. A minimum pulse energy of around 
15mJ is required in BBO to allow the use of pump beams of 
sufficient dimension to reduce the threshold to a level sufficiently 
below the damage limit. LBO, by contrast, offers the possibility of 
efficien t conversion to tunable UV wavelengths for small pulse 
en erg ies .
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Fig. 6.14 Pump depletion in a Type 2 NCPM LBO OPO as a function of  
incident pump energy fluence for cavity reflectivities R i = R2 = 95% 
at resonant wavelengths (a) 385nm and (b) 1.5pm. Ic = 17mm, t  =15mm.
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6 .6  C o n c lu s io n

In chapters 5 and 6 the most significant results have been 
observed in the com parative behaviour of the threshold and 
efficiency of the Urea and BBO OPOs. In both cases, a level of 
pum p beam  focussing was reached which was de trim en tal to 
opera tion of the OPO. Tigh tened pump focussing resulted in 
in c re a sed  o sc illa tio n  th resh o ld , and d ecreased  m axim um  
attainable conversion efficiency. It was found that in terms of 
threshold, the NCPM Urea OPO was slightly more tolerant of pump 
beam com pression than the BBO device. In both devices, the 
highest pump beam compressions used resulted in pump beam 
divergences which were in excess of the calcula ted angular 
acceptance angles, although by a much greater factor in BBO than i
in Urea. For BBO, even the lowest beam compression used resulted 
in a pump beam divergence well above the angular acceptance.
The efficien t operation of SROs under such circumstances must be 
explained by the occurrence of some degree of noncollinearly 
phase-m a tched opera tion, such that com ponen ts of the pump 
beam  which are not parallel to the cavity axis contribute to 
oscillation such that an off-axis idler wavevector fulfils the phase- 
m atching condition. However, it has been observed that for high 
beam compressions, the excimer beam exhibits divergence well in 
excess of that predicted from the beam compression factor. In this 
case, it is believed that the beam dim ension for high beam 
com pressions res tric ts the overlap between noncollinear waves, 
and thus the highly divergent fraction of the pump beam can no 
longer contribute to param etric interaction.

In BBO, a second effec t results in reduced three-w ave 
in terac tion  for sm all beam dim ensions. The critica lly  phase- 
m a tched  Type 1 in te rac tio n  takes p lace  such th a t the 
extraordinary pump wave walks off from the ordinary signal and 
idler waves by 4®. This results in a lateral w alkoff of around 
1.5mm over a 20mm in terac tion length. For beam dim ensions 
below this value, significant reduction in beam overlap occurs, and 
hence, for beam compressions ( 7.5x ) for which the NCPM Urea 
OPO threshold is unaffected, a considerable drop in saturated 
conversion efficiency is observed in comparison to BBO OPOs
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operating with lower pump beam compression. In general it can 
be concluded that NCPM Urea is more toleran t of pump beam 
focussing than critically phase-matched BBO.
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Chapter 7 
OPO linewidth

7.0  In tr o d u c t io n  I
'I

The Type 1 phase-matched OPO based on BBO has already 
established itself as a widely tunable and efficient source from the a
u ltrav io le t to the infra-red. However, as a tool for use in 
spectroscopy, it can rival the dye laser only if efficien t narrow I
linew id th operation can be simply and reliably obtained over a 
substantial part of its tuning range. In this chapter we will report 
the progress of our efforts to fulfil this goal. A summary of the 
theory describing OPO linewidth is followed by a characterisation 
of the inheren t linew id th behaviour of the excim er pum ped- 
system. Our strategy for linewidth reduction of this system is then 
set out, and a comprehensive review of available line-narrowing 
techniques and previous OPO linewid th control work is given.
Finally, the results of our own experiments are described.

7.1 OPO linewidth

The linew id th of the signal and idler output from  a 
param etric oscillator is determined prim arily by the param etric 
gain bandwidth. The gain bandwidth is defined by B y er^ o  as the 
deviation of the signal or idler wavelength from perfect phase- 
m a tching (Ak = 0 ) which reduces the parametric gain to zero. 
This corresponds to the following condition:

(7 .1)

Under conditions of low gain (Fo^ [2  «  this is equivalent to the 
cond ition

Akt
=7C. (7 .2)
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The phase m ismatch Ak can be expanded to second order in 
terms of frequency as below:

Ak
n  l \  1
ÜÎ ■ + 2  ®) (8 œs)2

= Psi 8<0s + ^  Ysi (8c»s)2 (7 .3)

'V ,0C0i2where uj = |g ^  • g j = U ,.„2 - Pw = , and = (gk + gi) .
'J J Uk Ul^

We have chosen, in this text, to use an expression for the 
gain bandwidth defined as in Ref. 31 by the full width half power 
gain value, as given by expression (2.27). This is consisten t with 
the expressions used for pump spectral and angular accep tance 
bandwidths in Chapter 2. Using expressions (2.27) and (7.3) we 
find the full width, half-maximum power gain bandwidth is

2 n
^ ® s l = « . r  (7 .4)

in frequency units. When Psi approaches zero (near w aveleng th 
degeneracy) the second order terms in expression (7.3) become 
dom inant and the corresponding linewidth expression is

The ratio of the gain bandwidth under conditions of high gain to 
that for low gain^o, is

B an d w id th (h ig h  gain ) /
Bandw id thC low  gain ) ~  y  ^

These expressions give us the gain bandwid th for both 
signal and id ler. In term s of w aveleng th, the id ler (high 
w aveleng th) has a h igher bandw id th than the corresponding 
signal. It is useful at this point to introduce an expression for the 
signal tuning rate as a function of tuning variable M as follows:

!
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dcos _ 1 
3M Psi

0 kp 0 k s 0 k i
0M 0M 0M (7.7)

0kj
Ak = ^^AcOp (7 .10 )

The expressions derived from (7.8) - (7.10) for these signal 
linewid th components for the case of ordinary polarised signal 
and idler and extraordinary pump, are respectively

It can be seen that the occurrence of psi in both this 
expression and the bandwidth expression (7.4) implies a strong |
link between the tuning rate and the linewidth. In general a small 
tuning rate is accom panied by a small bandwid th. The gain 
bandw id th expression developed here assumes a m onochrom atic ?
plane wave pump and collinear phase-matching. However in the 
param e tric  process, phase mismatch can result otherw ise than y
from  devia tion of the signal wavelength from perfec t phase- 
matching. Firstly, as discussed in section (2.2.4(a)) a certain finite 
pump linewidth can be tolerated such that the gain remains above 
half the maximum value. Secondly phase mismatch is introduced 
by the fraction of the pump beam whose momentum vector is not 
co llin ear w ith the signal wave axis, i.e. the pum p beam  |
divergence. Both of these effects result in additional broadening of J
the oscillator's operating linewidth. The linewidth broadening due j
to the above effects is found by equating the phase mismatch due 
to variation in signal frequency i.e.

, 0(Ak)

to the contributions from pump beam divergence A0p

0kp
Ak = - ^ A 0 p  (7 .9 )

and the finite pump linewidth
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kppsi 80 (7 .11 )

A « s3 = ^ T ^  (7 .1 2 )
Psi

Expression (7.11) can equivalently be expressed as

2pA0p
= (7 .13 )

^pPsi

where p is the walkoff angle. The total bandwidth is thus given by 
the sum of these three contributions

Acos = AcOsi + A(x>s2 + AcOsS (7 .14)

The idler wave bandwidth is given by an expression similar 
to (7.14) with the subscripts s and i exchanged. For a singly 
resonan t o sc illa to r, the ac tual opera ting bandw idth for the 
resonant wave is reduced by comparison to the gain bandwidth, 
by the effect of multiple passes in the nonlinear crystal. It can be 
s h o w n ?  that for p passes the resonant wave linewid th Acores 
reduces to

AcOres = ^— Aco (7 .1 5 )

The linewidth of the nonresonant wave in this case, is given by
the convolution of the pump and resonant wave spectra, which 
generally  resu lts in a broader opera ting linew id th for the 
nonresonant wave than the resonant wave.

It has been shown11 that in the steady state the singly 
resonant oscillator will operate on a single longitudinal mode for 
pump power levels below 4.61 times the steady state threshold 
value. In the contex t that 100% conversion efficiency can in 
theory be obtained at 2.46 times the threshold pump power, it is 
clear that high efficiency single mode operation of an SRO is 
possible. For pump power levels in excess of 4.61 times threshold, 
m ultimode behaviour is predicted. Under transient conditions, (i.e. %
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pulsed operation) however, a large number of modes under the 
gain profile are excited, and the linew id th is given by the 
expressions (7.13) and (7.14).

7.2 Inherent l inewidth of a singly resonant
BBO OPO pumped at 308nm

Studies of linewidth behaviour have been made in a Type 1 |
BBO OPO pumped by the Lambda Physik 308nm XeCl excimer |
laser. The device used in these studies was based on the 20mm 
interaction length sample of BBO described in section 3.4. Firstly, 
the linew id th of the OPO at both resonant and nonresonant 
w aveleng ths was m easured across the tuning range. M ultishot 4
linewidth traces were recorded using a Monospek 1000 scanning 
m onochrom ator o f reso lu tion  b e tter than 0 .05nm , and a 
photomultiplier as a detector at the outlet slit. The OPO was set up |
in the configuration shown in fig 4.5(a) with m irrors 95%
reflec ting at the resonant wavelength separated by 23mm. The 
OPO was tuned from around 370nm to 610nm at a pump power 
level 2.4 times the oscillation threshold. The linewidths shown in 
figures 7.1(a) and (b) are full width half maximum values. The 
signal linew id ths are displayed alongside curves represen ting  
calculated bandwidths AcOg and Aco si (for a value of ImR full angle 1

pump beam divergence) according to expressions (7.14) and (7.4) 
respectively. It can be seen that the measured linewidth is, as 
expected, well in excess of Aco si but below that predicted by the 
sum of the linewidth contributions Acog. This can be interpreted as 
resu lting  from  m ultiple pass gain-narrow ing as expressed in
(7.15). The measured linewid th reflects the variation in tuning
rate of the Type 1 tuning curve, with linewidths of around 0.2nm
towards the UV where angle tuning is very slow, and linewidths 
of several nanom etres towards degeneracy and the m ost rapid 
tuning point. For the OPO cavity the axial mode spacing in 
wavenumbers is given by

"  2 L ^ W  (7 .16)
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Fig. 7.1 Measured inherent linewidths in a BBO-OPO pumped at 2.4 
times threshold for (a) signal, and (b) idler wavelengths. Calculated 
theoretical values of bandwidth expressions Acog and Acogl are also 
sh o w n .
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(7 .17)

where L is the cavity optical length. In these experim ents the 
cavity  axial m odes are separa ted by 0.14cm  k  For a signal 
wavelength of 370nm this means that the modes are spaced by 
0.002nm . Thus the bandwidth covers around 100 cavity axial 
modes at this point. Near degeneracy at 600nm the linew id th 
encompasses nearer 2 0 0 0  axial modes.

2 3 4
Pump ratio

Fig. 7.2 Measured signal linewidth as a function of pumping ratio in 
a BBO-OPO operating at 515nm.

Figure 7.2 illustrates the typical pattern of variation shown 
by the OPO linewidth with increasing pump power. The graph 
shows the 515nm signal linewidth for an OPO based on the 20mm 
BBO crystal, in a 24mm cavity formed by two m irrors 95% 
reflec ting  at the signal waveleng th. The linew id th shows an 
increase from 0.5nm just above threshold, to around 2nm at a 
pump energy four times the threshold value. The corresponding
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Fig. 7.3 Spectra o f the signal wave o f a BBO-OPO operating at 515nm, 
showing secondary maxima for pumping ratios o f (a) 1.5, (b) 1.9,
(c) 2.3 and (d) 3.7.
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spectra in figure 7.3 show a noticeable secondary peak on one 
side of the maximum. This feature has also been observed in 
ourlaboratories in OPOs based on LBO and pumped by solid state 
lasers. It remains as yet unexplained.

The inheren t linewidth of the 25mm NCPM Urea OPO was 
found to be 0.3nm at a pump intensity of four times threshold.
P rev ious m easurem en ts in crysta ls of w ider apertu re  and i
tunability showed the linewidth to be approximately independen t 4

of phase-m atching angle. This relatively small bandwidth in Type 
1 phase-matched Urea is associated with a relatively slow tuning 
rate by comparison with Type 1 phase-matched processes.

7.3 L inewidth control of pulsed singly resonant OPOs

-I
Pulsed singly resonant OPOs oscillate with a broad linewidth 

covering many cavity longitudinal modes. In order to reduce this 
linew id th some discrim ina tion must be provided betw een the 
am plification of the desired frequency band, and of those cavity |
modes which are to be suppressed. This can be achieved either |
through  a supp lem en ta ry  freq u en cy -se lec tiv e  loss in the 
resonator, or by giving the desired frequency a 'head start' 
through an ex ternal signal of m agnitude g rea ter than the 
param e tric  noise. The techniques of d ispersive cavity  line- 
narrowing and injection seeding, which find analogous application 
in laser linew id th control, have been used to produce single
longitudinal mode operation of OPOs. The aim of our linewidth \
control work in BBO has been to develop a compact, efficien t, 
narrow linewidth device tunable across the entire phase-m atching 
range. Our initial approach to the problem has been to utilise
d isp e rs iv e  cav ity  line-narrow ing  techniques. H ow ever, the 
inclusion of dispersive elements in the resonator brings associated 
losses due to reflection, absorption and scattering, and due to 
increased OPO risetime resulting from the increased cavity length.
Thus it is inevitable that some increase in OPO oscillation 
threshold will result from this approach. Our strategy has been to 
split the task into two stages; firstly, to develop a relatively low 
power, continuously tunable, narrow linewidth OPO based on BBO,
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in which the efficiency of conversion was not the prime factor; 
and secondly to utilise this device as a seed source for an efficient 
energy converter capable of reproducing the seed linewidth. This 
second stage device was envisaged as being a Type 1 phase- 
m a tched param e tric  am plifier or o sc illato r based on BBO, 
depending on the single pass gain achieved in crystals available.
In contrast to previous work on injection-seeding of OPOs using 
lasers of fixed wavelength or of lim ited tunability, this would 
enable the com plete ultraviole t to infrared tuning range to be 
accessed. Thus we have studied in parallel, both cavity  line- 
narrowing and injection seeding of BBO-OPOs with a view to fusing 4
our experience of the two options in one device. The following 
sections will discuss separately the theory of both the various 
dispersive cavity arrangements, and of OPO injection seeding, and 
in each case a review of relevan t litera ture is given. These |
rev iew s are follow ed by de ta ils of our own experim en tal 
experience in BBO.

7.4  D isp ersive  cavity  line-narrow ing

In general, an optical resonator containing a gain medium i
has many modes which may experience gain, and the output of 
the device, whether it be a laser or a parametric oscillator, will 
consist of many discrete frequencies. Careful adjustm ent of the 
resonator dimensions can restrict oscillation to the fundam en tal 
transverse mode. The output will, however, still consist of a 
num ber of frequencies separated by c/2L (in Hz). Only if  the 
cavity  optical leng th is sufficien tly short (i.e. if  the mode I
separation c/2L is greater than the gain bandwidth, Av) will the 1|
laser oscillate at a single frequency. However in both a laser and 
an OPO a certain volume (or length) of gain medium is necessary 
to allow sufficient gain to offset cavity loss. Thus, in general, one 
m ust find a method of suppressing the unwanted longitudinal 
resonances to obtain single frequency output. There are many 
ways of providing a frequency selec tive loss in an optical 
resonator such that net gain is experienced at only the desired

: .. ... . j
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J

frequency. The more im portant of these are described in the 
following section.

7 .4 .1  T echniques and theory

In 1961 the first scheme was proposed by Kleinman and 
K i s l i u k i 2  for a complex resonator designed to produce single 
f req u e n cy  la se r  o p e ra tio n . T heir tech n iq u e  w as soon  f
experim entally demonstrated in a Helium-Neon laser by Kogelnik 
and PateH^. Over the following decade, the majority of currently- 
used line-narrow ing techniques were firs t developed. U seful
reviews of this subject have been compiled by P. W. Smith^ô and 
F. P. Schafer27. More recen tly  used techniques for obtaining 
narrow band  laser opera tion  include the grazing  inc idence
diffrac tion grating cavities developed sim ultaneously by Shoshan 
and Danoni4, and Littmani^, and the Fizeau wedge design used by 
N enchev and M eyer^^. The main charac teristics of the m ost 
im portant wavelength selective feedback techniques will now be 
d iscussed .

Probably the sim plest methods of frequency selection are |
those involving frequency dependen t spatial separa tion . The 4
Littrow mounted diffraction grating (fig. 7.4(a)) was first used as a 
line-narrowing device in a dye laser by Soffer and McFarland^? .
The grating is used to replace one of the resonator mirrors and 
provides feedback in its differen t diffraction orders. The basic 
grating equation is |

m X  = d(sin a  + sin p) (7 .18 )

where m is the diffracted order, X is the wavelength, d is the 
grating line spacing, a  is the angle of incidence, and p is the angle
of diffraction. For feedback, a  = p and therefore the gra ting |
condition for cavity resonance is that

m X  = 2d sin a  (7 .19 )

The grating angular dispersion is

-t'.- - 1 y... .
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d a  m
d X  dcosa (7 .20)

Thus we can say that for a steady-state beam full-width half 
m axim um  divergence angle A 8 in the resonator, the passive 
spectral width is

dcosa 4
A X a =  ^  A0 (7 .21 )

This gives an upper limit for the grating linewidth; in practice the 
resonator linewidth is likely to be considerably narrower on the 
basis of multiple cavity double passes. A sophisticated analysis of 
the m ultiple pass grating linewidth for a singly resonant OPO {
assuming diffraction-lim ited Gaussian beams is performed in ref.
7. This treatm en t develops expressions for contributions due to 
the g ra tin g -cav ity  steady s ta te d ivergence ang le , and to 
broadening due to the ability of wavelengths A- + A^ to resonate 
slightly off the cavity axis within the finite pump beam waist.

Inspection of expression (7.20) shows that an increase in the 
angle of incidence a  towards grazing incidence on the diffraction 
grating will greatly increase the angular dispersion, and hence 
reduce the oscilla to r bandw idth. In prac tice the d iffrac tion  |
efficiency is very low and this technique is suitable only for high f
gain devices. Furtherm ore since the output coupling is via the 
reflected component from the grating its direction is altered with 
tuning. However, a non-Littrow arrangement as in Fig. 7.4(b) can 
be used such that a second m irror can provide feedback to a |
diffracted beam. The angular dispersion of such a configuration is 
given by

~  = (7 .22)dX dcosa

which is twice that given by (7.20) for the same parameter values.
Thus the single pass bandwidth of the cavity is

dcosa
A X a =  2 m  (7 .23 )

I
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Fig. 7.4 Schematic diagrams showing various possible dispersive 
cavity designs, (a) Littrow-mounted diffraction grating, (b) Grazing 
incidence diffraction grating, (c) Prism, (d) Fabry-Perot 
étalons.(e) Resonant reflector. Here the letters M, G, P, E, and NLX 
represent cavity mirrors, diffraction gratings, prisms, étalons and 
nonlinear crystals respectively
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Fig. 7.4 (f) Fox-Smith interferometer, (g) Fox-Smith dual, (h) Fizeau wedge, 
(i) Biréfringent filter. Here the letters BS, F and BRF represent beam 
splitter, Fizeau wedge and biréfringent filter respectively.
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for a pump beam divergence A0. Again the output bandw idth 
would be expected to be somewhat narrower than this due to 
multiple passes in the cavity.

Spec tral selec tion can also be achieved through spa tial 
separation in intracavity prisms (fig. 7.4(c)). Assuming incidence 
at B rew ster's angle a  for maximum transm ission, the angular 
dispersion of a prism is

where n is the prism refractive index. The corresponding passive 
spectral width is given by

= (7 .25 )

In practice the selectivity of a single prism is rather lim ited, and 
as such it is more likely to be used as a coarse frequency selector 
for exam ple between the multiple emission lines of gas lasers.
H ow ever m ultiple prism  designs (dispersion increases linearly  
w ith no. o f prism s) are quite w idely used for bandw idth 
narrowing in dye lasers, excimer lasers etc. The beam expansion 
which is in troduced by prism  selectors makes them useful in 
conjunction with diffrac tion gratings for which the dispersion 
increases with coverage of grating area. This scheme is used in |
commercial laser systems (e.g. Lambda Physik EMG 150 excimer).

A fu rth er range of line-narrow ing  techn iques ex is ts  
harnessing interference effects. Probably the most widely used of 
these is the insertion of one or more Fabry-Perot étalons (fig.
7.4(d)) into the resonator cavity. The wavelength X of maximum #
transm ission in kth order for an étalon of thickness t, refractive 
index n and with an angle a  between its normal and the cavity 
axis, is given by

2nt cos a ' = kA, , (7 .26)
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where a ’ is the refracted angle such that

n sin a ' = sin a  . (7 .27 )

For small angles a '  = a /n . The dispersion of the étalon is then 
given by

where Xo  is the wavelength satisfying (7.26) for a  = 0. The free 
spectral range AX-p between adjacent transmission orders is

A X p = ^  (7 .29 )

or alternatively for small a ,

(7 .30 )

The single pass spectral width of the étalon A X p  is determined by f
the reflection coefficient R of the surfaces of the étalon such that

A5i e = ^  (7 .31 )

w h e re
VrF = : c ^  (7 .32 )

is the étalon finesse. Hence the étalon functions as an intracavity 
waveleng th selector by transmitting a wavelength band of width 
AXe and reflecting frequencies outside this band at an angle 2 a  to  
the cavity axis so that they are ejected from the cavity. The actual 
m ultipass étalon bandwidth is given^ for p passes by

- a  1 C " ' j / f  I 'y  %

(7 .33)
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Tuning of the oscillation  frequency may be achieved by
adjustm en t of the étalon tilt angle. This is, however, lim ited by
losses which accompany increasing tilt. The insertion loss y resu lts  
from the failure of the beams reflected from the first and second 
surfaces of the étalon to overlap com pletely-thereby preven ting 
the com plete elim ina tion of the reflected ligh t by destructive
in terference. This has been treated by Leeb^s for CW laser il

'■■I

cavities and found to be

Y = (7 .34 ) ?

where Wo is the beam diameter. In pulsed systems an additional 
loss mechanism arises from the effective increase in optical path |
length introduced by inclusion of the étalon. An extra propagation 
distance of 2Ft results on each pass through the étalon and this 
delay can become quite significant on the basis of a multiple pass i
build-up. Finally, imperfect parallelism of the étalon surfaces also 
results in a transmission loss which is proportional to the square I
of the finesse^ 9. It can be seen that the losses are expected to 
increase in each of these cases with increasing étalon finesse.

The resonant reflector (fig. 7.4(e)) bears some resem blance »
in its behaviour to a Fabry-Perot étalon acting in reflection on the 
resonator cavity axis. Many designs have been proposed, the first 
being tha t by K leinm an and K isliuki^ in 1961. Double plate
reflectors such as theirs provide a reflectivity profile sim ilar to 
that of an étalon of optical path length equal to the reflector plate |
spacing, but further modulated by an envelope of period dictated 
by the optical leng th of the individual plates. The reflec tion
properties of these and more complex designs have been studied 
num erically  by W atts^o. The resonant reflector has two major
disadvantages by comparison with the transm ission mode of a 
Fabry-Perot. Firstly it is not possible to reduce continuously the 
w id th of the reflec tion peaks by choosing plates of suitable 
reflectivity, and secondly the maximum reflectivity is always less 
than unity. However resonant reflectors have been successfully
used in several high gain devices^ i.

■1

. ■- > Ilf-.. ■•«in .
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The Fox-Sm ith i n t e r f e r o m e t e r 2 2 , 2 3  as depicted in Fig. 7.4(f) 
makes use of a combination of a 4 5 ^  beamsplitter and two mirrors 
to provide a reflectivity profile as a function of frequency which 
has essentially the same characteristics as a Fabry-Perot étalon in 
transm ission. An alternative arrangement is shown in Fig. 7.4(g) 
which has iden tical properties to the Fox-sm ith device if  the 
reflec tiv ity  and transm ission of the beam splitter in each are 
in terchanged. The latter device has reflectivity peaks spaced in 
frequency by (i.e. has a free spectral range given by)

^ ''F  = 2 ( d ï  + d 2)

where di and d i are as shown in Fig. 7.4(g). At frequencies on 
resonance it exhibits a peak reflectivity

K-max -  (l_X R jn)2

where Rm is the reflectivity of the interferometer mirrors and R is 
the reflectivity and T is the transmission of the beamsplitter. Off 
resonance the reflectivity falls to a minimum value of

Rmin= (J  ^  (2F /jc)2) (7 .37)

where F is the finesse of the étalon and is given by

F = ” ( T ^ | ¥ )  ( 7 . 3 8 )

The use of this type of mode selector elim inates the insertion 
losses associated with Fabry-Perot étalons and has been used in 
gas lasers in several experiments24. They are, however, restricted 
by their physical dimensions, to situations requiring a selector of 
narrow free spectral range.

Single mode operation of dye lasers has been achievedi  ̂
using a Fizeau wedge (fig. 7.4(h)) as a cavity reflector. These 
devices are made up of two plates forming an air wedge in
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between, and set at a small angle to the cavity axis. A spatially 
localised component of the incident beam interferes constructively 
with a m ultiply reflected ray which has traversed some distance 
across the wedge, and a resulting narrow linewidth component is 
reflected on the cavity axis. By contrast with the feedback from a 
resonant reflector, this component can be progressively narrowed 
by increasing the reflectivity of the plates. The in tensity of the 
reflec ted  com ponen t can in fact be grea ter than the m ean 
intensity of the incident beam in this device. The reflection peaks 
are separated in frequency, as in a Fabry-Perot étalon, by

Avf = ^  (7 .39)

where d is the plate separation. This design has the further 
advantage of compactness, although the spatial lim itation of the 
beam may be a difficulty in some applications.

A line-narrowing technique based on a different principle is 
the biréfringen t filter^^ as depicted in fig. 7.4(i). It is formed of a 
leng th of biréfringen t m aterial, tilted at Brewster's angle to the 
cavity axis. W avelength selection occurs with the filter because of 
the existence of two different crystal indices of refraction. For a 
w aveleng th corresponding to an integral num ber of full wave 
retardations, the cavity behaves as if the filter were not present.
At any other wavelength, the polarisation is modified by the filter
and suffers losses at the Brewster surfaces. Transmission for lossy
wavelengths can be reduced by using multiple filters, or m ultiple 
B rew ster surfaces on either side of the filter. The kth order 
transmission maxima are given by

k9c/2 = Apxo cos a  (7 .40)

where a  is the tilt angle, Xq is the crystal thickness, and A|a is the 
birefringence (both for normal incidence). The actual transmission 
is dependent on the filter design.

-i.
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7 .4 .2  R eview

The first demonstration of tunable single-mode operation of 
a pulsed optical parametric oscillator took place as long ago as 
19691. Kreuzer's device was a Lithium Niobate OPO operating well 
away from  degeneracy. An in tracavity  é talon  narrow ed an 
inheren t linewid th of 8 cm-i down to a single longitudinal mode.
Further demonstrations of SLM operation of LiNbOg OPOs soon 
followed . Pinard and Young2 used a Fox-Smith dual arrangement 
to produce a linewidth of O.OOlcm-i . Stability was limited by a 
therm al drift of O.OOlcm-i/min. Hordvik and Sackett^ narrow ed 
an inheren t linewidth of 0.3cm-i to O.OOlcm-i (SLM) and found 4
that long term stability (30mins.) was better than O.OOlcm L The 
rela tively narrow inherent linewidth enabled them to use only a 
single étalon to achieve the bandwidth narrowing. In 1976, a 
Littrow  grating cavity was utilised^ to produce sub-wavenum ber 
radia tion at 3.5|Lim and 16p,m from a Cadmium Selenide OPO 
pum ped at 2 .9 |im . This work was later extended^ to achieve 
further bandwidth narrowing through the sim ultaneous use of a 
L ittrow  grating and étalon. The grating-étalon com bination was 
used in several other experim en ts^-^, including two separa te 
ex ten siv e  s tud ies by Byer^»7 and co-w orkers w hich this 
a rrangem en t was com pared w ith a num ber of a ltern a tiv e  
selection methods. Ref. 6 . reported the achievement of linewidths 
less than O .lcm-i in LiNbOs OPOs using three differen t cavity 
arrangements. A Fabry-Perot étalon was used as the fine selection 
elem en t in com bination with a Littrow grating, a biréfringen t 
filter, and a second étalon. Each of these were reported to provide 
sa tisfactory prim ary selection. The 1979 studies^ extended this 
work to reach single-mode operation. The Littrow grating cavity 
used accom m odated  beam  expansion  prism s to in crease  
dispersion, and finer selection was provided by an in tracavity  
étalon and resonant reflector. It was found that the single mode 
output was around 80% of the full m ulti-m ode pow er under 
sim ilar pum ping conditions. A theore tical study of the line- 
narrowing by gratings, prisms and étalons was also presented.
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All of the experiments so far mentioned were operated in 
the near to mid-infrared, and all but one was based on LiNbOg. 
S ince the in troduction  of the new U V -visible transm itting  
nonlinear materials urea, BBO and LBO, only one study of cavity 
line-narrow ing has been publishedio. Several configurations of 
grating cavities were used to narrow the linewidth of a 355nm- 
pumped Type 1 BBO-OPO across its tuning range. First and second 
order L ittrow  cavities produced linew id ths be tw een 0.1 and 
0.3nm with threshold increases of 50% and 100% respectively. A 
grazing incidence grating cavity gave a linewidth of 0.03nm but 
was accompanied by a threefold threshold increase.

7.4.3 L ine-narrow ing of an excimer-pumped Type 1 BBO- 
OPO

The aim of the first stage of our line-narrowing work was to 
develop a m aster oscillator OPO cavity which would reliably 
produce stable narrow bandwidth output. Although it was not 
essen tia l tha t this device operate highly effic ien tly , it was 
necessary to operate at a pump intensity at least a few times in 
excess of the oscillation threshold, in order to avoid the large 
fluc tuations in output power which result from  pum p pow er 
fluc tuation near threshold level. Even though restriction of the 
oscillation bandwidth using cavity dispersive elements does not 
n ecessa rily  resu lt in threshold  increase, the accom panying 
increase in cavity length certainly does have a detrimental effect.
In our case, with a 20mm BBO crystal, it can be seen from fig. 
5.7(b) that an increase in cavity length to 20cm causes a fourfold 
increase in threshold. This is considerably more restrictive than 
for example, a similar cavity length for a 5cm LiNbOg crystal, as in 
ref. 7. If we take a value of lJcm -2 as a working pump fluence 
damage lim it for optical components, we can see that such an 
increase in cavity length would make the feasibility of the device 
quite m arginal. Thus, in comparing the various line-selec tion  
methods just described in terms of suitability to our task, a prime 
considera tion  was the com pactness of the cavity  d ispersive 
elem en ts. A second important factor was the enormous variation 
in inheren t linew id th of the device, from a few ten ths of a
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nanom etre to ten nanometres at degeneracy. A m ajority of the 
m ethods described in 7.4.1 are characterised by a fin ite free 
spectral range (FSR), i.e. a periodic spacing between frequencies 
which are selected by the element. Hence, if only one frequency 
band w ithin the OPO gain bandwidth is to be selected, then a 
device w ith an appropriate FSR must be used, and thus the 
varying OPO bandwidth means that the line-narrowing problem is 
a somewhat complex one. In general, it can be said that it is
difficult to achieve sufficient selectivity using a single element to 
reduce bandw id ths as high as lOnm. The prim ary selec tion 
elements most prevalent in OPOs to date have been Littrow 
and Littm an gratings, and biréfringen t filters. Biréfringen t filters
have been shown to be a convenient, low loss, relatively compact 
op tion , a lthough it has been noted? that they suffer the 
disadvan tage of nonlinear tuning. Littm an gratings have been 
used, but have incurred considerable threshold increase. L ittrow 
gratings have been used successfully in several experim en ts, 
either w ith or w ithout beam expansion prism s. O ur in itia l 
experiments on Littrow grating selection will now be described.

(a) Primary line selection : Littrow grating

A diffraction grating blazed for 500nm (500 lines/mm) was 
used in the first order Littrow configuration as a prim ary line 
selection element for the 20mm BBO-OPO. The cavity was set up 
w ith one B rew ster-angled beam steering plate in troducing the 
pump beam into the cavity as in figure 7.5 This was separated
from a rear 95% reflector for 500-600nm by 35mm distance. The
beam  com pression was 3.75 and the linewid th m easurem en ts ;̂ |
were made for a pump intensity 2.4 times in excess of the I
threshold value. Figures 7.6 (a) and (b) show that the linewid th |j
was reduced  over the range 500-600nm  and over the I
com plem en tary id ler range, to less than 2nm. The inheren t |
linew id ths are shown for the same pump ratio. These grating |
cavity linewidths are equivalent to between 35cm-1 and 50cm-L |
This is considerably in excess of the 7cm-1 linewidths observed by ^
T a n g io  using an 18001/mm grating in a 355nm-pumped Type 1 j
BBO-OPO. It is still further in excess of the values predicted for -3
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HR E1

(a) 350 - 430nm 

PS BBO

Pu mp

(b) 430 - 580nm

DC

HR E2 El PS BBO OC

E2 El

Pu mp

(c) 580 - 616nm 

PS BBO

Pu mp

OC

Fig. 7.5 Dispersive cavity designs employed to achieve single mode 
operation in a BBO-OPO. HR and OC are high reflectors and output 
couplers respectively. E l, E2 are solid étalons. PS is a pump steering 
plate and G is a Littrow-mounted diffraction grating.
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Gaussian beams of similar dimension by expression (48) of ref. 7. 
However, it was found that the grating was a relatively efficient 
means of providing primary linewidth control. For example, for an 
OPO cavity of length 65mm, operating at 580nm with a 95% 
reflector at this wavelength as the rear mirror, it was found that 
the oscillation threshold was increased by only 33%. The pump 
beam in this case was compressed by a factor of 5.

The grating cavity provides a linewidth upper lim it of 1.8nm 
over the tuning range and enables line selection elements of 
practically  attainable free spectral range to be used for further 
line selection. A free spectral range of around 3nm is necessary to 
ensure a single frequency passband. In order to reach a level 
approaching single mode operation of the OPO with a single 
element of such a free spectral range, a very high 'finesse’ would 
be required. Instead it was decided to opt for a combination of a 
thin and thick étalon each having moderate finesse, as a second 
level of frequency selection.

(b) Secondary  line se lection : In tracav ity  F a b ry -P ero t
é t a l o n s

The selection of a two-etalon combination was guided firstly 
by the requirem en t for a 3nm (80cm-1) free spectral range, and 
secondly by the aim of achieving efficient single-mode operation.
A 30pm  étalon of finesse 160 could be expected, according to 
expression (7.31), and on the basis of 25 cavity round trips, to 
restrict the oscillation to a single cavity mode in a cavity of length 
50mm. However, the high circulating field in the étalon, would be 
very likely to damage the coatings. Hence, it was decided to split 
the line-narrowing task into two stages: firstly, to use a 30pm  
coarse selection étalon of finesse 1 0 , and secondly a fine selection 
étalon of thickness 1mm and also finesse 10 (Etalons of thickness 
0.5mm (F=10) and 0.2mm (F=3) were also available). Expression 
(7.33) predicts a resultant linewidth of l.lcm -l for such a 30pm  
étalon, after 25 round trips. This would similarly be reduced by 
the 1mm é ta lon  (w ith f.s .r. 3 .3cm -0  to 0 .05cm -L  This is 
approximately half the cavity mode spacing for a 50mm OPO

. ’■ i - l- .- '.  ’■ S '- - -  L -  — I:  - '-L U . • - . A i ••'’ ■>'--■‘1
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Fig. 7.6 Measured linewidths at (a) signal and (b) idler wavelengths 
in a Littrow grating narrowed BBO-OPO, pumped at 2.4 times 
threshold. Corresponding inherent linewidths are also shown.
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cavity, and could thus be expected to select a single cavity mode.
It was calculated that for a 4mm beam diameter, the insertion loss
for ro tation through 90mR (well in excess of the tilt required 
between adjacent transmission orders for either étalon) would be 
less than 2% for the 1mm étalon, and negligible for the 30pm  
é talon. In considera tion of the high cavity losses already in
existence, these figures would be predicted not to result in a 
s ig n ifican t increase  in osc illa tion  threshold . H ow ever the 
propagation delay of the thick étalon can be considered to be 
equivalent to an increase in cavity length of 2 0 mm, which would 
cause a small threshold increase.

The results achieved using these étalons were broadly in 
agreem en t with the predicted behaviour, although the m ultipass 
bandwidth narrowing was somewhat less than expected. Initially, 
the perform ance of the OPO using the individual étalons was 
investigated. It was found that for resonant wavelengths above 
580nm, where the inherent linewidth was greater than the 30pm  
étalon free spectral range (80cm-1) more than one frequency band r |
w as se lec ted , such tha t the bands w ere sep ara ted  by i
ap p ro x im ate ly  80cm -L  Figure 7.7(b) shows three thin étalon
modes in operation at a signal wavelength of 590nm. The spectral 
w idth of these étalon modes was m onitored at a w aveleng th 
where only one étalon mode was in oscillation, by diverging the 
output through a 0.5mm, F=10 solid m onitoring étalon. The 
resulting fringe pattern was recorded and analysed using a CCD 
cam era and fram e grabbing software on a m icrocom puter. A 
linescan of the fringe pattern (fig. 7.7(c)) for operation using the 
3 0 p m  étalon indicated a linewidth of around 1 .8cm-^, although 
this figure is limited in accuracy by the 0.7cm-1 resolution of the 
monitoring étalon. The thick étalons (i.e. those of thickness 0.2mm 
or m ore) as expected allowed many more é talon m odes to ^
oscillate, with much narrower frequency spacing. Figure 7.8(a) 
shows the unnarrowed signal spectrum at a wavelength of 491nm, 
while in figs. 7.8(b) to 7.9(c) are those for OPO operation with 
3 0 p m  (F=10), 0.2mm (F=3), 0.5mm (F=10), and 1mm (F=10) 
in tracavity  étalons, respec tively. It can be seen tha t the peak 
spacings correspond, as expected, to the étalon free spectral 
ranges, and that except in the case of the 30pm étalon, more than

••
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(a)

596nm

(b)

578nm

(c)

Fig. 7.7 Spectra of BBO-OPO operating at 590nm for (a) a simple two- 
mirror cavity, and (b) a 30pm intracavity étalon. A linescan of the 
fringe pattern, produced by diverging the OPO 520nm output 
through a 0.5mm solid monitoring étalon is shown in (c). At this 
wavelength only one thin étalon mode is in oscillation, and its width 
is estimated at 1.8cm'
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one étalon mode is in operation. The 0.2mm (F=3) étalon peaks 
were monitored by diverging the beam through an air-spaced F =
25 étalon, and analysis of the fringe pattern showed that they had 
a spectral width of around 1.5cm L As such, this étalon could be 
used as an alternative selection element to the 30mm étalon at 
w aveleng ths where the bandwidth was less than 25cm-1 (A,g < 
510nm). The low finesse of this étalon also meant that it incurred 
negligible threshold increase. At signal wavelengths below 580nm, 
the 30pm  étalon could be used to select a single étalon mode of 
the 0.5mm and 1mm thick étalons. The reflectivity band of the 
é talon coatings ex tended between 420nm and 620nm, and the 
inheren t linewid th over this range was always larger than the 
free spectral range of the 0.5mm étalon, so two étalons were 
always required over this range to restrict oscillation to a single 
frequency band.

The linewidth of the output for two-etalon OPO operation 
was m onitored using air-spaced étalons of large mirror separation 
and corresponding high resolution. The ultimate low er lim it in 
linewidth produced by the 0.5mm (F=10) fine selection étalon was 
de term ined at a signal waveleng th of 480nm when using the 
0.2mm (F=3) étalon to select a single thick étalon mode. The 
linew id th was m onitored using an airspaced (F = 25) étalon. 
Fringes could be observed at an étalon spacing of 19mm, which 
corresponds to a free spectral range of 0.26cm-1. On a shot-to-shot 
basis, sim ultaneous fringe patterns such as those shown in fig. 
7.10 were seen, indicating tha t oscillation was occurring on 
between two or three cavity modes. This was entirely consisten t 
with the cavity mode spacing of 0.08cm-1 at an OPO cavity length 
of 60mm. On the basis of this observation it was expected that 
subject to single thick étalon mode selection, single cavity mode 
behaviour could be produced by replacing the 0.5mm with the 
1mm étalon. This was in fact confirmed. Single longitudinal mode 
opera tion of the OPO, as shown by the single fringe pa ttern 
observed with a 22mm airspaced monitor étalon (fig. 7.11), was 
demonstrated at a wavelength of 480nm. Mechanical instability of 
the cavity was reflected in the spatial instability of the fringe 
pa ttern , and also in occasional two mode behaviour when 
positions of the étalon transmission peaks were not well matched.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

1 nm

Fig. 7.8 Signal wave spectra for a BBO OPO operating at 491nm 
showing (a) unnarrowed output, (b) using a 30p.m F=10 intracavity 
étalon, and (c) using a 0.2mm F=3 étalon.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

1nm

Fig. 7.9 Signal wave spectra for a BBO OPO operating at 491nm 
showing (a) unnarrowed output, (b) using a 0.5mm F = 10 intracavity 
étalon and (c) using a 1mm F = 10 étalon. The monochromator is 
barely able to resolve the étalon modes for the 1mm étalon.
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As a result, it would be expected that the time-averaged linewidth 
would be considerably larger than the actual width of the cavity 
m odes.

The perform ance of the device in term s of threshold  
increase was relatively encouraging. It was found that for small 

angles of tilt up to around 3mR, the thick (0.5mm and 1mm,
F=10) étalons incurred less than 10% increase in threshold of the 
OPO under typical operating conditions. Much larger tilt angles 
exis t betw een adjacen t transm ission orders for a thin é talon.
However, it was found that despite operation at tilt angles of 
several degrees, the 30|im  étalon typically produced a threshold 
increase of 30% in the 20mm BBO-OPO, and this may have been in 
part due to sligh t beam clipping by the limited aperture of the 
étalon mount. Simultaneous operation with thick and thin étalons 
increased the threshold by less than 50%. OPO performance was 
much more strongly affected when the thick étalons were tilted 
beyond 3mR. Table 7.1 shows typical figures for one particular 
cavity configuration (More detailed figures were not obtained due 
to étalon damage which made it difficult to obtain consisten t 
results). The threshold increases for the high finesse étalons are 
not consisten t w ith the expected insertion loss and with the
effective increase in cavity length. We attribute this to insufficient 
étalon surface flatness; any nonuniformity in the étalon surfaces |
resu lts in phase errors which reduce the transm ission at the |
re so n an t w aveleng th . This p roblem  of lo ca lised  su rface  I
nonuniformity would be magnified by increasing étalon tilt, since 1
the traversal of the étalon by internally reflected waves on each i
round trip increases with angle, introducing greater phase errors. q
The thick étalons of finesse 10 were found to have a peak ;j
transm ission of only 90% for a He-Ne laser at 633nm. This is |
consisten t with the hypothesis of insufficien t surface fla tness. |
Table 7.2 shows pump depletions for a fixed pump energy and |
corresponding rela tive threshold for single and double é talon |
opera tion . The rela tive efficiency values are close to those 
expected according to the corresponding threshold increases. |

The tuning of the etalon-narrowed OPO has not been studied |
in great de tail, but it has been observed that for two étalon |
opera tion, continuous tuning over around 3cm-1, i.e. within the j
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Table 7.1: OPO Threshold vs étalon tilt 
Conditions: cavity length 65mm, 2x95% re lectors 
Beam compression x5, Signal 515nm

Etalon T i l t % threshold increase

1mm F=10 16mR 130%

0.5mm F=10 5.8mR 42%

0.5mm F=10 31mR 93%

1mm F=3 26mR 33%

0.5mm F=3 25mR 22%

3 Op m F = 10 72mR 30%

Table 7.2: Pump depletion and threshold for two-etalon OPO  
Conditions: Cavity length 75mm, 2x95% reflectors 
Signal 520nm, beam compression x5. 1mm étalon tilt < 3mR

Cavity
elem ents Pump depletion Rel. threshold

No étalon 27% 1

1 mm
F=10 étalon 22% 1.10

1mm, 30pm 
F=10 étalons 11% 1.42

peak width of the 30jj,m étalon mode, can be achieved by tilting 
the thick étalon through theappropriate angle. This was observed 
by scanning through two fringes of a 1.7cm -i f.s.r. solid 
m onitoring  étalon. H ow ever, this level of tuning involves
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Fig. 7.10 Fabry-Perot ring pattern observed using a 19mm, F=25 
airspaced étalon to monitor the output of the BBO-OPO operating at 
480nm with 0.2mm, F = 3 and 0.5mm, F = 10 intracavity étalons. 
Operation on three longitudinal modes is shown.

Fig. 7.11 Fabry-Perot ring pattern observed using a 22mm, F=25 
airspaced étalon to monitor the output of the BBO-OPO operating at 
480nm with 0.2mm, F = 3 and 1mm, F = 10 intracavity étalons. This 
illustrates single longitudinal mode behaviour.
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considerable threshold increase. For 1mm étalon tilt angles around 
3mR such that the OPO threshold is not significantly increased, 
tuning of only 0.02cm-1 is possible. As a result it is anticipated 
that a more practical tuning scheme would be to use an airspaced 
pressure or piezo-electrically scanned étalon. It is hoped that this 
will be implemented in the near future (ref. 25).

7,5 In jection  seeding

This section will take the form of a brief discussion of the 
ideas behind OPO injection seeding, followed by a review  of |
previous work in this area, and a description of some preliminary 
experiments which have been conducted in our own laboratories.
It is intended that this will provide some indication of the way in 
which a two-stage widely-tunable single-mode OPO will develop 
in the future.

7.5.1 Am plification of a nonzero input signal

As was mentioned in chapter 5, laser ligh t inciden t on a 
non linear crys tal gives rise  to the process of spontaneous 
param etric emission, by which there is a finite probability that a 
driving pump photon will split into a signal photon and an idler 
photon. It has been sh o w n ^ 2  tha t elec trom agne tic  zero-poin t 
power fluctuations produce an effective noise power per mode at

the inpu t surface of the crystal, equal to ^  hVsAvs at the signal

frequency Vg and  ̂ hviAvi at the idler frequency Vi, where h is

P lanck ’s constan t and the A v's are the bandw id ths of the 
param e tric  gains at Vg and Vi as lim ited by phase-m a tching 
tolerances. Typical bandwidth values mean that the equivalen t 
noise input can be of the order of IpW  per mode. In the context 
that many lasers exist supplying several mW or more in a narrow 
bandw idth it can be seen that there exists the possibility  of 
providing a seed signal several orders of magnitude in excess of 
the noise input. In the presence of a pump field, param etric 
am plification of such a seed signal reaches detectable levels well
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in advance of those modes am plified from noise. Subject to 
sufficien t param etric gain, sufficien t preferen tial am plification of 
an injected seed signal may take place on a single-pass basis in a 
nonlinear crystal, or through m ultiple passes in an injec tion- 
seeded param etric oscillator. It can be shown from  expression 
(2.17) tha t the param etric gain for zero phase m ism atch in a
crystal of length C is given by

Gain = cosher C . (7 .41 )

As an example, in a Barium Borate crystal of length 20mm, a
gain of 75 is to be anticipated at wavelength degeneracy for a
typical 308nm pump intensity of 30MWcm-^, assuming a value of 
1.9pm/V for dgff. This level of gain corresponds to a 17ns FWHM 
pump pulse of lOOmJ in a 7 x 3mm beam. This level of gain would 
be sufficien t on a single pass basis to provide a high level of 
depletion of the lOOmJ pulse, given a milliJoule input seed pulse 
(quite a feasible level of output from a low power line-narrowed 
m aster oscillator). However, the greater level of am plification 
needed for a CW seed source would require tha t an optical 
resonator be employed. Injection-seeded OPOs allow a low-power 
narrow-band seed signal to be preferentially amplified subject to 
coincidence of the seed frequency with the OPO gain bandwidth. 
The modes amplified from the input seed signal begin to deplete 
the pump pulse and reduce the gain over the rem ainder of the 
gain bandwidth. However, even under conditions of reduced gain, 
those modes amplified from noise, whose frequencies lie closer to 
the cen tre of the gain bandwidth, may eventually "catch up and 
overtake" the seeded modes, and locking to the seed frequency 
may no longer be maintained. Hence there exists a lim it in pulse 
length over which seeding at frequencies not exactly cen tred in 
the OPO gain bandwidth, can be effective.

The selection of a CW or pulsed seed source may be made on 
the basis of available gain, or on frequency charac teristics, i.e. 
bandwid th, stability and tunability. As the injected pow er of a 
pulsed seed source is in general well in excess of that from a CW 
source, pum p deple tion in a pulse-seeded OPO takes place 
considerably earlier in the pulse, and as a result sm aller loss
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results from the OPO build-up time. However, for pulsed seeding 
the seed source is not alw ays "on", and as a resu lt the
synchronisation of the seed and pump pulses must be carefully 
considered. A delay line may be utilised to provide maximum J
seed power at the optimum point during the pump pulse. In fact, 
both CW and pulsed injection-seeding have beneficial effects in 
term s of lowered threshold and increased conversion efficiency.
These effects have been considered in detail in ref. 34. O ther 
theore tical treatm en ts of aspects of OPO injection seeding have 
been given in refs. 35 and 43 to 45.

7 .5 .2  R eview

The first dem onstration of OPO injection seeding was in 
1969 by Bjorkholm  and D anielm eyer32. This experim en t amply
dem onstrated the potential of this approach to linewid th control. i
Stable single mode operation was achieved for CW injected powers i;
at the resonant wave as low as IpW  when the cavity length was 
adjusted to maintain resonance at the seed signal wavelength. The 
de ta ils  o f this experim en t and o ther subsequen t w ork on 
injection-seeding are shown in Table 7.3 In general, during the |
1970s, interest in linewidth control of OPOs switched to the use of 
cavity dispersive techniques, although the possibility of single
pass amplification of a narrowband seed signal was described in a 
paper by Massey and Johnson^^. Amplification of around a factor 
of 1Q5 was demonstrated for milli W att inputs.

Since 1980, a substantial amount of work has been devoted 
to the study of external signal injection. Pulsed injection was used 
in the w ork described in refs. 33-35, Both Itskhoki^s and 
A bdu llin35  showed that saturation in the achievable conversion 
efficiency was observed for pulsed inputs on the order of Ip J  at 
the resonant wave. The device dem onstrated by M arunkov^ 4
required a minimum of only lOpJ in the OPO oscillation at the
nonresonant wave to show seeding. The work of Abdullin was 
no tab le for the use of the long w aveleng th output of a 
B a^N aN gbO is OPO as the seed source for a higher power LiNbOg 
OPO. Although the seed source here was not at the single mode 
level, it illustrated the feasibility  of the m aster/slave oscillator
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arrangem en t which our current work is aimed at. Dem onstrations 
of pulsed seeding at the single mode level have also been 
reported; the work of Fan et a l . 37 used the fundam en tal and 
frequency doubled outputs of a Nd:YAG laser to seed separately at 
the signal and idler in a BBO-OPO pumped by the third harmonic 
of the Nd:YAG. Single mode output was also obtained from a 
355nm -pum ped BBO-OPO by Haub et a l . 38, who used a single 
frequency dye laser to seed at the resonant signal wavelength.

More recently, several further single mode O P O s 3 9 - 4 i  have 
used CW dye, colour centre and diode lasers as the seed source. In 
each case, seed powers of less than one mW were required. The 
main significance of these devices with respect to the early CW- 
seeded single-m ode O P O  demonstrated by B j o r k h o l m 3 2 ,  was the 
tunability of the seed source. However, it must be noted that none 
of the devices mentioned have had the capability of producing 
narrowband seeded output across the complete O P O  tuning range.
This is a primary objective of our own work on broadly tunable 
Type 1 BBO-OPO.

7.5 .3  P re lim in a ry  seed ing  e x p erim en ts  in  BBO

In order to ascertain required seeding power levels, seeding 
of the 308nm -pum ped OPO was firs t attem p ted using the 
632.8nm output of a CW Helium-Neon laser. This laser was a 
Spec tra-Physics model 124b with a linewidth of 0.5cm-^ and a 
maxim um  power output of 17mW in a 3.0mm l/e^ diam e ter 
TEMoo beam. The OPO cavity was arranged as in Fig. 7.12, with one 
Brew ster-angled steering plate coupling in the pump beam. The 
seed beam was injected through the rear mirror which had a low 4

value of reflec tivity  at 633nm. The cavity was form ed by the 
20mm BBO crystal surrounded by two 95% reflectors over the 
range 500-600nm, separated by 40mm. The polarisation of the 
seed beam was parallel to that of the o-waves in the OPO, and the 
device was tuned to an idler output of 633nm (corresponding to 
the seeding waveleng th). Evidence of seeding was observed by 
monitoring the OPO signal output around 600nm.

In general it could be said that evidence of amplification of 
the seed signal was observed through the appearance of a peak in

%
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Fig. 7.12 Schematic diagram o f the experimental arrangement for 
seeding of a BBO-OPO by a Helium Neon laser. M l and M2 are 95% 
reflectors for 500-600nm, PS is a pump steering dichroic plate, NLX is 
a 20mm BBO crystal. The cavity length was 40mm.

606.1 nm 596.5nm

601.5nm 5 9 2 .Snm

Fig. 7.13 (a) and (b) show signal wave spectra o f BBO-OPO seeded by a 
Helium-Neon laser, for two different OPO operating wavelengths.
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the signal spec tra  at 5 9 9 .6 nm, the com plem en tary  signal 
wavelength corresponding to 632.8nm. However, at no point did 
significant depletion of the original spectrum occur as a result. It 
was observed tha t the pump excess over threshold had little 
effect on seeding. The amplitude of the 599.6 nm peak was seen to 
increase with its proximity to the peak of the OPO gain curve, as in 
figs. 7 .13(a) and (b). This observation is consisten t w ith a 
rela tively  strict tolerance of seeding under these conditions, to 
frequency detuning. It has been shown in ref. 45 that successful 
injection cannot be maintained for values of q < 0 .6 , where q is the 
ratio of the coupling constants of the injected mode and the mode 
having highest gain., i.e.

sin(A kC /2)/(A kf/2) injected mode 

^ sin(AkD/2 )/(AkD/2 ) max. gain mode

In the region near degeneracy, where the OPO tuning rate is 
extremely rapid, it was in practice very difficult to tune the OPO 
accura tely to coincide with the HeNe output, and as a result 
"successful" injection seeding was not observed.

In the light of the limited success of CW injection seeding of 
the OPO it was decided to attempt seeding with a pulsed source.
The pulsed seeding source used was the 670nm idler output from 
a noncritically phase-matched urea OPO pumped by a fraction of 
the pow er from the 308nm excimer. The 90mJ excim er output 
was split in the ratio 90:10%, such that the 10% was used to pump 
the urea device, as shown in fig. 7.14. The two excimer beams 
were compressed in separate beam compressors by factors of 7.5 
and 5, to pump the urea and BBO devices, respectively. The pump 
beam for the BBO-OPO was delayed by the equivalent of 4ns with 
respec t to that for the urea OPO, using a Z-fold delay line 
(Successful seeding was observed for delay times around this 
value, with pump pulse lengths similar to our own, in refs. 34 and 
35). The urea OPO was pumped at a level around 6 times the 
oscillation threshold, and pulses of around 0.4mJ at 670nm were |
in jec ted  through an RG610 filter (to rem ove the 570nm  
component) into the simple linear cavity BBO-OPO. (This method 
was an alternative to an arrangem ent whereby the unconverted
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5 X beam 
compressor Pump

beam
steering
p la tes

Urea OPO

Pump
7.5 X beam 
compressor

RG610
f i l t er

BBO-OPO

Fig. 7.14 Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement for 
seeding of a BBO-OPO by the idler wave output from a 25mm NCPM 
urea OPO. Cavity lengths for the urea and BBO OPOs were 30mm and 
25mm respectively.

572.6nm 569.9nm

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7.15 Signal wave spectra for (a) BBO-OPO seeded by a urea OPO, 
(b) Urea OPO and (c) Unseeded BBO-OPO, showing that the pump 
intensity was below the unseeded oscillation threshold.
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rem ainder of the pump beam from the primary OPO was used to 
pump the secondary OPO. This seemed potentially attractive since 
the pump light was used as efficiently as possible. However, this 
m ethod was flawed by the need to propagate the com pressed 
excim er beam to provide sufficien t delay, since, as has been 
m en tioned before, the beam had a tendency to break up on 
p ro p ag a tio n ).

It was found that pulsed seeding produced much more 
convincing results than CW injection. It was seen that that output 
was observed at 570nm from the BBO-OPO, when pumped at a 
level of O.lJcm-2, which was below the unseeded oscillation 
threshold. As shown in figs. 7.15 the spectrum of the 570nm 
output from the BBO-OPO had the same 0.3hm bandwidth as that 
from the urea OPO, and even under conditions of higher pump 
input to the BBO-OPO, no background "pedestal" was observed in 
the output spectrum. Although accurate tuning of the OPO was 
considerably easier than at 600nm, no particular steps were taken 
to ensure exact matching of the centre of the gain curve to the 
seed signal. Furthermore, no attempt was made to optim ise the 
delay time between the pump pulses. Results achieved on this 
experim en t were lim ited by the prem ature demise of the urea 
crys tal through m ultishot damage. However, it was considered 
that the ease with which seeding was achieved was an indication 
that the use of a two-stage seeded OPO tunable throughout the 
range of the BBO-OPO was highly feasible.
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Chapter 8 
N o n c o l l in e a r  P h as e - m at ch in g

8.0 In tro du c t ion

As shown in chapters 5 and 6 , efficien t operation of a I
param etric oscillator based on BBO is strongly dependent on the 
use of pump beams of a dimension and pulse energy great enough 
to reduce the detrim en tal effects of biréfringent w alk-off of the 
pump from the signal and idler beams. The XeCl excim er laser 
used in this work was capable of providing pulse energies 
sufficien t to maintain an energy density well above OPO threshold 
in beams of up to 7mm dimension. At th is , level, the incomplete '4

beam overlap caused by lateral beam walkoff on the order of 
2 mm over the nonlinear crystal length has relatively little effect 
on OPO efficiency.

Increased beam overlap using pump beams of large cross 
section also facilitates efficien t operation of the OPO in a 
n o n co llin ea rly  phase-m a tched  con figu ra tion . O ptim al beam  
in terac tion in an OPO is generally achieved through collinear 
phase-m atching of the pump, signal and idler wavevectors as in 
figure 8.1(a). However param etric interaction can occur for any 
trio of wavevector directions such that the energy conservation 
and phase-m a tching conditions (2 .2 0 ) and (2 .2 1 ) are sa tisfied.
N onco llinear phase-m a tch ing  has been u tilised  in  various 
nonlinear optical processes in order to match the Poynting vector 
directions of interacting beam si, and in OPOs, studies have pointed |
out advantages in terms of the avoidance of undesirable idler 
r e s o n a n c e ^ ,  and the possib ility  of tuning by altering  the 
orientation of the optical cavity or the pump beam rather than the 
crystal angle^. In our own work, the use of large beam waists and 
high pulse energies produces the necessary beam overlap to allow 
noncollinear operation of the angle-tuned OPO in two distinct 
configurations. These two regim es of operation, which will be 
discussed separately in the following two sections, occur when the 
pum p beam propagates at internal angles 0 to the crystal optic 
axis, either below or above the value 9deg» at which the degenerate
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wavelength is generated. They are referred to here as off-axis (0 <
0 deg), and on-axis pumping (0  > 0deg)» respec tively, for reasons 
which will become apparent.

8.1 O ff-axis pum ping  (0  < 0deg)

N oncollinear phase-m atching may be achieved in BBO at 
internal angles between the pump beam and optic axis, at which 
collinear phase-matching is the conventional mode of interaction.
Fig. 8.2 shows a photograph of the typical output observed. The 
configuration of the OPO for these observations is shown in figure 
8.3. In this case, as shown in figure 8.1(b), the pump beam
direc tion  is rotated around a vertical axis, orthogonal to the
crystal angle-tuning rotation axis. Phase-m atching is m ain tained 
by a signal wave resonant on the OPO cavity axis, and an off-axis 
single-pass idler wave, whose wavelengths and directions adjust 
to allow both (2.20) and (2.21) to be satisfied. Considerable 
frequency tuning was achieved through rotation of the pum p 
beam by a small angle in this plane. Simple application of the 
cosine rule to the vector triangle in figure 8 .1(b) produces the 
following expression for the internal angle 6 between the signal #
and pump wavevectors:

cos 6 = (kp2 + - ki^)/ 2 kpks ( 8 . 1 )

The further constraints which determine an operating wavelength,
are the energy conserva tion condition (2 .2 0 ) and the defined
signal wave direction for resonance parallel to the cavity axis.

This mode of operation was studied under the follow ing 
conditions. The pump laser used was the Lambda Physik EMG 150 
excim er laser. The beam was compressed by a fac tor of 5 to 
produce a 1.5 x 3.9mm collimated pump beam. Throughout this 
experiment, the OPO was pumped at a constant level of 0.73Jcm-^.
The OPO was based around the 12mm interaction length crystal of 
BBO. This was surrounded by one high reflector for 400-700nm
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Cavity axis
Fig. 8.1 : Arrangement of wavevectors in a singly resonant OPO 
cavity for (a) collinear phase-matching, (b) on-axis pumped 
noncollinear phase-matching and (c) off-axis pumped noncollinear 
p h a se -m a tc h in g .

and one 95% reflector for 500-600nm, separated by a distance of 
62mm to form a singly resonant cavity at the signal wave. The 
pump beam was injected in to the cavity as in fig. 8.3 via a 
rotatable Brewster-angled dichroic plate adjacent to the nonlinear 
crys tal, w hich reflec ted the pump wave and transm itted the 
orthogonally polarised signal wave. Here, as before, the pump
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Fig. 8.2 Photograph of the output observed frOm an off-axis pumped 
noncollinearly phase-matched BBO-OPO.
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Fig. 8.3 : Configuration of BBO-OPO used during observations of off-
axis pumped noncollinear phase-matching.

wave was polarised in the plane of the surface normal and the 
optic axis. Figure 8.4 shows the measured external angles of the 
idler and pump beams with respect to the cavity axis as a function 
of the m easured resonant signal wave. These resu lts  were 
obtained  by a ltering  the pum p beam d irec tion  from  tha t 
corresponding to a collinearly phase-m atched signal waveleng th 
of 587nm . The idler angle was measured from the distance 
between the signal and idler spots on a screen a distance of Im  
from  the OPO, while the pump angle was measured from  the 
Brewster plate rotation stage. Theoretical calculations also shown 
in the figure show excellent agreement with experiment. Figure 
8.5 shows that the rate of tuning, as with tuning of the crystal in 
the conven tional plane, occurs most rapidly when altering the 
pum p beam angle from a collinear phase-m atching w aveleng th 
near degeneracy. It can be seen that at this pum p in tensity ,
oscillation is observed only to a pump beam angle of 4.5®, at which
point the pump beam can be calculated to have walked a lateral
distance of 1mm out of the signal beam, as compared with a pump 
beam w aist in this dimension of 1.5mm. This decreased beam

:
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overlap is reflected in the fact that the lateral dimension of the 
generated signal and idler beams is seen to decrease progressively 
as the pump beam-cavity axis angle is increased. Figure 8 .6  shows 
the corresponding increase in threshold with increasing off-axis 
angle of the pump beam, for an on-axis signal waveleng th of 
587nm. It can be seen that signal tuning of around 30nm can be 
achieved at a cost of around a factor of two threshold increase.

8.2 O n-ax is pum ping  (0  > 0<ieg)

The second mode of noncollinear interaction observed in the 
OPO occurs on rotation of the nonlinear crystal in the angle-tuning 
p lane beyond the degenera te point, with the pum p beam  
propagating parallel to the cavity axis. For angles beyond that 
corresponding to the degenera te waveleng th, collinear phase- 
matching is no longer possible. In this configuration, two distinct 
pairs of wavelengths were observed simultaneously, such that the 
output was in the form of com plete rings (see figure 8 .8 ) 
concen tric  to the pump beam, with in tensity  m axim a at the 
vertical extremes. Their radii were seen to increase as the crystal 
is tuned further past degeneracy until a point was reached when 
o sc illa tion  threshold  was no longer a ttained. F igure 8.1(c) 
illustrates the distinction between the arrangement of momentum 
vectors with respect to the cavity axis for the present case, and 
that of off-axis pumping. Here it is the wave-vector of the pump 
ra ther than the resonant signal which remains parallel to the 
cavity axis. For a Type 1 (e -o + o) process, the symmetry of the 
refrac tive indices around the pump wave-vector direction allows 
phase-matching to occur in the form of a cone around the pump 
beam, as depicted in fig. 8.9. We can use the same expression (8.1) 
for the in ternal angle between pump and signal wave 6 for any 
particu lar signal-idler pair, as that for off axis pum ping. The 
corresponding pum p-signal external angle 6 ext is then found from 
the expression:

Ôext = sin-1 (ng sin (0 + / -  S -  35.5®))
-  sin-1 (np sin (0  -  35.5*)) (8 .2 )
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Fig. 8.6 : Oscillation threshold as a function of external angle 
between the nonresonant idler and the cavity axis for off-axis 
pumped noncollinear phase-matching at an initial collinear phase- 
match signal wavelength of 587nm.

where ng and np are the signal and pump refractive indices, and 
the constant (35.5°) is the internal angle between the pump and 
the crystal optic axis for normal incidence.

This phenomenon was observed in an OPO based on the 
20mm interaction length BBO crystal. The cavity arrangement was 
as in fig. 4.5(a), with the crystal surrounded by two plane 9 5 %  

reflectors for the range 500-600nm, separated by 23mm. The OPO 
output was studied separately for beam compression ratios of 
3.75 and 5, to produce collim ated beams of dim ension 2.1 x 
5.1mm and 1.5 x 3.9mm, with the major dimension in the walkoff 
plane. The BBO crys tal was cut with its norm al incidence 
propagation direction at 35.5° to the optic axis. The OPO threshold 
at a signal wavelength of 600nm was found to be 0.15Jcm-^, and 
the following results were obtained at a pump fluence 4 times this 
value. Below the degeneracy angle (0  = 39.14») the OPO operates 
as a co llin early  phase-m a tched  singly resonan t o sc illa to r.
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However, if the crystal orientation is altered such that the pump 
beam  propagates at angles 0 > 0deg » the refractive indices no 
longer allow conditions (2 .2 0 ) and (2 .2 1 ) to be sa tisfied for 
collinear wavevectors, i.e.

He (0,œp) > no(œs) ^ no(coi) (8 .3 )

for all pairs (cOg, coi) satisfying (8 . 1), where n© and no are the 
refractive indices experienced by the extraordinary and ordinary

e x t

Optic a x i s

Fig.8.7 Pump, signal and idler wavevector directions in the 
nonlinear crystal in an on-axis pumped noncollinear phase- 
m atching configuration.

polarisations respec tively. In this regime it has been observed 
that oscillation occurs through noncollinear phase-m atching, such 
that the resonant wave direction is not coincident with that of the 
cavity axis, as shown in fig. 8.1(b). The wavevector directions in 
the crystal, under these conditions, are illustrated in fig. 8.7. The 
w aveleng ths of the resultant ring patterns were m easured for 
each of the two beam dimensions, and it can be seen in fig. 8 .1 0  

that each spot size produces noncollinearly phase-matched output

' --J'ai N it" '
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Fig. 8.8 : Photograph of the ring pattern observed at a distance o f Im 
from the OPO. Centre spot is remaining unconverted pump, while 
inner ring is of degenerate 616nm wavelength, and outer ring 
consists of components around 580nm and 650nm.
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of approxim ately constant waveleng th (the bandw id th of the 
output is in each case around lOnm). However, while for both 
dim ensions the inner ring is of the degenerate w aveleng th at 
616nm, the mean pairs of wavelengths for the outer ring are 
575.Onm and 655.7nm for the 5mm beam, and 580 .8nm and 
650.8nm for the 4mm beam. In each case, the nondegenerate 
signal and idler output was observed with approxim ately equal 
ring diam eter. This is as predicted from the phase-m a tching 
condition (8 .1) for these wavelength pairs.

The measured external angles between the pump beam and 
the signal and idler beams are shown in fig. 8 .1 1 , along with 
theore tical calculations for signal wavelengths of 575nm, 581nm 
and 616nm which correspond approximately to the experim en tal 
values. A good level of agreement with theory is seen.

In the light of the continuous range of wavelengths phase- 
m atchable in this noncollinear configuration, where we have no 
cavity  resonance constrain t, it is necessary to explain  the 
wavelength selection mechanism of the OPO. Examination of the 
reflectivity profile of the mirrors indicates that

%

OPO 580 and 650nm

Pump
beam

Signal and 
idler waves 616nm

Fig. 8.9 Arrangement of signal, idler and pump rays with respect to 
the ring pattern output from an on-axis pumped noncollinearly 
phase-matched BBO-OPO.

%
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the 580nm component is the resonant wavelength in the outer 
ring, while the inner ring is able, even at the low value of 
reflec tivity  for 616nm (18%), to operate as a doubly resonant 
oscillator. We believe that the OPO selects a resonant wavelength 
around 580nm through the occurrence of a local minimum in the 
oscillation threshold for these particular resonator mirrors. The |
cav ity  resonance  condition  is unim portant since the OPO 
bandwidth is such that at any angle to the cavity axis many off- 
axis cavity resonances are covered. Fig. 8.12 shows theore tical 
calculations of collinearly phase-matched OPO threshold over the 
m irror reflectivity range, made using expression (5.6), based on 
the Brosnan and Byer model (Ref. 4). We believe the threshold for 
n o n co llin ea r opera tion  is in fluenced  both by the cav ity  
reflec tivity , and by the number of cavity double passes during 
which the signal can experience parametric gain while still within 
the waist of the pump beam, as in fig. 8.13. For example, for the à

OPO cavity used in these experiments, a signal ray propagating at 
an external angle of 40mR to the pump takes around 5 double 
passes to walk from the centre to the edge of the 5mm pump
w aist in the vertical dimension, as opposed to 2 , horizontally.
Hence the occurrence of intensity maxima at the vertical extremes 
of the rings is due to the greater pump beam vertical dimension.
Figure 8.12 also shows the value of Ô for which the signal
wavelength is phase-matched, at an internal angle 0 = 39.15® (just 
beyond degeneracy). It has been observed that the balance of the 
colour composition of the upper and lower extremes of the outer 
ring is strongly influenced by cavity alignm ent rela tive to the '{j
pump beam direction. Equal intensities of the 580nm and 650nm $
components are seen in both extremes when the cavity is aligned
perpendicular to the pump beam, while rotation of the cavity 
around a horizontal axis normal to the propagation direction of the i
pump means that phase-matching is favoured where the direction
of the resonant 580nm component is closer to the cavity axis, and |
thus one extreme becomes largely yellow and the other largely
red. It is presumed that the thresholds for the doubly and singly 
reso n an t p rocesses  are  equ iva len t, a llow ing  sim u ltaneous |
occurrence of both processes. M eanwhile, the observa tion of 
differing noncollinear wavelengths at different spot-sizes can be

ki
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explained by the need for compromise between the num ber of 
cavity double-passes and the cavity reflectivity at a particular 
phase-m atched wavelength. The angular lim it on phase-m atching 
in this case as for predegenerate noncollinear phase-m atching, is 
c learly  de term ined by the reducing beam in terac tion  w ith 
increasing cone angle.

7.3 Summary

In summary, we have observed sim ultaneous doubly and 
s in g ly  reso n a n t n o n c o llin ea rly  p h ase-m a tch ed  p a ra m e tr ic  
oscillation in BBO, beyond the degeneracy point of the Type 1 
tuning curve. We believe this to be the first recorded observation 
of this phenomenon. We have also quantified the frequency

680
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>
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3 9 .0 39.1  39 . 2
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Fig. 8.10 : OPO output wavelengths versus internal angle between 
pump beam direction and optic axis, around degeneracy. The solid 
curve represents the theoretical tuning curve calculated from 
Sellmeier equations given in Appendix B. The two sets of data shown 
beyond the degenerate point represent output wavelengths for 
pump beam waists of 4mm and 5mm.
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Pump
beam

Resonant ray path

Fig, 8.13 Resonant ray path in an on-axis pumped noncollinearly 
phase-matched BBO-OPO.

tun ing  and associated  threshold  increase of p redegenera te  
nonco llinear phase-m a tching . These processes are enhanced  
through the use of large pump beam waists and energies, which 
are properties im portant in overcoming the problems of angular 
acceptance and walk-off in highly biréfringent materials such as 
BBO. The need for production of crystals of larger aperture than 
curren tly  availab le, in order to increase the effic iency  of 
param etric processes, is emphasised.
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Chapter 9 
General  conclusions and future work

This work describes characterisation of optical param etric 
oscillators for the generation of tunable radiation ranging from the 
ultraviole t to the near infrared, based on the m aterials Urea and 
P -B arium  Borate and these devices were pumped by the 308nm 
output from  an injection-seeded Xenon Chloride excim er laser, 
providing pulses of up to 150mJ in energy. Further studies of 
noncollinear phase-m atching and linewidth control in the Barium 
Borate OPO are also reported.

Calculations shown in chapter 3, of figure of merit, pump 
bandw idth and angular acceptance lim its for 308nm pum ping, 
have been used to illustrate the potential advantages of Urea and 
BBO over established UV-transmitting nonlinear m aterials. These 
figures also highlight the comparative utility of the new material.
L ithium  Borate, for efficien t ultraviole t generation. The angular 
accep tance calculations predic t much greater tolerance to pump 
beam divergence in Type 2 phase-matched Urea OPOs than in 
Type 1 critically phase matched BBO OPOs. The predicted pump 
bandw id th  requ irem en ts  fo r the U V -transm itting  m ateria ls  
considered show that the linewidth attainable from an injection- 
seeded excimer laser renders it suitable for use as a pump source 
for OPOs based on any of these materials. |

S tudies were made of the varia tion of the oscilla tion  
threshold pump energy fluence in Type 2 phase-m atched Urea 
and Type 1 phase-matched BBO devices. The experimental values 
were compared with predictions made using the Brosnan and Byer 
expression, adapted to take into account the non-Gaussian nature 
of the pump beam. Variation of threshold with parameters such as 
cavity length, reflectivity etc., was satisfactorily predicted by the 
B rosnan and Byer m odel, assum ing ra ther larger values of 
nonlinear coefficien t than those currently accepted. It was found 
tha t the Barium  Borate device could be an effic ien t energy 
converter only if relatively energetic pump pulses were available.
A minimum energy of 5mJ was required for the device to reach 
threshold, and considerable increase in threshold energy fluence

4
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was observed for pump beam waists below 2 mm in the w alkoff |
plane. The noncritically phase-matched Urea OPO, by contrast, was 
able to operate with pump energies of as little as 0.6mJ. However, 
threshold energy fluences were also seen to increase in this device 
for high beam compressions. It was considered that this was a 
result of difficulty in maintaining beam quality for tight focussing 
of the excimer beam.

Ex trem ely high conversion efficiencies were obtained from  J
both these OPOs. Maximum pump depletions of 64% and 72% were 
observed in BBO and urea respectively. High efficiencies were 4

m aintained throughout the tuning range of the BBO-OPO, while, P
with the lower pump pulse energies available from the original 
pump laser, the urea efficiency declined as it was tuned away
from  the noncritical condition. The degraded perform ance in I
term s of threshold increase resulting from the use of tigh tly  
focussed  pum p beams was also reflec ted in low er sa turated 
conversion efficiencies under these conditions. It was also found 4
that the ex ternal conversion efficiencies were restricted by the 
considerable Fresnel, absorption and scattering losses in the 
cav ity .

Observations of noncollinearly phase-matched oscillation of 
the BBO-OPO have revealed unexpected modes of operation, and 
alterna tive tuning methods for the device. Tuning of tens of 
nanom etres was observed by altering the pump beam direction 
independen t of the OPO cavity, and relatively small associated
threshold increase was observed. The first reported observation of 
opera tion of a Type 1 OPO at angles beyond the degenera te J
w aveleng th point was made. Ou tput was in the form  of two 
concen tric  ring  patterns, reflec ting  sim ultaneous singly  and 
doubly resonant operation.

Line-narrowing of the BBO-OPO was achieved through the 
use of in tracavity  Fabry-Perot étalons and a L ittrow -m ounted
diffraction grating. Single longitudinal mode oscillation could be 
achieved  over the m ajority  of the tuning range, using a 
combination of two étalons, and an increase in threshold of less J
than 50% was observed for small étalon tilt angles. However, it |
was found that tuning using this method was very restricted due 
to higher-than-predicted thick étalon reflection losses at sizeable
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tilt angles. It was thought that this was due to insufficient étalon 
flatness. W e believe tha t future developm en ts o f the line- 
narrowed BBO-OPO may utilise air-spaced étalons operated close 
to on-axis and tuned piezo-electrically or by pressure variation, or 
better quality solid étalons. A considerable body of work remains 
to be done on this system in terms of inves tigation of its I
frequency stability and the practicality of tuning. The need for a 
third  d ispersive elem en t towards waveleng th degeneracy adds 
undesirable com plexity, and it would be desirable to find an 
alternative means of operation at wavelengths with high inherent 
linewidth. Furthermore, this line-narrowed OPO was developed as si
a low -pow er first-stage for an oscillator/am plifier system  with 
the aim of producing high average power single mode output. The ^
developm en t of the second stage of this system either as an 
injec tion seeded OPO or as an optical param etric am plifier is 
curren tly  being undertaken.

A few general points can be made regarding the use of urea 
and BBO in conjunction with an excimer pump source. Firstly, urea 
possesses a major drawback in its susceptibility to m ultishot UV 
damage, while the transm ission quality of BBO is in our own 
experience  ra ther poor. These problem s could perhaps be 
allevia ted through advances in growth technique. Secondly, this 
thesis has dem onstrated tha t the excim er laser can provide 
equivalent performance to alternative UV OPO pump sources and 
has advantages in terms of high average power and selection of 
wavelengths. Clearly, though, the desirability of high beam quality 
all-solid-state sources, and the increasing power capabilities of 
diode-pum ped solid-state lasers, indicates that in future all-solid- 
state OPOs involving materials such as urea and BBO will be highly 
prom inen t. How ever curren t work seems likely to show tha t 
L ith ium  B orate w ill supersede these m a teria ls for som e 
app lica tions-in  particu lar those involving low energy  pum p 
sources.

.'A



Appendix A

A ppend ix  A : C ry s ta l axis system s

Three axis system s are generally used to describe the 
p ro p e r ties  of n o n lin ear op tica l c ry s ta ls . T hese are the 
crystallographic axes (abc), the principal optical axes (xyz), and 
the tensor reporting frame axes (XYZ), otherwise known as the 
piezoelec tric axes. The principal optical axes (xyz) are defined «
such that the associated principal refractive indices (n% , ny , n^) 
are related by n^ > ny > n^. The current definition of these three 
axis systems (I.E.E.E./A.N.S.I. std. 176-1987) has these as right- 
handed frames of reference, and for a given crystal class there is a 
particular relationship between the different axes.

For a negative uniaxial crystal such as BBO this relationship 
is sufficiently defined by

X = c = Z.

For a positive uniaxial material such as Urea 

z = c s  Z.

A further frame of reference, known as the nonlinear optical 
(NLO) reporting frame (123) may be used (see ref. 1) to define the 
angles 6 , (j) in uniaxial crystals. For negative uniaxial crystals, (123) 
s  (yzx), and for positive uniaxials, (123) = (xyz). In each case 0 is  
measured from axis 3 towards the 1-2 plane, while <}) is measured 
from 1 towards 2 .

In an orthorhombic crystal of class mm2, such as LBO, the 
axes are related by

y = c 5  Z.

The d e fin itio n  of the re la tionsh ip  be tw een the axes in 
orthorhombic crystals is currently the subject of review (ref. 1).

Ref. 1 D.A. Roberts, "Simplified characterisation of uniaxial and 
biaxial nonlinear optical crystals: a plea for standardisation of 
nom enclature and conventions", submitted to I.E.E.E. J. Quant 
.Elect (1992).



Appendix B

A p p en d ix  B ; S e llm eier re la tio n s  fo r n o n lin e a r  m a te r ia ls

The following Sellmeier relations were used in phase- 
matching calculations shown in figures 3.2 to 3.5:

U real

0 .0125
Uo2= 2.1823 +

Ue2= 2.51527 + —  +

(X,2 - 0 .0 3 0 0 )
0 .0 2 4 0  

(X,2 - 0 .0 3 0 0 )
{ X  - 1 .5 2 )

0.0202 ((% - 1 .52)2 + 0 .0 8 7 7 1 )  

Equations have also been developed2 for urea doped with 0.1% Br. 

BB03

2.7405 0.0155X2

ne2 = 2.3730 + - 0.0044X2
0.0128  

(X2 - 0 . 0 1 5 6 )
Alternative BBO Sellmeier relations are also given in refs. 4 and 5.

KDP6
0 .0 1 0 0 9  0 .0325ng2 = 2.259 +

(X2 - 0 . 0 1 2 9 )  0 .0 0 2 5  -1 /X2
................ 0 .0 0 8 6 4  0 .0 0 8 0 7

n.2 = 2.133 + +(X2 - 0 . 0 1 2 3 )  0 .0 0 2 5  -1/X2 

LBO?

nj2= 2.45316 + _ 0 .0 1 0 5 8 )  ' *^01123X2

ny2= 2.53969 + 0 .0 1 3 3 9 )  ' 0 02029X2
0 0 1 4 1 2

Uz2 = 2.45316 + ^^ 2  _ 0 .0 0 4 6 7 )  '  0  01850^2 

Further Sellmeier coefficients have been published in refs. 8 to 13.
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